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This manual is intended to serve experienced system programmers 
who want to know all the details of MP lAOS system software. 

The manual contains twelve chapters. Chapter 2 gives a general 
view of programming with MP lAOS. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 deal with 
the management of files, process, and memory, respectively. Debug
ging and histogramming are covered in Chapter 6. Chapters 7 and 8 
discuss interprocess communication and multitasking. Input and 
output and user device support are discussed in Chapters 9 and 10. 
The last two chapters contain a list of miscellaneous calls and a 
dictionary of system calls and library routines. 

There are eleven appendices and an index for reference. 
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Related Manuals The following manuals also belong to the series of books published 
on the MP / AOS operating system. 

MP/AOS Concepts and Facilities (DGC No. 069-400200) provides a 
concise but thorough introduction to the MP / AOS operating system 
for users who want to assess the system's advantages. 

MP/AOS Command Line Interpreter (CLI) (DGC No. 069-400201) 
describes the interactive CLI program, the user's primary interface 
to the MP / AOS system. A command dictionary provides command 
descriptions, formats, and examples. 

Loading MP / AOS (DGC No. 069-400207) describes how to install 
MP / AOS software on ECLIPSE-line computers. 

MP/AOS System Generation and Related Utilities (DGC No. 
069-400206) describes the generation of an MP / AOS system tailored 
to specific applications. It also describes the following utilities, 
including sample dialogues as appropriate: 

• SYSGEN, the interactive system generation utility; 

• DINIT, the disk initializer; 

• FIXUP, the disk repair utility; 

• SPOOLER, which controls line printer operations; 

• ELOG (error logger), the utility for interpreting the system log file. 

MP/AOS Debugger and Performance Monitoring Utilities (DGC No. 
069-400205) describes the following utilities, providing a dictionary 
of debugger commands and sample dialogues as appropriate: 

• FLIT, the process debugger; 

• PROFILE, which measures execution-time performance; 

• OPM, the process monitor that displays current system resource 
allocation and status. 

MP/AOS Macroassembler, Binder, and Library Utilities (DGC No. 
069-400210) documents the MP / AOS macroassembler and binder as 
well as the library file editor (LED) and system cross-reference 
analyzer (SCAN). It includes programming examples and a dictionary 
of assembler pseudo-ops. 

MP / AOS Advanced Program Development Utilities (DGC No. 
069-400208) describes the folowing utilities: 

• Text control system (TCS), a method for managing different 
versions of a single file; 

• BUILD, which creates a new version of a file from existing files, 
minimizing effort and errors in program development; 

• FIND, which identifies occurrences of patterns in text files. 
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MP / ADS SPEED Text Editor (DGC No. 069-400202) documents the 
features of SPEED, the MP lAOS character-oriented text editor. 

MP / ADS SLA TE Text Editor (DGC 069-400209) documents the 
features of SLATE, a screen- and line-oriented text editor. 

MP / ADS File Utilities (DGC No. 069-400204) describes the following 
utility programs, providing sample dialogues for each: 

• FEDIT, a file editor that permits modification of system files, 
including program and data files; 

• FDISP, which can display the address and data contents of a file 
or compare two files, displaying the parts that differ; 

• SCMP, which can compare two source programs line by line; 

• MOVE, which allows the transfer of files among directories; 

• AOSMIC, which allows manipulation of MP lAOS and MP lOS 
disks and files on an AOS system; 

• FOXFIRE, which permits the transfer of files among MP lOS, 
MP lAOS, and AOS systems over asynchronous communication 
lines. 

SP /Pascal Programmer's Reference (DGC No. 069-400203) documents 
an extended Pascal for system programmers. SP IPascal has all of 
the features of MP IPascal as well as extensions to implement the 
MP I AOS and AOS operating systems. 

Books on three additional programming languages supported by 
MP I AOS have previously been published as part of the bookset for 
the MP lOS operating system: 

MP/Pascal Programmer's Reference (DGC No. 069-400031) docu
ments for system programmers a Pascal-based language with special 
extensions. 

MP/FDRTRAN IV Programmer's Reference (DGC No. 069-400033) 
documents for system programmers a language based on ANSI 1966 
standard FORTRAN with extensions. 

MP /Basic Programmer's Reference (DGC No. 069-400032) documents 
for new users a programming language based on ANSI standard 
Basic with extensions. 

MP/OS 

For information on Microproducts and a bibliography of documenta
tion on the Microproducts line, see Introduction to Microproducts 
(DGC No. 014-000685). 
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Conventions and 
Abbreviations 

Examples 

For information on cross development between MP lOS and MP / AOS, 
see MP/OS System Programmer's Reference (DGC No. 093-400001). 

In format descriptions and examples we use the following conven
tions: 

Format 

COMMAND 
SYSTEM CALL 

argument 

(optional} 

arg11 arg2 

CR 

Descriptions 

This. typeface iS~SEldtOindicatemnemonicsfor· commands, 
system· calls,. andinstr\,l~tions;e.g. ?ALIST~ 

Lowercase italic is used to rEi preSent a command'sotan 
inst~uctiQn' sargument ""henfnafargumentisa generic term. 
In your program ,you must replace this symbol with the exact 
codE! for the argument you need; e,g. file1. 

This typeface,lower ca$e;taJic and brac~ets denote .an 
optional argument. Optional. command switches may appear 
withinbraci<etsaslll/ell.lfyou use the argument or sill/itch, do 
not write the brackets into the . code, 

This typeface, IOlll/er caseitaJic and <;I Vertical barU ) denote 
that you have a choice> between.arg r or arg2. 

Represents a New-line Character, 

Represents a Carriage Return·chara<:ter. 

All programming examples appear in the following typefaces: 

the material to be typed by the user appears as: 

?PROC 

the program's response appears as: 

ERBTL 
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System Overview 

The MP / AOS system is a general purpose operating system for 16-bit 
DGC ECLIPSE processors available in both 15" and T'x 9" packaging. 
Processors must have the Floating Point Instruction option and the 
Character Instruction set. Currently, MP / AOS runs on the following 
ECLIPSE processors: S/120, S/130, S/140, C/150, C/330, S/250, 
C/350, S/20. 
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System Overview 

MP / AOS retains substantial compatibility with MP lOS, a single-user 
system for micro NOV A, ENTERPRISE, MPT, MBC, and NOV A4 
computers. With the aid of the System Call Translator software 
package, MP / AOS programs can be developed and run under AOS, 
the Advanced Operating System for ECLIPSE line computers. 

MP / AOS provides sophisticated facilities such as mUltiprogramming, 
multitasking, interprocess communication, flexible user manage
ment of system resources, the ability to access more than 32K words 
of memory from within a single user process, and a debugger as a 
separate process. The system features fast switching of task and 
process, deterministic scheduling of process/task strictly by priority, 
a time-slicing option for process scheduling, and low interrupt 
latency. 

MP / AOS also supports user written-device drivers and provides 
system calls allowing users to define and manage custom debugger 
and histogrammer programs. 

The MP / AOS operating system can be used to provide a basic program 
development environment; to that end, a full range of program 
development utilities, text editors and high-level languages such as 
MP/FORTRAN IV, MP/ and SP/Pascal, and MP/BASIC is made 
available. 

Additionally, MP / AOS is designed to provide an efficient basis for 
user-designed applications such as real time process control, data 
acquisition, and medical instrumentation. Features such as memory 
resident processes, highly accurate timing (including the ability to 
time to milliseconds when a 1000 Hz clock frequency is selected at 
system generation), task synchronization, nonpended system calls, 
extended I/O with direct transfer of data between a device and 
memory, and support for custom devices make MP / AOS particularly 
well suited to real time applications. 

Using an interactive system generation utility, you can generate an 
MP / AOS system containing a desired subset of the full system's 
power and tailor it to any configuration of memory boards and 
peripherals. 

Programs communicate with the operating system through system 
calls that you place in the program code. This manual describes the 
operating system's facilities and the system calls that apply to them. 
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Programming with 
MP/AOS 

Before beginning to work with the MP / AOS operating system, you 
must first bootstrap the system, i.e., bring it into memory. Since the 
bootstrap procedure varies depending on the processor used, it is 
necessary to refer to the appropriate Principles of Operation manual 
for your CPU. A detailed discussion of bootstrapping also appears in 
Loading MP/ AOS (DGC No. 069-400207). 
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Programming with MP / AOS 

Shutting Down the 
System 

System Calls 

Anyone of the following procedures results in an orderly system 
shutdown ensuring no loss of data: 

a BYE command issued from the initial CLI 
a ?BOOT system Gall issued from the initial process 
termination of the initial process 

MP / AOS supports a wide variety of system calls, command macros 
which call on predefined system routines. In assembly language, 
system calls are coded in the user program just as instructions are. 

MP / AOS system calls allow the user to 

• create and manage processes 

• manage the logical address space 

• manage dynamic memory segments 

• establish and perform interprocess communication 

• create and maintain disk files and directories 

• perform file input and output including direct segment I/O 

• create and manage a multitasking environment 

• define and access user devices 

• perform data channel or BMC (Burst Multiplexor Channel) input 
and output with user devices 

• define and manage custom debugger routines 

• define and manage custom histogrammer routines 

In assembly language, code system calls in the source program as 
macros that begin with a question mark. Each macro is expanded at 
assembly time. Each system call macro name is associated with a 
number. A complete list of system call mnemonics and their numbers 
is included in parameter file SYSID.SR, which is distributed with 
the release package. See Appendix E for more on parameter files. 

A special system call (?EQT) offers users the option of setting up 
system calls at runtime by specifying the desired system call number 
and option in AC3 and setting up ACO through AC2 as defined for the 
particular call to be executed. 

This manual discusses the system calls in functional categories with 
a chapter for each category. A detailed description of each system 
call appears in the alphabetized "Dictionary of System Calls and 
Library Routines" in Chapter 12. 

When generating an MP / AOS system you specify the maximum 
number of concurrent system calls to be supported by that system. 
The interactive SYSGEN utility is described in MP / ADS System 
Generation and Related Utilities (DGC No. 069-200206). 
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Error Codes 

Except where noted, you must reserve two return locations for each 
system call: an exception error return, and a normal return. After 
the system has executed the call, MP / AOS passes control either to 
the error return or to the normal return, depending on the call's 
outcome. 

In either case, on return, accumulator 3 (AC3) contains the current 
contents of the frame pointer. On an exception return, ACO contains 
an unsigned 16-bit value representing the exception condition code 
(error code) indicating the reason for the call's failure. All other 
accumulators contain the values they had on input, unless otherwise 
noted. 

A unique text string is also associated with each error code. The CLI 
(Command Line Interpreter) returns this string when the error occurs 
during the execution of a CLI command. Use the ?ERMSG library 
routine to read the text string associated with the error code during 
the execution of the program. 

The "Errors" list in the individual description of each system call 
(Chapter 12) gives the most likely exception condition code mnemon
ics and messages for that particular call. A complete list of fatal and 
booting error codes is contained in your release package. 

The system provides a file, ERMES, containing all the currently 
defined error codes and their corresponding mnemonics and text 
messages. There are 2008 groups of exception condition codes for the 
operating system, the utilities, and the other programs running in 
the system, including user programs. Data General Corporation 
reserves code groups ° through 778 for the system. You can define 
the remaining groups, numbered 1008 through 1778 . 

To create a new ERMES error message file with a structure like that 
of the supplied ERMES, but with different contents, create a source 
file allocating an unused code group and insert your own series of 
codes and messages. After assembly, bind with a /ERMES switch. 

If you wish your new ERMES file to include any of the DGC-supplied 
error codes, set your searchlist to allow access to ERMES_OBS, the 
error message object files supplied on your release media. You can 
then bind the desired ERMES_OBS files along with your own to 
generate a combined ERMES file. 

Seme system calls have options you may specify to modify the calls' 
actions. Options are specified by two- or three-letter abbreviations, 
which you code after the call's mnemonic in the program. For 
instance, if you want to create a disk file with the ?CREATE call and 
you wish to delete an existing file with the same name, use the 
delete (DE) option by coding ?CREATE DE. You can specify more than 
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Nonpended Calls 

Accumulator Usage 

one option by separating the options' abbreviations with commas, 
for example, ?OPEN CR, AP, which creates a file if none exists and 
opens it for appending. 

Some system calls, notably those that perform I/O, can take a 
relatively long time to execute. Normally your program (or the 
calling task in a multitasked program) is suspended from running 
during this interval, resulting in a loss of potentially useful processor 
time. Nonpended system calls eliminate this waste. 

Specify a nonpended call by coding the NP option on any system call 
allowing it. When you execute the call, instead of suspending your 
task, the system creates a new task and assigns it the job of executing 
your call. The task which issued the nonpended call is free to 
continue operation. AC2 will contain the task identifier of the system 
task executing your I/O. To avoid error when using nonpended 
calls, be sure to specify an appropriate number of additional tasks 
(one for each concurrent nonpended call) when you create the process. 
See the ?PROC system call description in Chapter 12. 

You cannot immediately assume that the results of the system call 
are valid; for instance, if you read data with a ?READ NP system 
call, you must still wait for the data to arrive before you can operate 
on it. However, you can perform other types of computation while 
waiting for the new data. 

To determine when the nonpended call is complete, you must execute 
the ?AWAIT system call. It enables you either to check the call's 
progress or to suspend your program until the call is complete. You 
must issue an ?AWAIT call to obtain the results of every nonpended 
system call you execute; otherwise system memory space (a task 
control block) is wasted. 

System calls generally require arguments called inputs, which your 
program must place in the proper accumulators before executing the 
call. Some system calls also return outputs in accumulators. Only 
ACO, ACI and AC2 are used for inputs and outputs; the system 
always sets AC3 to the value of the frame pointer upon return from 
a call. Any accumulators not used for outputs are returned to your 
program unchanged. 

MP / AOS system calls and library routines observe the following 
conventions for accumulator usage. 

• Input/output calls use ACO for the I/O channel number. 

• Multiprogramming and multitasking calls use AC2 for the process 
or task identifier. 

• Calls that reference files use ACO for the byte pointer to the 
pathname. 
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• Calls that require packets use AC2 for the packet address. 

• Error codes are returned in ACO. 

Byte Pointers 

Before issuing many of the system calls, you must load one or more 
of the accumulators with input values, such as byte pointers. 

An ECLIPSE computer word is 16 bits in length; its bit positions are 
numbered left to right, from 0 to 15 inclusive. A byte is 8 bits in 
length. A byte string consists of a sequence of bytes, packed left to 
right in a series of one or more words. 

The system call descriptions use unique mnemonics for the high
order and low-order portions of 16-bit values. The term high-order 
refers to the 8 most significant bits, i.e., bits 0 through 7. The term 
low-order refers to the 8 least significant bits, i.e., bits 8 through 15. 

A byte pointer consists of a single word with two fields. The left 
field consists of bit positions 0 through 14, and it contains the 
address of the word containing the selected byte. The right field 
consists of the bit position 15. When the state of this bit equals 1, the 
pointer selects the low-order (least significant) byte of a word, i.e., 
bits 8 through 15; when the state of this bit equals 0, the pointer 
selects the left (high-order, or most significant) byte of a word, i.e., 
bits 0 through 7. 

To point to a byte in a word whose address you have defined as a 
variable (V), the value V*2 serves as a byte pointer to the left byte, 
and V*2+ 1 points to the right byte. 

Packets 

Some system calls require or return more information than the 
accumulators alone will hold. In this case, additional arguments are 
passed in a packet. A packet is a block of consecutive words in an 
address space. The system uses these words to obtain input specifica
tions and/or to return output values. 

The number of words in a packet depends on the particular call; 
there is a mnemonic for each packet size. The first word of every 
packet contains a number indicating the packet type; the system 
checks this number for validity when handling the call. 

There is also a mnemonic for each packet type. Using the mnemonic 
instead of the current value assigned to it ensures that even if the 
value is redefined, the call executes correctly, provided you 
reassemble your program. The mnemonics and their current values 
appear in parameter file OPARU.SR. (See Appendix E.) 
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Stacks 

The system uses the data you supply in a parameter packet to decide 
how to execute a call. The location of data in a packet determines its 
interpretation. There are two ways of setting up a parameter packet: 
with absolute addressing or offset addressing. 

Offset addressing (or offset words) consists of system-defined parame
ters, also listed in OPARU.SR, which reference the words of the 
parameter packet. The packets described in the system call dictio
nary, Chapter 12, all use offset addressing. This ensures that if the 
packet is redefined in a future release of MP / ADS, the program will 
still run correctly if reassembled, because Data General will insure 
that the word offsets still correspond to the appropriate data, 
regardless of their location in the packet. 

Some parameter packets contain flag words, in which each bit has a 
special meaning. These bits are set with bit masks, system-defined 
parameters listed in OPARU.SR, each equal to a single set bit. 

NOTE: You must set all reserved words in a parameter packet to zero. 

See ?FST A T in Chapter 12 for an illustration of a packet. 

Each MP / ADS task that issues library calls must have a stack area in 
memory for library calls to use. The stack size must be equal to or 
greater than the value of the mnemonic ?STKMIN. You can initialize 
the stack control words by using the assembler's .LOC directive. 
When a program starts, the contents of locations 408 and 418 are the 
stack pointer and frame pointer, respectively. You must also initialize 
location 428 with the stack limit, and you may initialize location 438 
with the address of a stack fault handling routine. 

The system calls the stack fault handling routine if your program 
attempts to exceed the specified stack limit. The routine may perform 
functions such as allocating more memory or simply shutting down 
the program. Before calling the routine, the hardware pushes five 
words onto the stack, whose contents (in the order pushed) are 

• the accumulators ACO through AC3 

• a word containing the carry in bit 0 and the contents of the 
program counter (where the overflow occurred) in bits 1-15. 

NOTE: Since the system handles stack overflow by pushing more words onto the 
stack, make sure that the stack is actually five words larger than the size you 

specify in the stack limit word. Otherwise, part of your program code may be 

destroyed during the handling of the overflow. You should also allow for any stack 

space the overflow handling routine itself may need. 

If your program uses multitasking, each task must have its own 
stack area. The stack pointer, frame pointer, stack limit and stack 
fault handler address are specified in the ?CT ASK packet. In this 
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case, the system maintains the stack control words so that each task 
always has its own unique values. 

All symbols containing a ? are reserved for the system's use. All 
symbols starting with ER are reserved for error codes. 

All symbols, such as error codes and offsets in parameter tables, are 
referred to by their defined mnemonics instead of their numeric 
values. 

Mnemonics which represent status flags have values that set the 
named bit to 1 and all other bits to o. Thus you can use the mnemonic's 
value in a logical AND to determine the flag setting. To set several 
flags at once, code an assembler expression containing the sum of 
several mnemonics. 

All mnemonics for system calls, library routines, error codes and 
other symbols used in this manual are defined in the file MASM.PS, 
the assembler's permanent symbol table. Many of them are defined 
in the user parameter file, OPARU.SR, a listing of which appears in 
Appendix E of this manual. Refer to the parameter file to determine 
the value of a symbol; usually, though, you can use the mnemonics 
in your program without knowing their values. 

It should be stressed that parameter file values are reVlSlOn
dependent; the user is urged to check release notices for the latest 
information update. 

MP / AOS provides a number of convenient functions implemented 
as library routines rather than system calls. A list of currently 
available routines appears in Appendix J. Chapter 12, "Dictionary of 
System Calls and Library Routines" identifies and describes each 
routine individually. 

Library routines are called in the same way as system calls; however, 
the code implementing the function is part of the user address space, 
rather than of system memory. 

MP / AOS library routines perform such functions as 

• suspending the operation of a program for a specified time period 

• providing several timing facilities to support real-time operations 

• setting the searchlist 

• reading a message from an MP / AOS error message file. 
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Program Revision 
Number 

Overlays 

The system maintains a revision number in every program file to 
help you track different versions of a program. This number consists 
of a major and a minor revision number; each may range from 0 to 
25,5. Set the number with the .REV assembler directive or the Binder 
/FlEV=value keyword switch; read the number with the ?INFO 
call; and use the eLI REVISION command to read or set the number. 

Under MP / AOS, overlay loading and release is accomplished with 
library calls. The MP / AOS overlay facility is flexible: the exact 
distribution of overlay blocks is not specified until bind time; hence, 
no program modification is needed to experiment with different 
strategies. This makes it easy to reorganize overlays for greatest 
efficiency. 

Overlays are discussed further in Appendix F. 
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File Management 

The MP / ADS file system provides the user with simple, efficient 
ways to communicate with input! output devices and to store and 
retrieve data in files. Because all devices and files are handled by 
the same system calls, it is easy to write device-independent 
programs. 
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Basic 
Organization 

Hierarchical File 
Structure 

The Device Directory 

An MP / AOS file is either an I/O device, such as a printer, or a 
collection of data stored in a disk file. Since both kinds are handled 
identically, we use the term file to refer to either. 

A file is referenced by its filename, a string of one to fifteen 
characters. The mnemonic ?MXFL contains the value for maximum 
filename length. Legal characters in filenames are 

• the letters a to z and A to Z; (You can use upper- and lower-case 
interchangeably; the system considers them equivalent and uses 
only upper-case internally.) 

• the digits 0 to 9; 

• the punctuation marks ?, $, _ (underscore) and .(period). 

In general, a file's contents are entirely user-defined; however, 
several types of files have special functions. In particular, there is a 
type of file called a directory, which contains other files. Three 
special directories used by the system (the device, root, and system 
working directory) are discussed below. 

Any file in a directory may itself be a directory containing other 
files. A directory within another directory is called a subdirectory. 
Nesting of directories may continue indefinitely in this manner. 

Files within directories are referenced by using the : character. For 
example, X:Y references a file named Y in a directory named X. An 
expression of this form is called a pathname. Pathnames are 
explained in detail later in this chapter. 

The device directory is the highest directory in an MP / AOS system: 
it contains all others. This directory has the special symbol @ as its 
filename. 

The filenames in the device directory correspond to all the input/ out
put devices in the system. To reference a device, use its name 
prefixed by @. The name may be followed by a one- or two-digit 
unit number. Typical device names are @LPT for a line printer or 
@DPDO for a disk drive. 

Since the device directory contains all I/O devices including disks, 
it cannot be contained on any device. Thus, the device directory is 
unique in the system in that it is not physically represented on any 
disk. It is actually a table in MP / AOS memory space and cannot be 
accessed via the ?DIR system call. 
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Every disk device has a root directory which is the highest directory 
on the device. The root directory and its subdirectories contain all 
other files on a disk. The root directory is referenced by appending a 
: to the device name, e.g., @DPDO:. 

The system working directory (:?SYSDIR) is used by the system to 
contain various special purpose temporary files and user break files. 
(Break files are explained in detail in Chapter 4.) 

Caution should be used in modifying or deleting any files other than 
break files in the system working directory, as this may result in 
unpredictable system behavior. 

One disk unit in every MP / AOS system is the system master device; 
i.e., the device from which the operating system was bootstrapped. 
The MP / AOS system program files and many other commonly-used 
files reside in this unit. For ease of reference, MP / AOS accepts the: 
character as a prefix which refers to the root directory of the system 
master device. For example, if your system's master device is 
@DPDO, then the pathname :CLLPR is equivalent to @DPDO:CLLPR. 

The system allows one filename to be used simultaneously for several 
files in different directories, but filenames must be unique within 
anyone directory. The capacity to reference any file uniquely is 
provided by pathnames. As its name suggests, a pathname represents 
a path through the directory structure to a particular file. 

A pathname consists of a series of filenames separated by colons (:). 
Pathnames may be up to 127 characters long. The ?MXPL parameter 
specifies maximum pathname length. All the files named except the 
last must be directories; each directory named must be a subdirectory 
of the preceding one. For example, the pathname A:B:C references a 
file called C in subdirectory B of directory A. 

A pathname beginning at the device's root directory is called a 
fully-qualified pathname, since it is guaranteed to identify only one 
file in the entire system. An example of a fully-qualified pathname 
is @DPDO:A:B:C. 

When you supply a pathname as an argument to a system call or 
library routine, it must be terminated by a null (zero) byte. The 
system always uses this format when passing pathnames to your 
program. Remember to allow sufficient buffer space to hold the 
filename and the terminator byte whenever you use a call that 
returns a file- or pathname. 

Figure 3.1 shows a typical fragment of an MP / AOS file system. The 
device directory contains several I/O devices including one disk 
drive. The fully-qualified pathnames of these devices are shown in 
bold type. 
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Figure 3.1 Sample device directory and file system 
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The disk's root directory contains three files named FILE1, FILE2 
and DIR 1. DIR 1, a subdirectory of the root, contains two files called 
X and Y. Their fully-qualified pathnames are also shown in bold 
type. 

An MP / AOS system typically contains many more files than Figure 
3.1 shows. As directory structures become more complex, pathnames 
become longer and more cumbersome. To reduce the necessity of 
using long pathnames, the system assigns a working directory to 
every program. The working directory may be thought of as your 
current location in the file structure. 

Whenever you reference a filename or pathname that is not fully 
qualified, the system looks for the file in your working directory. 
This enables you to use simple filenames instead of pathnames and 
confines all file activity to the working directory. A pathname such 
as A:B refers to a file called B in subdirectory A of your working 
directory. 

Since users typically create a directory for each project, this concept 
allows related files to be kept together. You can change your current 
working directory at any time with the ?DIR system call and 
determine your current working directory with the ?GNAME call. 
You can also perform these functions with the CLI DIR command. 

Sometimes it is inconvenient to confine all one's work to a single 
directory. For this reason, the system provides a searchlist, a concise 
method of referencing multiple directories. The searchlist is simply 
a list of pathnames of directories. If you use a filename that is not 
full y qualified and if the named file is not in your working directory, 
the system searches all the directories in your searchlist before 
determining that the file does not exist. The system searches all 
paths in this manner, except for those specified in a ?CREATE, 
?DELETE or ?RENAME call. If the same filename exists in more 
than one of the directories in the searchlist, the system uses the file 
appearing in the first directory it encounters. 

You can read your searchlist with the ?GLIST system call, and you 
can clear or extend your searchlist with the? ALiST call. There is also 
a convenient ?SLIST library routine that establishes your searchlist 
with one call and a CLI SEARCHLIST command that reads or creates 
the searchlist. When the system is started up, it sets your searchlist 
to contain only the system master device's root directory, :. 
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Pathname Prefixes 

Links 

The use of the @ and : characters in pathnames has already been 
explained. Two other characters may be used as prefixes; Le., they 
may appear only at the beginning of a pathname. 

The = character is equivalent to the pathname of the current 
working directory. Use this character to reference files in the 
working directory explicitly; the search list is not used if the file is 
not found. The = character alone can also be used as the name of 
the current working directory. 

The T (uparrow) character, typed as A and echoed as either A or T, 
refers to the parent directory, Le. the one containing the current 
working directory. For instance, if your current working directory 
is @DPDO:A:B and you want to reference the file @DPDO:A:XYZ, 
you can use the pathname TXYZ. You can also use several Ts in 
sequence: for instance, to reference @DPDO:X, you could use 
TTX. 
NOTE: A pathname beginning with = or T is not, strictly speaking, a fully-qualified 

pathname, since the exact meaning of the pathname depends on the current 

working directory. HowE~ver, such a pathname is like a fully-qualified pathname 

because it specifies a dir,ectory; hence the searchlist is not scanned. 

Links simplify file referencing by eliminating the need to type 
lengthy pathnames. A link is a file of type ?DLNK containing a 
pathname or a partial pathname. Generally, when a linkname 
appears in a pathname, the system resolves it by replacing the 
linkname with the contents of the link file. The exceptions are 
discussed below. Links may contain up to 62 bytes. 

Normally a link is resolved when it appears in a pathname. If, 
however, a link is the last or the only filename in a path name used 
as argument to ?CRE:ATE, ?DELETE, or ?RENAME system calls, the 
link will not be resolved. This permits link creation, deletion, and 
renaming. 

If, for example, the path name 
A:B:file_C 

is used as an argument to ?DELETE and if B is a link equivalent to 
D:E, then the pathname is resolved to 

A:D:E:file_C 

and file_C is deleted. 

If, however, the argument to ?DELETE is path name 
A:B 

then link B itself is deleted, not directories D and E. 
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Creating, renaming, and deleting links can also be done by means of 
CLI commands. 

NOTE: The system does not validate the contents of a link entry until that entry is 

used in a pathname resolution. Thus it is possible to create a link entry pointing to 

a nonexistent pathname or containing illegal filename characters. The system 

returns an error, however, if there is an attempt to use such a link in a pathname. 

You can obtain information on the link entry (rather than its 
resolution) with the ?FST AT system call. 

If the link contents begin with a prefix (@, :, =, or A), pathname 
resolution begins at the directory indicated by the prefix. If the 
link's contents do not start with a prefix, pathname resolution 
continues at the point in the directory hierarchy where the link 
entry was encountered. 

The system allows you to optimize disk file organization by control
ling the size of file elements. A file element consists of one or more 
512-byte disk blocks physically contiguous on the disk surface. The 
system allocates and deallocates file space in elements rather than 
blocks. 

You specify a file's element size when creating the file. A large 
element size means that data in a file is organized in a number of 
large groupings. Reading or writing the file can be done more 
efficiently, since the disk heads do not need to be continuously 
moved around the disk to find the proper data. Small element sizes 
give the system greater freedom in allocating disk blocks and result 
in relatively less unused (wasted) space. Choose the element size that 
offers the best compromise between speed and efficient use of space. 

One specific type of file, the directory, has already been mentioned. 
Every file in the system has a 16-bit number that defines its type. 
You can specify file type when creating a file with the ?CREATE 
call; read file type with the ?FST A T call. 

Assign any meanings to these file types that you find useful. Table 
3.1 summarizes the available file types. 
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Table 3.1 File types 

'Currently not boatable under MP/AOS. 

The system also maintains an attribute word for each file. The right 
half (bits 8-15) of this word is used or reserved by the system. The 
left half (bits 0-7) is reserved for the user. As with file types, you 
may assign any meanings you wish to these bits. 

You can read a file's attributes with the ?GTATR call and change 
them with the ?ST ATR call. Table 3.2 summarizes file attributes. 

Table 3.2 File attributes 
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When the system creates an entry for a new file in a directory, the 
current time and date are associated with the new filename. 
Subsequently, the system updates the time and date to reflect the last 
occasion on which the user accessed or modified the file. This 
information can be obtained via the ?FST A T system call: packet 
double word ?FTLA in ?FST A T returns the date and time the file 
was last accessed; packet double word ?FTLM returns the date and 
time the file was last modified. 

Table 3.3 summarizes MP / AOS system calls and library routines for 
file management. 

Table 3.3 Summary of file calls and library routines 

Input/Output 

Data transfers between your program and a device on file are detailed 
in Chapter 9, "Input and Output". 
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Process Management 

MP / AOS multiprogramming and multitasking capabilities enable 
development of a wide range of applications systems. Process 
servicing is user-defined with a priority system. Extensive system 
calls provide for complete user control of process space, scheduling, 
and process I/O. This chapter describes the facilities available for 
managing processes under MP / AOS. The MP / AOS Interprocessor 
Communication (IPC) facility which provides process synchroniza
tion and interaction is described in Chapter 7. 
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Process Management 

Process Concepts A process is an environment within which a program can execute in 
parallel with other programs. The process defines and controls the 
real time resource management performed by MP / AOS for its users. 
These resources incllude the following: 

• the program to be executed for this process 

• a message (2048) bytes which can be passed to the process 

• pathnames of devices or files to be opened on channels 0 and 1 

• an initial searchlist setting 

• an initial directory setting 

• initial process pr:iority 

• maximum number of channels the process can use 

• maximum number of tasks that can execute within the process 

• maximum amount of memory the process can use 

• maximum number of memory segments the process can attach to 

• maximum number of overlay nodes 

The process thus represents facilities allocated to the executing 
program, as well as constraints within which that program is 
confined. The constraints indicate how many system resources are 
required for the execution of a given process, and whether or not the 
system is capable of executing it. 

In support of its multi-process environment, MP / AOS permits a 
dynamically varying number of independent processes. You specify 
system configuration parameters during the interactive SYSGEN 
dialogue. You can, for example, initiate a maximum of 16 individual 
processes that can contain a total of 256 tasks executing up to 255 
concurrent system calls. 

MP / AOS processes are concurrent and resident: all processes run in 
parallel, and each process resides in main memory. The system 
allocates CPU control to each process according to process priority 
with optional support for time-slicing for equal priority processes. 
Priority is user-assIgned. 

A process can define its own environment, communicate with other 
processes by means of interprocess communication calls (IPC), and 
control process scheduling. MP / AOS provides a separate process 
debugger that can initiate and block a user program for the detection 
of potential runtime errors during program development. 

The Initial Process 

The initial process is created by the system when MP / AOS is 
initialized. The specific program executed by the initial process is a 
system generation parameter; you may specify any program file for 
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this purpose. A typical program running as the initial process might 
be the Command Line Interpreter (CLI.PR), the interface between 
the user at the console and the system. 

The initial process is the only process capable of issuing a ?BOOT 
command to shut down the system. Program termination from swap 
level 1 of the initial process also causes the system to shut down. 

Concurrent Processes 

MP / ADS does not have a process hierarchy. 

Once a concurrent process is created, it has no further relationship 
to, or dependency on, the process creating it. 

Resident Processes 

All processes are resident; that is, they reside permanently in main 
memory until terminated. Resident processes cannot be displaced by 
any other process even if they are performing lengthy I/O or even if 
they are blocked for an appreciable amount of time. 

While dynamic swapping of programs is not supported, programs 
may be initiated with the ?EXEC system call to execute within the 
same process. When the new program is ?EXECuted, the initiating 
program is swapped out (written to a disk file). The new program is 
said to run at the next higher swap level, while retaining the same 
process ID as the initiating program. 

If ?EXECuted with the chain option, the new program runs at the 
same swap level as the initiating program. The calling program state 
is not saved. ?EXEC is further discussed in a later section. 

Process Priority 

The priority of a newly initiated process must be specified by the 
creating process. The value of the priority argument can range from 
o to 255, with 0 the highest priority and 255 the lowest. 

Since priorities are assigned to tasks as well as to processes, the 
concept of priority is a double one. For scheduling purposes, process 
priority has precedence over task priority. The highest priority 
process receives system services regardless of the priority of its 
current task. A process' task is scheduled if it is ready to run (Le., not 
suspended for any reason such as waiting for I/O), and if it has the 
highest task priority within the highest priority process. Higher 
priority tasks within lower priority processes are ignored. 

When generating an MP / AOS system, the user can opt for time-slicing 
for processes of equal priority. When time slicing is used, processes 
with the same priority number are scheduled in "round robin" 
fashion, giving each process equal run time until all its tasks pend or 
until its "time slice" expires. Without time-slicing, "round robin" 
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Creating a Process 

scheduling for equal priority processes only comes into effect when 
control is relinquished by the process currently executing (i.e., when 
all its tasks pend) and not before. The time-slicing feature does not 
affect task scheduling. 

A program can retrieve the priority of another process with the 
?EINFO system call. To retrieve its own process priority, a program 
can issue either ?EINFO with Process ID = 0 in ACO, or ?MYID 
with the PRC option. To modify its own or any other process priority, 
a program issues the ?PRI call with the PRC option. 

Process Identifier 

Whenever a process is initiated (with a ?PROC call), the system 
assigns it a process identifier (PID, or process ID). The process ID, a 
unique value in the range of 1-65535, is assigned in ascending order. 
When PID 65,535 has been assigned, the next ID to be assigned is 1, 
or the lowest number not in use by a currently executing process. 

A process can retrieve its own PID (?MYID with the ?PRC option). 
To determine the PIDs of other processes currently in the system, 
use the ?GTPID call, which requires a buffer for the PID information. 
Note that ?GTPID provides a snapshot of the system at the moment 
of calling; a specific process might not exist by the time the call 
returns. 

Programs activated with an ?EXEC call retain the PID of the creating 
process. (See Figure 4.2.) 

The ?PROC call is used to create a process, and any process can 
create other parallel processes at will by issuing a ?PROC call for 
each one. Process creation can be performed from any swap level. 

?PROC takes a packet of specifications defining the resources 
allocated to the new process. 

New processes immediately begin executing, subject to process 
scheduling. Each created process exists independently until it 
terminates itself or is terminated by another process. 

Changing Programs Within a Process: ?EXEC 

Within a process MP / AOS offers a push/pop mechanism so that a 
process can change its environment without losing its previous state 
within a particular program. This allows the user to operate at 
different levels with different programs, while remaining within 
the same process. The number of processes required for an applica
tion can thus be reduced. 

The ?EXEC call changes the program that a given process is running, 
while retaining the process state (i.e., the contents of the task control 
blocks (TCB's) for each task, the channels, impure memory, current 
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segment mapping and relationships to it, the environment, and 
information needed for restoring overlays). 

NOTE: The CL option to the EXEC call can be used to close all channels for the 

executed process except the standard input/output channels, ?INCH and ?OUCH. 

When a process is created, it runs a program at swap level 1. When 
that program issues a ?EXEC, it is swapped out, and the program 
replacing it runs at level 2. A program created by that program runs 
at level 3, and so on, up to a maximum swap level of eight. Figure 4.1 
illustrates program swapping. 

Figure 4.1 Program swapping via 7EXEC 

The new program has the same process identifier number (PID) as 
its calling program. When a subsequent program executing on a 
higher swap level terminates, the last swapped-out (not chained) 
program is reactivated. As used in MP / AOS, the term "parent 
program" pertains to the push level relationships just described and 
has no hierarchical connotations. That is to say, a parent program is 
merely the program on the next numerically lower level to the 
current program. 
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Figure 4.2 7EXEC with swap and chain options 

To change the program that a process is running while retaining 
only the process level rather than the process state, use the ?EXEC 
call with the chain option. This procedure, called chaining to a new 
program, speeds up the switch by overwriting the calling program 
with the new one, eliminating the time needed to swap out the 
creating program. The new program retains the same swap level as 
the calling program. Figure 4.2 illustrates swap and chain options. 

When a chained program terminates, it does not return to its calling 
program; instead, it reactivates the last non-chained program, 
regardless of the number of chained programs between them. 

If no swapped-out programs exist, (Le., the chained program is 
executing on swap level 1), termination of the chained program 
causes the process to terminate as well. 
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The ?RETURN or ?KILL system calls allow a program to terminate 
itself. ?KILL also allows a program to terminate another program 
running within a different process. The effect of either call is 
identical, depending on the swap level of the terminated program 
and on the process within which that program was executing. For 
example, either call causes the system to shut down if the terminated 
program is running from swap level 1 within the initial process. 

A program may be terminated regardless of whether the process it is 
running in is blocked or unblocked. 

?RETURN enables the terminated program to return a message of up 
to 2,047 bytes to its creating program. The message is passed in CLI 
format if that format is specified by the terminating program. 

Both ?RETURN and ?KILL allow the creation of a break file for later 
perusal. 

Figure 4.3 illustrates the effect of ?RETURN and ?KILL. 

If the terminated program was running 

• on swap level 1 within the initial process, the system is shut 
down. 

• on swap level 1 but not within the initial process, both the program 
and the process within which it was running terminate. 

• . on a swap level higher than 1, the program at swap level n-l (i.e., 
the last non-chained program) reactivates. 

When an ?EXECuted program is terminated via ?KILL, the parent 
program receives an ERKIL error code when it is reactivated. (The 
ERKIL code reads Reactivate parent process if current process was 
terminated by ?KILL and was executing at level other than 1.) 
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When a ?RETURN call or a ?KILL call uses the BK option, MP / AOS 
writes the informati.on about the terminating program and its state 
into a break file in the system working directory (:?SYSDIR). The 
name of the break file is composed of a question mark (?) followed 
by seven digits and a .BRK extension. See Figure 4.4. 

The first six digits following the ? represent the PID (process 
identifier) of the process within which the terminating program is 
running. The seventh digit represents the program execution level 
(swap level) of the terminating program. 

Any existing file of the same name in the system working directory 
is overwritten. 

The current memory image of the terminating prugram as well as 
information about the program state, task states, user overlays in 
use, attached segments, and all open files is written to the break file. 

Break files are available for later perusal, but they are not restartable, 
i.e., they cannot be reexecuted. 
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The environment of a process consists of 

the searchlist 
the working (current) directory 
the process priority 
the standard input and output channels (?INCH and ?OUCH) 

These parameters are specified in the process definition packet 
when a process is first activated. Initially, the environment of a new 
process is that specified by the program issuing the ?PROC call. 
However, modifications of the environment are possible with system 
calls. 

MP / AOS provides a number of calls for interrogating the system for 
information about a specific process and about system parameters. 
Additionally, you can change a process' priority, searchlist, and 
working directory. 

Information About a Process and About the System 

The ?EINFO call provides information about a specific process, such 
as 

• current memory allocation 

• process running state 

• elapsed time 

• total CPU time 

• amount of I/O performed 

• number of characters transferred 

• open channel count 

• number of active tasks 

• whether or not the process is the initial process 

• whether or not it is blocked 

• the priority of the process. 
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Process Scheduling 

This information can be obtained about any process for which a 
process ID is known, including the calling process itself. 

The PID option to the ?GNAME call returns the fully-qualified 
pathname of a specific process when you provide the PID. 

The ?SINFO call provides the following information about the system: 

revision number 
memory 
allowable number of concurrent processes 
system ID 
system disk. 

Modifying a Process Environment 

Once activated, a process can use various calls to modify its 
environment: 

• the searchlist can be retrieved with ?GLIST; 

• the searchlist can be modified by means of ?ALIST which adds a 
directory name or ?SLIST which sets the searchlist; 

• the working directory can be modified with ?DIR; 

• the process priority can be raised or lowered with the ?PRI call 
using the PRC option. 

Although scheduling; is primarily a system function, MP / AOS allows 
you to control it. A. process can be prevented from executing by 
being either blocked or disabled from scheduling. Two calls, ?BLOCK 
and ?UNBLOCK, provide blocking. The calls ?ERSCH and ?DRSCH 
control disabling/enabling of scheduling. 

Blocking and Unblocking a Process: ?BLOCKj?UNBLOCK 

A process is blocked whenever it is the target of a ?BLOCK call. A 
process can block itself as well as any other process for which the 
process ID is known. Once blocked, a process is not rescheduled 
until another process unblocks it by issuing an ?UNBLOCK call. 

NOTE: A blocked process has no means to unblock itself. 
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Disable/Enable Scheduling: ?DRSCH/?ERSCH 

A process can disable scheduling for all processes other than itself 
by issuing a ?DRSCH call with the PRC option. In this case, scheduling 
is reenabled only when the executing process issues an ?ERSCH 
with the ?PRC option, or a ?BLOCK call directed at itself. 
Caution must be exercised by a process when issuing a ?DRSCH call; 
if all the tasks of that process pend, the system hangs, since it has no 
way of detecting this condition. 

Process Management 

Table 4.1 lists MP I AOS system calls for process management. 
Task-specific calls are summarized in Table S.l. 

System Call Summary 

Can 

?BLOCK 

?BOOT 

?ORSCH 

?EINFO 

?ERSCH 

?EXEC 

?GTPIO 

?IFPU 

?INFO 

?KILL 

?MYIO 

?PRI 

?PROC 

?RETURN 

?SINFO 

?UNBLOCK 

FunctiQn 

Block a process 

Shut ·down the· system 

Disable task or process rescheduling 

Get process. information 

Enable task or process rescheduling 

Execute· a program 

Get Process IDs of all processes in the 
system 

Use floating point unit 

Get program· information 

Terminate a program 

Get task or Process (0 and priority 

Change task or process priority 

Create a process 

Return to previous program 

Get information aboutthesystem 

Unblock aproceSs 

Table 4.1 Process system calls 
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CK (take error return if multitasking already disabled) 
PRC (act on process) 

PRC (act on process) 

CL(close all channels except for the standard console I/O 
channels) 

PIO {return process information} 

BK (create a break file) 

PRC (return process 10 and priority) 

PRC (act on process) 

OB(debug) 

BK (create a break file) 





Memory 
Management 

MP / AOS supports up to 1024K words (2 megabytes) of physical 
address space, the maximum supported by ECLIPSE architecture. 

The MP / AOS operating system makes use of the Memory Allocation 
and Protection (MAP) feature of the hardware. The MAP feature 
provides extended physical addressable memory for user programs 
together with various protection features for the operating system 
and for currently used program memory. Specific MAP features are 
processor-dependent and are detailed in the Principles of Operation 
manual appropriate to the given processor. 
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The MP / ADS Mapping 
Capability 

The typical MP / AOS program development system consists entirely 
of read/write memory (RAM). The MP / AOS scheme of memory 
organization and allocation offers the system designer significant 
flexibility in memory use. 

MP / AOS main memory is available to a user process in logical 
allocations of pages (blocks of IK words). One or more pages are 
grouped into units called segments. 

Each user process has a maximum logical address space of 32K 
words (65536 bytes). However, the use of dynamic memory segments 
with the hardware mapping feature enables a process effectively to 
address all physical memory not used by the system, provided the 
addressing extends to no more than 32K words of physical memory 
at anyone time. 

A vailable memory is acquired by the process itself in process-specific 
segment sizes when the process is created. A program executing 
within a process logical address space can define, attach, and map to 
additional memory segments when needed. 

A program can share one or more memory segments with other 
programs. The responsibility of memory management rests with 
those user processes sharing system resources at the time. 

MP / AOS' dynamic memory arrangement is handled through a 
number of system calls that allocate additional address space as 
needed and release unneeded address space for use by other processes 
in the MP / AOS multiprocessing environment. This chapter describes 
the memory environment provided by MP / AOS and the facilities 
available for memory management. 

With a mapped system, you can address up to 2 megabytes of memory. 
This is done with the aid of the ECLIPSE address translation 
hardware and the logical-to-physical address translation functions 
set up by the supervisor program of the operating system. See Figure 
5.1. 

The memory pages allocated to a user program are not necessarily 
contiguous. The map feature allows a different logical-to-physical 
address computation to be specified for each IK word of logical 
memory. 

The address translation function which correlates a logical address 
to the corresponding allocated physical memory address is called an 
address map. 
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Figure 5.1 Addressing with the MAP feature 

Two of these address maps (or four in the case of the S/20 and S/120 
processors) are user address translation functions transparent to the 
user. Four of the maps are translation functions for the data channel, 
and one is a translation function for the BMC (burst multiplexor 
channel). Data channel and BMC maps can be manipulated by 
user-written device drivers. (See Chapter 10, "User Device Support.") 

In addition to translating addresses, mapping also provides 

• validity protection for currently unused portions of the process' 
logical address space (up to 32K words); 

• write protection for certain blocks of allocated physical memory; 
(Under MP / AOS, shared and overlay memory areas are write 
protected.) 

• indirect protection for the user program; (This prevents the 
disabling of the system by an indirection loop, an indirection 
chain exceeding 16 levels.) 

• I/O protection controlling access to I/O devices. Under MP / AOS, 
the I/O protection bit and LEF (Load Effective Address) mode are 
controlled simultaneously: with I/O enabled, LEF mode and the 
I/O protection bit are disabled (and vice versa). Initially, I/O 
protection and LEF mode are enabled in user programs, and can 
be modified with system calls. 
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Memory Segments 

Operating System 
Memory 

Each memory segment consists of a user-specified number of pages 
(lK block units) of address space. A segment need not be a physically 
contiguous area of memory. It is a logical entity and can be made up 
of various available physical pages from different areas of main 
memory. The system keeps track of segment units, so that, to the 
user process, a segment can be addressed as a logical area of 
contiguous locations. 

Segments are allocated in multiples of physical pages; therefore, the 
minimum segment size is one page (lK words). The largest allowable 
size for a segment is ?MXSP. 

Since the MP / AOS operating system and user programs occupy 
different memory areas, there is no danger of a user program 
overwriting a portion of the system. 

In order to optimize system and interrupt performance, the MP / AOS 
system memory is divided into unmapped and mapped portions. See 
Figure 5.2. 

available for user 

Supervisor 

program 

Kernel 

• Interrupt drivers 

• Scheduler 

• System data 

Figure 5.2 System memory configuration 

The unmapped portion of the system is the kernel. It occupies lower 
page zero and can extend up to 31K words, depending on the type of 
system generated. The kernel contains the interrupt drivers, the 
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scheduler, and major system data structures, as well as routines for 
their manipulation. Since the kernel runs unmapped, interrupt 
performance is maximized. 

The mapped portions of the system consist of the supervisor and 
various system data bases and buffers. The supervisor program is 
overlaid in order to minimize total physical memory requirements. 

The supervisor program frequently calls the kernel for the manipula
tion of data structures maintained by the kernel. 

The preallocated disk and system overlay buffer areas are dynamical
ly mapped. The disk buffer area for disk I/O serves to increase the 
efficiency of data transfer and to minimize disk access. The size of 
the buffers is predetermined; the number of buffers is a system 
generation parameter. Depending on the demands placed on the 
system, these buffers are used to store either file system data or user 
data as needed. 

In general, this software-maintained buffer cache is maintained on 
an LRU (least recently used) basis: the buffer most recently filled is 
last in line to be flushed to disk when new buffer space is required. 

The user process logical address space consists of impure and pure 
memory areas. 

Impure memory is unshared, containing information used only by 
one program. Pure memory can consist of two separate areas, namely, 
shared and overlay memory. 

Shared memory contains information which can be shared among 
programs running in different processes. Sharing takes places 
automatically in a manner transparent to the user. Overlay memory 
is the area in which the system places overlay nodes. (Overlay nodes 
are routines, or groups of routines which are only read into memory 
when the program actually needs them.! 

When a process is created (via the ?PROC system call), word ?RMEM 
in the process definition packet indicates the maximum number of 
memory pages allocatable to that process, up to 32K words. 

Process memory is initially allocated in up to three memory segments 
corresponding to the program's impure, shared, and overlay memory 
needs. 

The size of the impure and shared/overlay segments (up to 32K 
words) is determined by MP / AOS from the program header informa
tion set up by the Binder. 
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The three default segments are automatically mapped into the new 
process. Each receives a local number 0-2 relative to the process as 
follows: 

Segment 0 

Segment 1 

Segment 2 

Impure area 

Shared area 

Overlay node area 

This allocation is illustrated in Figure 5.3. 

Figure 5.3 Organization of user logical address space 

The local numbering for these default segments serves a double 
function: 

• It acts as a shorthand reference for each program in dealing with 
its impure, shared, and overlay memory segments. 

• It prevents other programs from referencing these areas, since 
locally numbered segments cannot be transmitted between pro
cesses. 

Subsequent programs executing within the same process space are 
allocated impure, shared, and overlay memory in accordance with 
the information supplied by the Binder in the .PR image. Note, 
however, that all such programs are constrained in their total 
memory size by the value of the ?RMEM word: a program requiring 
more memory than the total specified by ?RMEM cannot execute. 

A program's pure memory area (segments 1 and 2) is fixed in size. In 
contrast, the impure area (segment 0) is allowed to grow and shrink 
within the maximum range specified by the user in the ?RMEM 
word when the process within which the program runs was created. 
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Modifying the Impure Area, Default Segment 0 

The ?MEMI call allows you to request or to relinquish segment 0 
(impure memory) as needed, provided that 

• sufficient physical memory is available 

• the value of ?RMEM (total memory for programs within the 
process) is not exceeded. 

To ascertain the amount of space available between the current 
impure code boundary and the limit of the impure segment, calculate 
the difference between the current highest impure address (the 
?PIMX value returned in the ?INFO call's packet) and the lowest 
pure address (the ?PPMN value returned in the ?INFO call's packet). 

The difference is the number of words of available addressing space 
that can be acquired to expand the impure segment, but it is necessary 
to keep in mind the constraints mentioned at the beginning of this 
section. 

Note that if the program uses neither shared nor overlay memory 
areas, location ?PPMN is undefined. In that case, calculate the 
difference between the total pages of memory allocated the process 
(?RMEM in the process definition packet) and the current highest 
impure memory (?PIMX). 

It is important to remember that ?MEMI specifies memory in words, 
for MP IDS compatibility, and that MP I ADS only allocates memory 
in one-page increments. Therefore, segment O's addressing area 
increases in full page allocations, rather than by the specified number 
of words. For example, when current impure is n pages, a request 
for one additional word to ?MEMI results in the additional allocation 
of an entire page, although ?MEMI reflects only the addition of one 
word. Caution must be used because, while machine instructions are 
not prohibited from accessing remaining page locations beyond the 
impure boundary, MP I ADS does not allow system call results andlor 
inputs to access this area. 

The dynamic segment facility allows for user management of 
additional memory areas added to the process after the initial or 
default segments are provided. 

A program can, for example, define one or more additional memory 
segments of any size up to ?MXSP pages, causing them to be attached 
to its address space, and releasing them at will. 

Since any number of processes may attach to a segment once it has 
been created, the efficient passing of data between processes is 
greatly facilitated. Another useful capability is the direct transfer of 
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User process 2 

?ASEG 

Attaches 

DG.()8936 

Figure 5.4 Memory management 

data between a device and a memory segment regardless of whether 
the segment is mapped to a given user address space. Since shared 
memory is just another segment, code sharing becomes automatic. 

A user program can also map desired portions of memory segments 
into user logical address space. This feature makes vastly enlarged 
memory resources available to the program. Optionally the mapped 
pages can be write protected. Figure 5.4 summarizes extended 
memory management. 

UserproCessescandefjne,att~lCh to. and map 

User process 1 

User ,process 1 
maps into a u$e(~defil)ed 
segment 

Defining Additional Memory Segments 

A process can create a segment of any required size up to ?MXSP 
pages with the ?CSlEG call. (Note that at the time of this writing 
?lIIIXSP is set to 128.) The total number of memory segments an 
MP / AOS system willI support, including default segments allocated 
to each user process,. is a system generation parameter. 
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Each user-created segment is allocated a unique global segment 
number which is returned by the ?CSEG call. The global segment 
number is important for other programs that wish to attach and 
map to the same segment. 

The new segment is automatically attached to the creating program. 
It is not, however, mapped in to any user address space. 

All pages of a newly-created segment are initially zeroed. Dynamical
ly allocated segments are unswappable resident areas while they are 
in use. 

A program can deallocate a dynamic segment with a ?DSEG call and 
free up the memory space for other programs, provided no other 
program is attached to the segment. The termination of a program 
causes MP / AOS to issue a ?DSEG for every segment attached to the 
program. 

A special extended I/O packet allows segment I/O operations to be 
performed with user-defined segments regardless of whether or not 
they are mapped to a given user address space. This facility makes 
possible direct data transfer between a device and a memory segment. 
Chapter 9, "Input and Output", discusses this feature in greater 
detail. 

Sharing Memory Segments 

Once a segment has been created, several programs executing in 
different processes can utilize the same memory segment by attaching 
to it with an explicit? ASEG call. The global segment number needed 
for the call can be passed by the segment's creating process via the 
Interprocess Communication (IPC) facility described in Chapter 7. 
Attaching to a segment does not map the segment to a process; the 
?ASEG call merely increments the segment's use count. The total 
number of attached segments (including process default segments) 
that an MP / AOS system will support is specified at system generation 
time. 

This technique allows you to specify a segment for later use, but does 
not require that you map to it. If the segment-creating process 
terminates before you attach to its segment(s), MP / AOS deallocates 
the segment(s). To ensure that a needed segment is available, position 
the attach calls early in the program. The maximum number of 
attachable segments for a process is specified by the ?RMAS value of 
the ?PROC call's process definition packet. 

Mapping Memory Segments Within a Process 

The ?MSEG system call maps portions of memory segments into user 
logical address space as illustrated by Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5 Mapping to a seglment 

Mapping is done for specific logical pages of a segment. 

The call requires the segment number, the segment's starting page 
number and the total page count (or entire segment indicator) of the 
segment being mapped, along with the process logical page number 
to which mapping is being done. 

Any number of consecutive pages can be mapped with a single call. 

The ?MSEG call has a write-protect (WP) option that traps any 
attempt to modify the protected mapped portion of the segment. 

The mapping function includes the specified segment pages in the 
map for the calling process, making the new memory space address
able for that process. The former contents of those portions of user 
logical address space which are mapped to a new segment become 
inaccessible unless remapped. 

Dynamically mapped. segments, unlike the impure default segment, 
are not swapped out and in by the ?EXEC and ?RETURN calls. 

A second call is not necessary to unmap a segment. A subsequent 
?MSEG call overwriting the same physical area serves to un map all 
physical pages of the segment mapped to that same area. (Managing 
the mapping of a number of segment areas to a process is the 
responsibility of the calling process.) 
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MP / AOS system calls for memory management are summarized in 
Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Memory calls summary 
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Process Debugging 
and Runtime 
Performance 

Monitoring 

This chapter describes the MP / AOS facilities available to users who 
wish to write their own debugger and runtime performance monitor
ing (histogrammingl programs instead of using the programs avail
able under MP / AOS. The chapter is divided into two parts: the first 
part describes MP / AOS debugging facilities; the second summarizes 
MP / AOS histogramming facilities. The available system calls are 
described in detail in Chapter 12, "Dictionary of System Calls and 
Library Routines". 
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Process Debugging and Runtime Performance Monitoring 

Process 
Debugging 

Invoking the 
Debugger 

MP / ADS allows you to debug a program without having to bind a 
debugger with it. FLIT, the MP / ADS process debugger, is an 
independent program that runs concurrently with the executing 
program within a different process space and is activated whenever 
the system blocks the executing program. Program blocking occurs 
anytime MP / ADS detects either a user-specified program break 
(breakpoint) or an automatic breakpoint condition. Whenever the 
system detects such an event, it generates a signal that is intercepted 
by the debugger. 

FLIT is an interactive system utility. Debugging a multitasked 
program in a simulated real-time environment allows you to examine 
and/or modify an actual "snapshot" of the executing program and 
provides current program status information. FLIT's full capabilities 
are described in detail in MP / ADS Debugging and Performance 
Monitoring Utilities (DGC No. 069-400205). 

The MP / ADS support for users desiring to write their own debugger 
programs includes the following system calls: 

• an Await Signal (?WSIG) call to intercept signals from the 
executing program, pass control to the debugger, and resume 
program execution; 

• five system calls allowing the debugger program to obtain all task 
identifiers, and to examine and modify task states and memory 
locationS in the executing program. 

The debugger program invokes the program to be debugged by issuing 
a ?PRDC system call with the debug (DB) option. MP / ADS sets up the 
program for execution within the target process and passes control 
to the debugger before any user instructions are executed. At this 
point the debugger can investigate the program status and set 
breakpoints. 

The debugger program and the target program execute in separate 
processes. Both processes reside in main memory during debugging. 

To unblock the program and resume its execution, the debugger 
issues an Await Signal (?WSIG) call. ?WSIG sets the signal mask 
specifying the signals of interest to the debugger process. 

The program being debugged executes and the debugger waits while 
the operating system screens the program for these events. 

Whenever MP / ADS detects any of the signals specified in ?WSIG's 
signal mask, ?WSIG returns the signal number to the debugger. 
MP / ADS blocks the user program and halts execution, and the 
debugger process then takes control; debugger system calls can then 
be issued to inspect and modify the target program's memory location 
contents. 
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Process Debugging and Runtime Performance Monitoring 

When MP / AOS blocks the process, the status of the interrupted user 
program is saved so that the debugger process can restart the 
program's execution at the interrupted instruction. ?WSIG returns 
to the debugger program the value of the program counter as well as 
the task ID of the task currently active in the program being 
debugged. 

The events that cause MP / AOS to block the program and generate a 
signal intercepted by the debugger can be explicit user-specified 
program breakpoints or events indicating error conditions, potential 
exception conditions, or system calls. 

There are four classes of events and associated signals. Each signal 
and signal class is designated by a mnemonic corresponding to a 
number. The mnemonics and their numeric values are listed in 
OPARU.SR, the user parameter file. See Appendix E. 

The four signal classes are: 

user catchable signals 
signals causing program abortion 
breakpoint signals 
system calls 

User Catchable Signals 

Table 6.1 lists the signals in this class. The user can provide exception 
handling routines for each of the signals in this class and bind these 
routines with the program. In the absence of user-provided routines, 
MP / AOS force binds with the user program a routine to direct 
control to the system whenever a signal in this class is encountered. 

Table 6.1 User catchable signals 

Abort Signals 

Table 6.2 lists the signals in this class. 
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Class 

j'SGJO 

?SGVT 

?SGWP 

?SGIO 

?SGIT 

i'SGCB 

?SGCE 

lSGRI 

?SGRT 

i'SGRB 

?SGKl 

:~SGKB 

?SGAS 

User JMP 0 

Validity trap 

Write protection trap 

I/O protection trap 

Indirection protection trap 

"'CAB console interrupt byu$er 

AC"'E console. interrupt by uSer 

microEClIPSE reserved in$truction trap 

Program termination PHETURN,alltasksended) 

Program termination f?R/:TURN 13K; aUtl;i$kS el'fded, cheqkpointed) 

Program termination PKllL,allta$kSended) 

Program termination (?KllL BK,aU tasksend~d,checkpOinted) 

Table 6.2 Abort signals 

System Calls 

Table 6.3 indicates the signals in this class. Two system calls, namely, 
?IXIT and ?IUNPEND, do not generate signals, because these calls 
are issued from interrupt level only. 

When the program halts in response to a system call signal, the halt 
takes place prior to the execution of that system call. To allow the 
system call to execute without being trapped once more when the 
program resumes, a ?WSIG call with the Resume (RE) option must 
.be issued. This option causes MP / AOS to process the system call last 
detected without generating a signal to the debugger; the program 
resumes normal execution until the occurrence of the next signal or 
system call. 

Class 

?SGCl System callSVC* 

Table 6.3 System calls 

• SYC, sometimes named SCL or SVC is a hardware instruction that pushes a return 

block on the cal/ers user stack and transfers control to a kernel routine which 

activates either a systf~m or breakpoint handling routine as appropriate. The SYC 

instruction is discussed in the Principles of Operation manual appropriate to your 

processor. 

Breakpoint Signals 

Table 6.4 lists the signals in this class. These signals include all the 
breakpoints you set with the debugger program, the manual console 
interrupt signal, an overlay loaded signal, and the issuing of an 
?EXEC call. (When the program being debugged issues an ?EXEC 
call, the debugger program debugs the new program). 
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Table 6.4 Breakpoint signals 

'See footnote fo Table 6.3. 

Five system calls permit the debugger program to examine or modify 
program status. These calls, discussed in the following sections, 

retrieve all task ID's in the program (?GIDS), 
read or write task state (?RDST and ?WRST), 
display or modify memory (?RDMEM and ?WRMEM). 

Retrieving Task Identifiers in a Program 

The ?GIDS system call allows you to retrieve the task identification 
number of all tasks in the program being debugged. With a specific 
task identification number, you can then use the ?RDST and ?WRST 
calls to view and modify the status of any task in the target program. 

Examining and/or Modifying a Task State 

The ?RDST call returns a packet indicating all task status information 
(task status word, priority, pend key, timeout data, and the number 
of the last overlay loaded). This call returns, in addition, the contents 
of all four accumulators (ACO through AC3), along with the program 
counter, the carry bit, and the contents of the stack and frame 
pointers. The value of the Unique Storage Position (USP), the four 
floating-point register contents and all floating-point status informa
tion is also returned. 

Some task status values such as task priority are protected from 
modification and available as read-only information. Other values 
can be modified by issuing the ?WRST system call and specifying 
the new values in the appropriate offsets of a Write Task State 
Packet. 

Modifiable task state values include 

the accumulator and floating-point register contents, 
program counter, 
carry bit, 
frame and stack pointer values, 
stack lim,it, 
Unique Storage Position. 
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Resuming Program 
Execution 

Runtime 
Performance 
Monitoring 

Examining and Modifying Memory Locations 

To examine a given memory location in the target program, issue 
the ?RDMEM system call specifying the desired starting address as 
well as the number of words to read. To modify the contents of a 
given memory location, issue ?WRMEM, specifying the starting 
address and the number of words to be modified. 

Program restart is provided by another ?WSIG call causing the 
program to resume execution at the place at which it was interrupted 
(i.e., the current value of the Program Counter). Since ?WSIG allows 
the signal mask to be set, the event classes generating signals can 
always be modified prior to program resumption. 

MP / AOS provides two system calls and a utility program enabling 
the user to monitor program execution and determine bottlenecks. 

The two system calls, ?EHIS and ?DHIS, allow continual sampling of 
processes to determine the proportion of execution time spent in 
each region of the address space. The frequency distribution generat
ed by these system calls is referred to as a histogram. ?EHIS (Enable 
Histogram) gathers the data and places it in temporary storage 
locations; ?DHIS (Disable Histogram) causes the data-gathering to 
stop and makes a summary of the data accessible. 

The utility program PROFILE is built around the system calls and 
provides an easy-to-use interface and an easy-to-read report. The 
maximum number of concurrent histogram operations supported by 
an MP / AOS system is user specified when the system is generated. 

The region monitored may be the entire address space or a portion 
of it, as specified by the user. The user also selects the number of 
times the process is monitored per second and the interval size used 
to create the histogram. Considerations in selecting frequency, range, 
and interval size are explained in the system call dictionary. 

l[n most instances, the PROFILE program can be used in place of the 
?EHIS and ?DHI:S calls. This program automatically builds a 
histogram and reports it in an easy-to-read format. The user can 
vary the data gathering and reporting parameters, and can use the 
program interactively or with a command file. 

If you use the system calls instead of PROFILE to generate a data 
buffer, you can still use PROFILE to generate a printed report. To do 
so, incorporate the data buffer in a data file conforming to the 
format described in the PROFILE documentation in Appendix D of 
MP/AOS Debugger and Performance Monitoring Utilities (DGC No. 
069-400205). 
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Process Debugging and Runtime Performance Monitoring 

The PROFILE program is described in the same manual. 

MP / AOS debugger and histogrammer calls are summarized in Table 
6.5. 

Table 6.5 Debugger. histogrammer system calls 
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Interprocess 
Communication 

MP / AOS allows processes to communicate with each other by means 
of multiple, free-format messages of variable length. Processes send 
and receive messages using full duplex communication ports and 
packets of specifications. 
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Interprocess Communication 

Customer /Server 
Relationship 

The inclusion of the Interprocess Communication (IPC) facility in an 
MP / AOS system must be specified when the system is generated. 

Processes can use the Interprocess Communication facility in 
customer-server relationships whereby the server process is a central 
provider of certain functionality. Resource management, monitoring 
of other processes, or establishing network protocol are some typical 
examples of server functions. 

The Interprocess Communication facility is also useful for synchro
nizing process activity, passing data between processes, or notifying 
other processes of execution results. 

Initially, a customer-server relationship must be established between 
two processes; that is, one process must be designated as a server, 
and the other as a customer, regardless of the desired relationship 
between the processes. Once the initial contact has been established, 
the two parties can communicate directly with each other. 

IPC calls allow either party to send and receive messages, to break 
the customer-server connection, and to request each other's process 
ID (PID). Server-only calls allow the server process to receive 
messages over a general receive port, to invalidate its server function, 
to break the connection between itself and all of its customers, and 
to obtain a list of all customers who have broken connection with it. 

Tasks sending and receiving messages can specify a timeout interval 
for the completion of the send or receive action. The task in question 
is suspended for the specified time interval, unless the send or 
receive action is completed sooner. 

Tasks issuing IPC calls can continue activity without delay by using 
the nonpended option: this causes the system to create separate tasks 
to perform the IPC action. These system-created tasks are suspended 
until completion of the IPC action or expiration of the specified time 
limit, while the tasks issuing the IPC call continue normally. 

The customer-server relationship is the mechanism for establishing 
a connection between two processes. The server process declares 
itself as a server by means of the ?DCLR system call. 

Once the process is a declared server, any number of customer 
processes can establish a connection with it. Customer processes 
need not declare themselves as such. The customer merely looks up a 
given server process by name (?LKUP); if the call is successful, a 
connection is established between the two parties, allowing them to 
begin communicating. 
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A process can fill server functions for a number of customer processes. 
Figure 7.1 shows a server process with connections to three customer 
processes; as the figure illustrates, the server process can also act as 
its own customer. 

Figure 7.1 Sample ~ 'Istomer / server configuration 

It is possible for a process to act as a server for some processes and as 
a customer of others. Figure 7.2 shows a multilevel connection, 
where process Y is the server of processes A, X, and 0, and a 
customer of process Z. Multilevel connections let you set up intermedi
ate servers for some functions, and one or more superior servers for 
other functions. 

Interprocess Communication 
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PIOA 

PIO A issues ?LKUP 

PID X 

1'10 Q 

DG·08938 

Issues ?DCLR to 
become a server 

Issues ?LKUPto 
become a. customer 
of Z 

PID Z 

iSSll9S ?oClR to 
become a server 

Figure 7.2 Sample multilevel customer / server configuration 

IPC calls The role of the originating process determines which IPC system 
calls may be used. Note that many calls are common to both server 
and customer processes, among them, calls for sending and receiving 
messages, for breaking off the association with anoth£!' process, and 
for requesting the process ID of the other party. Table 7.1 illustrates. 

Table 7.1 IPC calls and processes issuing them 
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Many of these calls require a packet of specifications. The packet 
specifies such items as the address and length of the message and/ or 
message buffer and other information pertinent to the connection. 
Packet formats and offset words are discussed below. 

MP / AOS sends IPC messages between ports, which are full-duplex 
communication paths. A customer process receives (via ?LKUP) a 
port number for communicating with a given server. When the 
server process receives a message from that customer, the receive 
any (?RCVA) call returns a port number identifying that customer. 
Customer and server subsequently use the port number each has 
been allocated for communicating with the other. 

The following steps describe a typical IPC sequence: 

• Server process specifies a name and declares itself a server with 
the ?DCLR call. ?DCLR returns a server number for self
identification in server-only calls. 

• A process with a message for this server looks up the server name 
with the ?LKUP call and is allocated a port number for conversing 
with this server. A connection is now established between the 
two parties. 

• The customer process initiates the communication by sending a 
message (?SEND) to the server port it has looked up. 

[Alternately, the customer can issue a send/receive call (?SD.R).] 

• The server process issues ?RCVA, enabling it to receive messages 
from any customer process. A port number identifying the sending 
process is returned along with the received message. 
[Henceforth, the two parties can, if they wish, conduct a "private 
conversation" (server issues ?RCV to pend on messages from a 
specific customer port number),] 

• The server process replies to customer's message via ?SEND, 
specifying the port number allocated to the customer and returned 
to server in ?RCV A. 

• The customer process issues a ?RCV to receive the server's message 
(unless a send/receive call, ?SD.R had been previously issued). 
The two parties repeat the sending and receiving process at will. 

• The customer or server issues ?CLEAR to terminate the exchange. 

• The server issues ?RMVE to disassociate itself from a name. Server 
issues ?PURGE to break the connection between itself and all 
other processes. 

The send and receive calls need not be sequential. If there is no 
outstanding message for a receiver, MP / AOS either suspends the 
receiving task for the specified time interval until the ?SEND is 
issued or returns an error. 
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Interprocess Communication 

Server Declaration 
and Customer 
Connection 

Sending and Receiving 
Messages 

As stated, a process must explicitly declare itself as a server process 
via the ?DCLR call. In ?DCLR a process declares a specific name by 
which it is known to a customer process. A server can issue several 
?DCLR calls specifying several server names; but a given server 
name must be unique to only one process at a time. ?DCLR returns a 
server number. The server process uses this server number as its 
identification when issuing server-only calls such as ?RCV A, ?RMVE, 
?PURGE, and ?OBITS. 

Server Table 

The system maintains a system table of server descriptions called 
the server table with an entry for each server. After a process has 
successfully issued a ?DCLR call, the system adds an entry for it in 
the server table. The size of the server table is a system generation 
parameter. 

Communication can now be established with this server process. To 
do so, a customer process must "look up" the server; that is receive a 
port number for communicating with the server. 

The customer looks up a server by specifying the server name as an 
input to the ?LKUP system call. ?LKUP returns a port number which 
the customer can use to communicate with that server process. (A 
customer process can issue more than one ?LKUP on the same server 
name and receive more than one port number for conversing with 
it.) 

Once the customer process has specified a valid server name in 
?LKUP and has been allocated a port number to communicate with 
that server process, a connection has been established between the 
two parties. 

Connection Table 

The system maintains a table of connection descriptors called the 
connection table. When a customer establishes a connection with a 
declared server, the system adds an entry to the connection table. 
(Each successful ?LKUP generates one connection table entry.) 

The table size, I.e., the maximum number of permissible connections, 
is a system generation parameter. 

The server and customer processes use the same system call (?SEND) 
to send messages to each other. Initially, the server process has no 
means of identifying its customers: it does not know when and by 
whom it has been looked up, until it receives a customer's first 
communication. Hence the customer process must initiate the 
conversation by issuing the first ?SEND. 
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The first customer message is received by the server via a general 
?RCV A call which accepts messages from any process. Successful 
receipt of the first message identifies the sending process to the 
server by the customer port number returned in ?RCV A. Once the 
customer is identified, the two parties can communicate over their 
respective server and customer port numbers rather than over the 
more general server receive port. That is to say, the server process 
can issue ?RCV calls to await messages from specific customer port 
numbers, thus conducting symmetric conversations with its custom
ers. 

To prevent ?RCV A from intercepting messages for which a specific 
?RCV is posted, ?RCV calls have precedence over ?RCV A calls. If a 
server has a task pended on a ?RCV on a specific port and another 
task pended on a ?RCV A, a message from the specified sender port is 
received by ?RCV and not by ?RCV A. This is true regardless of 
which call was issued first. 

?SEND and ?RCV calls are serviced on a first-in, first-out basis. The 
task first issuing the call has it transmitted; this is true for tasks 
within a program, as well as for tasks within different programs. 

The send and receive packets are of the same type (?SRP) and length 
(?IPCLN). 

The send/receive (?SD.R) packet is identical to the ?SEND packet, 
but with an extension for receive information, since ?SD.R performs 
both send and receive functions. The ?SD.R packet (type ?S_RP) 
consists of ?ISRLN words. Table 7.2 shows the structures of the IPC 
packets. 

Table 7.2 IPC send. receive. and send/receive packets 

Offset ?IMAD in the send packet points to the start of the message in 
the sender's logical address space, and offset ?IMLN contains the 
length of the message. Within the receive packet, these same offsets 
describe the starting byte address of the receive buffer and its size 
respecti vel y. 
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Terminating a 
Customer/Server 
Relationship 

The receive buffer address can be in any part of the user address 
space, as well as within a user-defined memory segment currently 
mapped to the user address space, provided that area is not write 
protected. 

If insufficient space is available to transfer the message when a 
?SEND or ?SD portion of a ?SD.R request has found the target 
process' receive request, an error is propagated to the receiver only. 
ACI returns the length of the entire message to the receiver, enabling 
it to modify the receive buffer size and reissue the receive call. 

Within the time limit it has specified, the sender meanwhile 
continues waiting for the receiver as if it had never found the 
receiver process. 

The system breaks a connection between two processes under any of 
the following circumstances: 

termination of either party (program/process termination) 
?EXEC call issued by either party 
?CLEAR call issued by either party 
?PURGE call issued by server 

When the system detects a broken connection, it sets a flag bit in the 
appropriate connection table entry. However, the table entry is not 
cleared until disconnects have been received from both the customer 
and the server: if, for example, a customer terminated or issued a 
?CLEAR to break its connection with the server, the PIDs of both 
processes remain in the connection table until the server process 
issues either a ?CLEAR or a ?PURGE. 

The user should issue disconnects from both processes as soon as a 
connection has served its purpose. This keeps the number of 
connection table entries within the maximum range. 

Program/ Process Termination 

All connections are broken and all server names are removed when 
a program with outstanding connections or server declarations 

terminates 
"pops" a level (?RETURN) 
is swapped out (?:EXEC). 

Tasks of other programs pended on IPCs to the terminated or 
?EXECuting program take error returns. Similarly, tasks pended on 
?SEND, ?RCV, ?RCVA, ?SD.R, and ?OBITS calls within the ?EXECut
ing program take error returns. 
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Issue of ?CLEAR by Either Party 

At any time, either party can terminate the association eXlstmg 
between it and the other party via a specific port number by issuing 
a ?CLEAR call. This causes any outstanding send or receive messages 
to and from the caller to terminate in error. 

NOTE: A connection is not broken unless the appropriate calls have been issued by 

both parties. 

Issue of ?PURGE by Server 

To break a single connection to a customer, a server issues ?CLEAR. 
To terminate its function as a server, the process must disassociate 
itself from its server name so that no new customers can look it up. 
It must also break the association between itself and all of its 
current customers. ?RMVE removes the server process from the 
association with the name used in the ?DCLR call. ?PURGE takes the 
server port number as an input and breaks all connections which 
may exist between this process and any other processes communicat
ing with it. Any outstanding calls to or from the issuing process 
terminate in error. 

A process can discover in one of two ways that a connection with 
another process has been broken: 

• a No connection exists error on send/receive calls 

• a ?OBITS call. 

Servers awaiting customer messages through ?RCVA (receive any) 
cannot take the No connection exists error since they are not awaiting 
a message from a specific process. If a customer process breaks its 
connection to that server (?CLEAR call or program termination), it is 
difficult for a server process to detect the broken connection. 

?OBITS allows a server to determine any broken connections before 
issuing a ?RCV A. The call returns a list of port numbers representing 
connections broken by the customer. 

Once a connection is broken, ?OBITS repeatedly returns the port 
number of that connection until the server issues a ?CLEAR, or a 
?PURGE call. 

Appendix K contains listings of two sample IPC programs. 
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System Call Summary IPC calls are summarized in Table 7.3. 

Table 7.3 Interprocess communication calls summary 
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Multitasking 

Multitasking greatly simplifies certain types of programs, notably 
those which must perform a number of operations in parallel. The 
system allows you to divide a program into a number of subprograms 
called tasks. 

Multitasking is similar to multiprogramming, or timesharing, in 
that multiple control paths are established. However, all tasks are 
part of a single program, so they must share memory, I/O channels 
and other system resources. 

An example of a multitasking program is a multi-user editing system 
that supports several people working at consoles. Under the MP / AOS 
system, you simply assign a separate task to each user, and the 
system takes charge, deciding which user to service. 
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Multitasking 

Managing Tasks The total number of tasks supported by an MP / AOS system is a 
system generation parameter. Include in this number one system 
task created for each user process, up to the maximum number of 
processes specified during system generation. 

You must also specify the maximum number of tasks your program(s) 
w:ill require so as to enable the system to allocate memory for task 
control information. The limit on the number of tasks that programs 
executing within a given process can use is set when you issue a 
?PROC system call to create that process (word ?RMTC in the process 
definition packet). 

The system-created task for the new process need not be counted as 
part of the maximum number of tasks you specify for that process. 
This number should, however, include provision for system tasks 
created as a result of nonpended system calls issued by programs 
that execute within the process. See Chapter 9 for a discussion of 
nonpended calls. 

At run time, you create tasks with the ?CT ASK system call. Creating 
a task is similar to calling a subroutine, but the calling routine 
continues to run: it does not wait for the called routine to exit. You 
have the capability to control the contents of ACO, ACl, and AC2 in 
the created task. AC3 is set to the address of a routine to which the 
task should jump when it finishes running. Because of this accumula
tor handling, a task may be written to use the SAVE and RTN 
instructions just like a subroutine. 

When you create a task, the system assigns it a task identifier (TID), 
a 16-bit number used with system calls to reference the task. A task 
can retrieve its own identifier with the ?MYID call. 

The task identifier (TID) is distinct from the process identifier (PID), 
though both identifiers may be retrieved with ?MYID. 

Tasks are deleted (killed) when they jump to the address in AC3. You 
can also kill a task at any time with the ?KT ASK call. If you have 
specified a kill post-processing routine for the task, it will be executed 
at this time. This routine can perform such functions as deallocating 
memory used by the task. When the routine is entered, AC2 will 
contain the identifier of the task being killed, and AC3 will contain 
a return address to which the routine will jump when it finishes 
executing. 

NOTE: A task kill post-processing routine may not execute system calls. 

When you create a task, specify a routine to be called in case the task 
causes a stack overflow. Before calling this routine the hardware 
pushes five words onto the stack consisting of 
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• the accumulators ACO through AC3 

• a word containing the carry in bit 0, and the contents of the 
program counter (where the overflow occurred) in bits 1-15. 

Since the system's handling of a stack overflow involves pushing 
more words onto the stack, ensure that your stack is at least actually 
five words larger than the size you specify in the stack limit word. 
Otherwise, part of your program code may be destroyed during the 
handling ofthe overflow. You should also allow stack space that may 
be needed by the overflow handling routine itself. 

If you do not specify an overflow handling routine, any stack error 
will kill the task. 

Stack overflow handling routines return using the POPB (Pop Block) 
instruction rather than R TN. 

Multitasking 

A conflict may arise in a multitasked program if one task executes Parallel Call Errors 
an ?EXEC or ?RETURN while another task has a system call in 
progress. A similar situation may occur, even in a single-task 
program, if you interrupt the program from the console. In these 
cases, any outstanding calls will be aborted, and they will return an 
error with code ERPCA (Parallel Call Abort Error). 

Tasks, like processes, are scheduled by priority, but task priority is Task Priority 
subordinate to process priority. 

A task priority is designated by a number between 0 and 255; lower 
numbers represent higher priorities. 

You specify a task's priority when you create the task with the 
?CT ASK system call. A default priority of 1778 (127 10) is assigned by 
the system to a program's initial task. A task can modify its own task 
priority, as well as the priority of other tasks within the current 
program with the ?PRI call. 

In a multiprocessing environment, task priority is subordinate to 
process priority: the tasks within the highest priority process are 
executed according to their relative priority. Tasks within lower 
priority processes are ignored, regardless of their priority. 

At times you will need to suspend multitasking activity; for instance, 
you may need to read and modify a critical memory location without 
having some other task modify the same location at the same time. 
Two system calls support this activity: ?DRSCH and ?ERSCH. 

?DRSCH disables the task scheduler and ensures that no task runs 
except the one that executed the ?DRSCH. When the task completes 
the critical activity, it re-enables the scheduler with the ?ERSCH 
call. You can also use ?DRSCH to determine whether or not 
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Multitasking 

Intertask 
Communication 

Console Interrupt 
Tasks 

multitasking is currently enabled, as explained in Chapter 12, 
"Dictionary of System Calls and Library Routines". 

Tasks can suspend and enable multitasking and synchronize their 
activities within their current program. 

Tasks within the current program are able to control each other's 
actions. The system permits synchronization of tasks' activities 
through the ?PEND and ?UNPEND calls. When a task executes a 
?PEND, it is suspended until a particular event occurs. The event is 
specified by a I6-bit event number. This number must be used by 
another task in a ?UNPEND call to unpend the pended task. ?UNPEND 
can also unpend a particular task by specifying its task identifier. 

Event numbers must be between zero and the value of the mnemonic 
?EVMAX. Values between zero and mnemonic ?EVMIN are reserved 
for system-defined events, which you may specify in a ?PEND call 
but not in a ?UNPEND call. Values between ?EVMIN and ?EVMAX, 
inclusive, may be used for either ?PEND or ?UNPEND. ?UNPEND 
also allows you to pass a one-word message to ACO of the unpended 
task. 

When you unpend a task, it may take either the normal or error 
return from its ?PEND call. If it takes an error return, the unpended 
task should then examine the contents of ACO to determine the error 
cause. Be sure that the value of the message word is not the same as 
one of the ?PEND error codes; otherwise, a task that takes an error 
return will be unable to determine the cause of the error. 

To interrupt a program, users may type a CTRL-C CTRL-A sequence 
on the console keyboard. To receive this interrupt, your program 
must create a task pending on an event number equal to ?EVCH plus 
the channel number of the console keyboard. If the user types 
CTRL-C CTRL-A, the task will be unpended and free to perform such 
actions as accepting a command from the user or terminating the 
program. 
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MP / AOS task management calls and library routines are summarized 
in Table 8.1. 

Mnemonic 

?CTASK 

?DELAY 

?ORSCH 

?ERSCH 

?INFO 

?KTASK 

?MYIO 

?PENO 

?PRI 

?UNPENO 

Function 

Create. a task 

I,.ibrarv routine:qelav ex.: 
eeutiQnol a taSk 

Oisal;>le.task of proces.s 
rescheduling 

Enable task or process 
rescheduling 

Getprogram information 

1~!l1inate at~sk 
Gettllskor process fO 
and priority 

Suspend a task 

Change task· or process 
priority· 

Resume.executiQnof a 
task 

Tabla 8.1 Multitasking call and routine summary 
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Option 

AW (awaIt TeBlf none available) 

CK(takeetl'orreturn if multitasking 
already disabled) 

PRC(act on· process) 

PRCfect. onprocess~ 

PIO(return·process information) 

PRC(acton process) 

BOlunpend.llltta$ks~. .... ... . 
I:R·(uopendaterrorretllrnJ 
to (unPendon ta$kIO,notevent 

code) . 

Multitasking 

System Call / Library 
Routine Summary 





Input and Output 

All data transfers between the user program and a device or file take 
place via an I/O channel. Under MP / ADS, the user program controls 
the allocation and release of I/O channels. 

When a channel is opened to a file, a file pointer indicates byte 
position in the file. The positioning of the file pointer is user 
controlled to permit random access to any byte in the file. 

MP / ADS generally buffers data transfers through a software 
maintained buffer cache. Buffering is bypassed when entire disk 
blocks are transferred. For cases in which it is important to keep the 
user file updated between short transfers (e.g., for the creation of 
checkpoint records), the Flush option on ?WRITE is provided. This 
causes all file system data associated with the channel to be written 
to disk before the ?WRITE call takes a return to the user program. 

MP / ADS provides nonpended I/O, allowing a task to continue 
processing overlapped with that task's I/O. The system allows the 
program to be notified when any of its nonpended calls (tasks) has 
completed execution. 

Options on the ?READ and ?WRITE system calls provide the user 
with several techniques of data transfer, namely, dynamic and data 
sensitive I/O. A packet form permits extended I/O to segments not 
currently mapped to the user's address space. 
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Input and Output 

I/O Channels 

I/O devices are divided into those with a block structure such as 
disks and magnetic tape, and those without a block structure, i.e., 
character devices such as consoles and line printers. Magnetic tape 
is supported as part of the MP / ADS library. 

User calls introduce disk devices to, and release them from, the 
system. The system performs consistency checks on disks. Disks can 
be MP / ADS formatted by means of the DINIT utility. MP / ADS disk 
structure is identical to that used by MP lOS, and disk media are 
interchangeable between these two systems. 

Terminals are handled as two devices, namely keyboards for input 
and CRT consoles or printers for output. Console and line printer 
characteristics are user modifiable and offer numerous facilities 
without programming intervention. Predefined control characters 
and control sequences are supported. Data channel line printers are 
supported with a subroutine library and a spooler process. 

All data transfers between a user program and a device or file take 
place via an I/O channe1. An I/O channel (not to be confused with a 
data channel), is a system-defined data path. 

To use an I/O channel, you must open it; i.e., you must connect it to 
some device or file. Your program does this with the ?OPEN system 
call. You specify the maximum number of I/O channels that can be 
opened system-wide at anyone time when generating your MP / ADS 
system. Similarly, you specify the maximum number of I/O channels 
a program can have open at anyone time when you create the 
process within which the program executes (packet word ?RMCH in 
the ?PROC system call). Up to 512 I/O channels can be stipulated for 
all processes in the system. . 

When you finish using an I/O channel, you can release (close) it 
with the ?CLOSE system call. The ?EINFO system call returns 
information on the number of open channels in your program, and 
the ?INFO system call returns the status of the first sixteen (16) I/O 
channels in your program. 

An important feature of the MP / ADS system is its ability to pass I/O 
channels between programs: when a program performs an ?EXEC, 
the states of any active I/O channels are passed to the new program. 
Thus the new program can perform input and output on these 
channels without reopening them. I/O channels can be passed 
regardless of whether the program performs the ?EXEC with the 
chain or the swap option. No channels are passed between concurrent 
processes created via the ?PROC system call. 
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The passing of I/O channels is a useful form of communication; it 
can also be potentially hazardous if the new program does not expect 
to find any open channels. It is therefore a useful precaution to start 
all programs by closing any unneeded I/O channels. MP / AOS 
provides two mechanisms for doing this: 

• The CL option of ?EXEC closes all open I/O channels on behalf of 
the new program, with the exception of the standard input and 
output channels. All channels are restored after the EXECuted 
program terminates. 

• The ?RESET call allows the new program to close one or more of 
the first sixteen I/O channels by specifying them in a 16-bit 
mask. (Channels beyond the sixteenth must be individually 
released via the ?CLOSE call.) 

When a program performs a ?RETURN, the parent program resumes 
execution with the same I/O status it had when it performed the 
?EXEC. 

Standard Input and Output Channels 

The MP / AOS CLI always opens two channels for console I/O and 
always passes these two channels to other programs, since almost all 
programs use them. The CLI always closes all other channels before 
calling any program. 

The standard input channel has the mnemonic ?INCH; in the initial 
process, ?INCH is opened to device @TTI. The standard output 
channel has the mnemonic ?OUCH and in the initial process it is 
opened to device @TTO. When creating a process, the user can 
specify alternate input and output devices to which ?INCH and 
?OUCH can be opened (packet words ?RCHO and ?RCHI in the 
?PROC system call). 

As soon as you open a channel to a disk file, the system tracks your 
position in the file with a 32-bit file pointer. This pointer is the 
number of the next byte in the file to be read or written. Normally 
this pointer is simply incremented for each byte transferred, so that 
the entire file is processed sequentially. When the pointer is zero, 
the channel is positioned at the beginning of the file. 

Use the ?GPOS system call to determine the file pointer's current 
value for any channel. You can use the ?SPOS call to change the 
value of this pointer, thus permitting random access to any byte in 
the file. 
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Input and Output 

I/O Buffers 

Nonpended I/O 

As discussed in Chapter 5, MP / ADS provides a software-maintained 
buffer cache for disk I/O to minimize disk access and to provide 
efficient sequential I/O. The ?CLOSE system call ensures that all 
system buffers associated with a particular channel are written 
(flushed) to the disk file. It is good practice to ?CLOSE a file when it 
is no longer being used. 

The buffering mechanism is bypassed when block-aligned data is 
transferred. (See "Dynamic I/O.") 

?WRITE/?READ Flush 

During the normal ?WRITE to a file, there is no assurance that data 
is written to the disk, even when ?WRITE returns normally: the 
data may merely have been transferred to buffers. Typically the 
data is written to disk either when the disk buffer currently holding 
the data is needed for buffering other data, or when the file is 
?CLOSEd. Since this may not be appropriate for certain applications, 
MP / ADS provides the FLUSH option on ?WRITE. 

When a ?WRITE system call with the FLUSH option returns, the 
user is assured that all file system data associated with the I/O 
channel is written to disk. This helps ensure that the state of the file 
is valid and updated between data transfers. 

The FLUSH option on ?READ affects character devices only, causing 
any characters currently held in the system buffer to be discarded. 

To eliminate the loss of processor time while I/O calls are executing, 
you can use nonpended I/O calls. 

Specify a nonpended I/O call by coding the NP option on the call. 
When you execute the call, instead of suspending your task, the 
system creates a new task and assigns it the job of executing the I/O 
call, while the calling task continues its operation. See Figure 9.1. 
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Figure 9.1 Pended and unpended I/O 

When you specify the NP option, AC2 returns the task identifier of 
the system-created task which is executing your I/O. To avoid error 
when using nonpended calls, the user must specify a sufficient 
number of tasks (one for each nonpended call) at process creation 
time (packet word ?RMTC in the ?PROC system call). 

You cannot assume that the results of the system call are valid; if, for 
instance, you read data with a ?READ NP system call, you must still 
wait for the data to arrive before you can operate on it. You can, 
however, perform other types of computation while waiting for the 
new data. 

To find out when the nonpended call is complete, execute an ?AWAIT 
call. This call enables you either to check the nonpended call's 
progress or to suspend your task until the call is complete. ?AWAIT 
normally checks the status of a specific nonpended system task; an 
option allows this call to check the status of any nonpended system 
tasks. 

When issuing ? AWAIT without options, you specify the particular 
system call to be awaited by supplying a task identifier; this task 
identifier is the one returned to you in AC2 by the system when you 
executed the non-pended call. . 
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I/O Techniques 

When the call being executed by the task you specify is completed, 
?AWAIT returns the nonpended call's outputs in ACO-2. 

The AY option on ?AWAIT allows you to determine when any of 
your non-pended system calls are completed, rather than only the 
particular call you specified. In that case, ?AWAIT returns the task 
identifier of the completed call in AC2. You can then issue another 
?AWAIT using the task identifier just returned to obtain the 
completed call's outputs in the usual fashion. 

All I/O is performed by means of the ?READ and ?WRITE system 
calls. Options and packets for these calls allow for a number of 
different I/O techniques. 

MP / ADS transfers data either by byte count (dynamic I/O), or until 
a delimiter is encountered (data-sensitive I/O). 

Normally, data transfers take place between the device and the 
user's logical address space. However, extended I/O (direct segment 
I/O) permits data to be transferred directly between a memory 
segment and a disk device. (See Chapter 5 "Memory Management" 
for more information on memory segmenting). 

The amount of data transferred and its placement (Le., whether or 
not it is word/block aligned) determine whether or not the data is 
buffered through the system. 

Dynamic I/O 

Dynamic I/O permits you to read or write any number of bytes with 
a single system call. You specify the number of bytes to be transferred 
in an accumulator; the data is then transferred directly between the 
file and main memory, subject to buffering by the system. 

Block aligned I/O is a special case of dynamic I/O which eliminates 
system overhead for buffering, resulting in significantly increased 
speed. 

Data on disk devices is divided by hardware into blocks of 512 
bytes. When you request a data transfer to part of a disk block, the 
system stores the entire block in a system buffer before moving the 
data to or from this buffer. 

If you use the ?READ and ?WRITE calls to transfer entire disk 
blocks, you eliminate the need for the system to buffer the transfer. 
To accomplish this, your data must be block aligned: 

• the file pointer must be a multiple of 512 before the transfer; 

• specify a request of 512 or more bytes to read or write; 

• specify a buffer that is word aligned in your address space. 
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The system performs block I/O whenever possible. For example, if 
the request is for 600 bytes, but the buffer word alignment and file 
pointer criteria are met, then that portion of the transfer is done by 
block I/O. 

For maximum efficiency, you should not mix dynamic block I/O 
with conventional dynamic I/O operations. 

Data-Sensitive I/O 

Data-sensitive I/O is performed by using the ?READ and ?WRITE 
system calls with the DS option. In this case, the maximum number 
of bytes to be transferred is specified. The system transfers bytes 
until it encounters a delimiter. Default delimiters are defined as 
bytes containing either a New Line (12s). Carriage Return (15s), 
Form Feed (14s) or null (Os), The ?SCHS system call allows you to 
define any character as a delimiter by specifying a new delimiter 
table. (The maximum number of delimiter tables an MP / AOS system 
will support is a system generation parameter.) As with dynamic 
I/O, data is transferred between the file and main memory. After 
the transfer, the number of bytes moved is placed in an accumulator. 

If no delimiter is encountered after the maximum number of bytes 
has been transferred, the ?READ or ?WRITE call returns error ERL TL 

(Line is too long). 

Extended I/O is selected by the PKT option to ?READ or ?WRITE. 
In this case, you specify the address of a packet whose parameters 
define the transfer. 

This form of I/O transfers the data directly between a specified 
memory segment and a device. Figure 9.2 illustrates. 

The memory segment need not be mapped to the user's address 
space. To determine the segment address for the start of the transfer, 
the packet specifies a page number, as well as a byte offset. 
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Extended I/O may be either dynamic or data sensitive. This method 
is permitted only on disk devices; it is not allowed on character 
devices. After the end of the transfer, two values are returned: word 
?IOBT of the extended I/O packet returns the number of bytes 
transferred; word ?IOFP is updated to reflect the current position in 
the file. Thus the user may continue working in the file without 
modifying the file pointer position. 

The MP / AOS system divides I/O devices into two categories: those 
with directory structures (MOUNTed disks) and those without 
directory structures (character devices). Character devices include 
consoles and line printers. 

Table 9.1 lists the standard MP / AOS I/O devices with their 
mnemonics. Note that in a system with several devices of the same 
type, the mnemonic may be followed by a number, e.g., @DPDO, 
@'LPTl. A complete list of ECLIPSE and microNOV A I/O device 
codes appears in Appendix D. 
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Table 9.1 Oisk(ette). console. line printer and magnetic tape devices 

The system provides two calls that mount disk devices and dismount 
them so that you can remove disk units from the system to mount 
new media on the drives. The ?MOUNT system call introduces a 
disk to the system. The ?DISMOUNT system call shuts down a disk 
device in a consistent manner, ensuring that any I/O data still in 
system memory space will be written out. When the system is 
started, only the system master device is mounted. 

The system performs consistency checks at ?MOUNT and ?DIS
MOUNT time. A flag on every MP / AOS disk indicates whether it 
was dismounted properly; Le., the system did not crash or some 
other circumstance did not impede dismounting. ?DISMOUNT sets 
this flag and ?MOUNT tests it. If the flag is not set at ?MOUNT time, 
you will have to run the disk FIXUP program to restore the disk to a 
proper state. If this occurs for the system master device when you 
start the system, the bootstrap loader automatically runs FIXUP. To 
make sure you have the disk you want, you may also use ?MOUNT to 
check its label (a user-specified disk ID name). 

NOTE: You can only ?MOUNT an MP/AOS-formatted disk. If a disk is not properly 

formatted. use the DINIT utility to prepare it. DINIT is described in MP/AOS 
System Generation and Related Utilities (DGC No. 069-400206). 
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Input and Output 

Magnetic Tape 

Character Devices: 
Terminals 

If you wish to access a disk without using the MP / AOS file structure, 
you can ?OPEN it without first ?MOUNTing it. In this case, the disk 
is treated as a single file with an element size equal to the number of 
blocks on the disk. 

You can use a ?DSTAT call to retrieve status information pertaining 
to a disk. This call provides such data as the number of blocks in use 
and the number ofI/O errors that have occurred. ?DSTAT may only 
be used on a ?MOUNTed disk. 

MP / AOS supports magnetic tape devices as part of its library. To use 
a magnetic tape controller, include it in the total count of 
?IDEF /?LDEF device control tables (DCT's) specified at system 
generation. (DCT's are discussed in Chapter 10.) 

Magnetic tape devices are supported by the MOVE utility; in most 
cases you can, therefore, utilize these devices without writing special 
programs. The MOV:~ utility is documented in MP / ADS File Utilities 
(DGC No. 069-400204). 

For direct access to magnetic tape devices without use of the MOVE 
utility, a program must be bound with MT A.LB, the tape routine 
library. This introduces into the program the service routines 
identifying the magnetic tape controller as a user device. Tape 
operations are described in Appendix H of this manual. 

Terminal devices have a number of unique attributes, since they 
communicate directly with users. Terminals are logically handled as 
two different devices: the keyboard for input and the printer or CRT 
for output. 

MP / AOS supports data channel line printers via library routines. At 
system generation, you must specify an ?IDEF / ?LDEF DCT for each 
data channel line printer you wish to include in your system. 

You can access data channel line printers via the SPOOLER utility 
without writing any special code. Should you wish to bypass 
SPOOLER, bind your program with DCLP.LB, the data channel line 
printer library that makes the appropriate service routines available. 

Data channel line printer support via SPOOLER or via direct user 
access is documented in System Generation and Related Utilities 
(DGC No. 069-400206). 

Console Characteristics 

Console characteristics are attributes that control the receiving and 
transmission of data by the console. Table 9.2 summarizes console 
characteristics. 
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SetOn Mnemonic 

Inputl Output ?C8IN 

loput 1CECH 

Input ?CEMM 

Input ?CESC 

Input ?C1CC 

Output ?CLST 

Inputl Output ?CNAS 

Input ?CNED 

Output ?CST 

Output ?CUCO 

Output ?C605 

Inputl Output ?CaBT 

Table 9.2 Console characteristics 

Affects 

80th 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Both 

Output 

Both 

Output 

Output 

OutpU.1 

Both 

Inp\Jt 

Input and Output 

Meaning when 1 

8inarymode:. disables all special control characters; passes all characters 
exactly asrece/ved (a bIts). 

Echo mode: echoes all typed characters although some receive special 
handling.asdescribedio text. 

Echo characters exactly asjnput.: turns off echOing of control characters 
asTx. 

Escap,e mode: handles Escape (338)the same asCTRl-C CTRL-A. 

Ignore controlcnaractersexcept delfmiters aod characters interpreted by 
the system. 

Ustmode:echoes Forrn.,F(jeds(014s1as """L" to prevent them from 
eraSing CRT screen. 

Non-ANSlbstandard coosole;suppotts terminals. using older. standard 
for control characters by convertinf;J Carriage Returns (0 158)· into 
New-Lines (0 1281, and vice versa,onioput; on output,converts New-Une 
to Carriage. Return, followed by New'-Line, followed by null. 

00. not echo delimiters. 

Simulates tabs: converts all tat;, characters (011 s)to the appropriate 
number of spaces; cursor moves to the beglnn/ngof the next a-character 
tllb cohlmn; 

Convert to· uppercase on output, 

6052,6053 orsimilardev;ce: \Jse$C\Jfsor movement characters to echo 
Rubo\JfandCTRl-U by erasing charactersftom the screen. The two 
charllcters following a 378 oninp\Jt.and a 20s Qn output will be passed 
through.uninterpreted. 

a-bit characters; the defaUlt is tQlTlasl< aU input characters t07 bits, 
unless in binary mode. 

Each characteristic is controlled by a bit in the device's characteris
tics word. The system presets console characteristics to the values 
you specify at system generation; you can later modify these 
characteristics via system calls. Use ?GCHAR to display the current 
setting of console characteristics and ?SCHAR to modify any or all of 
the characteristics words. 

Echoing characters is a typical system preprocessing function on a 
console: normally, all characters received by the system from the 
keyboard are echoed or retransmitted to the display, so that the user 
can check the input. Most control characters are echoed in the 
standard way, e.g., AA for CTRL-A. However, some control charac
ters, such as New Line, are echoed explicitly since they have special 
meanings to the console. Others are assigned special meanings by 
the system. See the sections entitled "Control Characters" and 
"Control Sequences" and their tables. 
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Input and Output 

To ensure compatibility with standard ASCII -7, the system normally 
sets to 0 the high-order bit of any byte sent to or from a console. 
Thus character values range from 0 to 1778. The ?SCHAR system 
call with the ?C8BT characteristic bit can be set to disable this and 
transmit/receive eight-bit characters. 

The system also echoes Form Feeds as "'L to prevent them from 
erasing the CRT screen (?CLST characteristic bit), executes Rubouts 
(?C605 characteristic bit), and converts to uppercase on output (?CUCO 
characteristic bit). The user can modify any of these characteristics 
at will. 

NOTE: All special character actions are disabled when you select binary mode for 

I/O (?CBIN characteristic bit). 

Options to ?SCHAR also allow the user to modify the number of 
characters per line, the number of lines per page, and as described 
in the next section, the terminal's hardware characteristics. 

Hardware Characteristics 

The terminal's hardware characteristics are user-specified when the 
system is generated. For hardware with programmable characteris
tics, options to the ?SCHAR system call allow the user to modify 
these characteristics under software control. 

Hardware characteristics consist of the following: 

• number of stop bits 

• parity type 

• code level 

• baud rate for Asynchronous/Synchronous Line Multiplexors 
(ASLM's) 

• clock selection for Asynchronous Line Multiplexors (ALM's) 

Stop bits are bits used to indicate the end of data transmission. The 
number of stop bits is user-selectable within the range indicated in 
Table 9.3. 

Parity consists of an optional bit included with each transmitted 
character for purposes of error checking. Table 9.3 indicates the 
available types of parity. 

Code level specifies the number of data bits per character; Table 9.3 
specifies the selectable range. 
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Number Parameter Parity Parameter Code Parameter 
of StOp Level 
Bits 

7C1S None 7CNPR 5 bits ?C5BC 

1.5 7CH5S Odd ?COOD 6 bits ?C6BC 

2 ?C2S Even 7CEVN 7 bits 7C7BC 

8 bits ?C8BC 

Table 9.3 Programmable hardware characteristics (7SCHAR with HC option) 

Baud rate indicates the rate of character transmission. As Table 9.4 
indicates, the operating range extends from 50 to 19.2K baud. 

Baud . Hate: for 
ASLM 

50 

75 

110 

134.5 

150 

300 

600 
1200 

1800 

2000 

2400 

3600 

4800 

7200 

9600 

19.2K 

Parame:ter 

7C0050 

7C0075 

7C0110 

?C1345 

7C0150 

?C0300 

?C0600 

?C1200 

7C1800 

7C2000 

7C2400 

?C3600 

7C4800 

?C7200 

7C9600 

?C192K 

Table 9.4 Baud rate for asynchronous/synchronous line multiplexors (ASLM boards) 

Clock selection allows the user to select one of four internal clocks 
used to establish baud rates of the lines controlled by that clock. See 
Table 9.5 for a list of clock numbers and parameters. 

NOTE: Baud rate and clock selection are mutually exclusive decisions. 
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Table 9.5 Clock selection t'or asynchronous line multiplexors (ALM boards) 

Control Characters 

The system assigns special functions to certain control characters. 
These functions are summarized in Table 9.6. 

Table 9.6 Control characters 

• Reserved characters are ignored except in binary mode. 

Control Sequenc.~s 

A control sequence is a CTRL-C followed by one of the characters 
whose functions are described in Table 9.7. 
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Character 

CTRL-A 

CTRL-B 

CTRl-C 

CTRL-D 

CTRL-E 

(Others) 

Octal Function 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Signals a console interrupt, which may be passed to 
your program (See "Multitasking.") 

Causes termination of the program currently running 

Reserved for future use* 

If the program is being debugged, enters the debugger 

Terminates the current program and saves its state in 
a break file (See "Program Management.") 

No function: character is passed to your program 

Table 9.7 Control sequence characters 

• Reserved characters are echoed, but not passed to your program except in binary 

mode. 

The system's handling of line printers is similar to that of console 
output. Each device has a characteristics word which is a subset of 
the word for consoles. The system keeps track of the line and page 
size for line printers just as it does for consoles. 

The applicability of various characteristics to line printers is 
summarized by Table 9.8. 

Character.istic LPT 

?CB!N Used 

?CECH Unused 

?CEMM Unused 

?CESC Unused 

?CICC Used 

?CLST Used 

?CNAS Used 

?CNED Unused 

?CST Used 

?CUCO Used 

?C605 Unused 

?C8BT Used 

Table 9.B Line printer device characteristics 
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System Call Summary 

Table 9.9 Input/output and device system calls 

MP / AOS system calls for Input/Output and device management are 
summarized in Table 9.9. 
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User Device Support 

MP I AOS capabilities permit user control of 110 protection for system 
and user devices, user-written device service routines, and user 
manipulation of data channel and burst multiplexor channel (BMC) 
map slots. 

These facilities make it possible for programmers to perform input 
and output with custom devices, to take advantage of their device's 
interrupt facility, and to perform data transfers through data channel 
and BMC control. 

Peripheral devices, their input and output capabilities, as well as 
input and output programming techniques are discussed at length in 
the following two manuals: 

• User's Manual Programmer's Reference Series, Peripherals (DGC 
No. 014-000632-00) 

• Design Engineer's Reference Series, Interface Designer's Manual 
for NOVA and ECLIPSE Line Computers (DGC No. 014-000629-01). 
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User Device Support 

Defining a Device 
Interrupt Service 
Routine 

The ?IDEF system call introduces a user device and its interrupt 
routine to the system. (The maximum number of user devices 
MP / AOS will support is specified when the system is generated.) As 
input to ?IDEF you specify an interrupt handler definition packet, 
which is a block of memory containing the control data summarized 
in Table 10.1. User-written device service routines reside in user 
address space. 

Table 10.1 User device int'fJrrupt handler definition packet 

The system builds an internal device control table (DCT) based on 
your packet specifications and enters this DCT into its interrupt 
vector table, a hardware defined array. When the system detects an 
interrupt request, it indexes into the interrupt vector table to locate 
the correct device control table. The device control table in turn 
points to the device's interrupt service routine. 

The ECLIPSE hardware is capable of implementing up to sixteen 
levels of priority interrupts. This is done with a I6-bit priority 
mask. Each level of device priority is associated with a bit in this 
mask. In order to suppress interrupts from any priority level, the 
corresponding bit ill the mask is set to 1. The device's DCT contains 
the current interrupt service mask (packet word ?IMSK in the ?IDEF 
system call). Using this value, the Vector on Interrupting Device 
Code (VCT) instruction updates this mask and therefore makes the 
implementation of a priority interrupt system a straightforward 
procedure. (For a discussion of the VCT instruction refer to the 
Principles of Operation manual appropriate to your processor.) 

When a device requests an interrupt, the processor automatically 
transfers program control to the system's interrupt service routine. 
This routine retrieves the device code of the interrupting device and 
saves return information on the stack. 
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Before transferring program control to the device's service routine, 
the system also 

• loads AC2 with the contents of ?IDAT, a user-defined pointer to a 
data area (see note below); 

• uses the value of packet words ?ISTK and ?ISTL to initialize the 
stack pointer and frame pointer to the user interrupt stack. This 
permits the service routine to perform push/pop and similar stack 
operations; 

• takes the current interrupt service mask and inclusively OR's it 
with the interrupt service mask in the DCT. The OR operation 
establishes which devices, if any, can interrupt the currently 
executing interrupt service routine; 

• saves the current Load Effective Address (LEF) mode state; 

• enables the user map and disables LEF mode and I/O protection, 
to permit the device service routine to issue input and output 
instructions. 

The user is responsible for restoring the interrupt mask if it has 
been modified by the device interrupt handling routine. 

NOTE: A comment on the use of ?IDAT is in order. This word is usually used to 
point to a user-defined data area that describes the custom device or line device. 
One use of such a data area is to store the device status returned at interrupt time 
and then to ?IUNPEND a task waiting on device completion (usually, the ID of this 

task is also found in this user-defined data area). 

Using this technique, interrupt routines are kept short and system interrupt latency 

is minimized. 

The only system calls permitted during a device interrupt service 
routine are ?IUNPEND, ?STMP, and ?IXIT. 

?IUNPEND enables the routine to communicate with other tasks. 
The system call ?STMP discussed in the following sections sets up 
data channel map slots to point to a buffer area in user space before 
a channel transfer is initiated. Interrupts are always enabled after 
?IUNPEND and ?STMP. 

?IXIT returns control to the system and must be executed to exit 
from the routine. 

MP / AOS restores LEF mode and I/O protection to their former 
states upon exit from the device service routine. 

Use the ?IRMV system call to deactivate device service routines. 
Your program must deactivate such routines before the system 
permits it to call another program with the ?EXEC call. 
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User Device Support 

The system automatically deactivates any device interrupt service 
routines upon program termination. Whenever possible, though, 
explicit deactivation of such routines by the program via ?IRMV is 
preferable. If a user device interrupts after its interrupt handling 
routine has been disassociated from it, the interrupt is handled via 
the standard system procedure for undefined interrupt processing. 

Defining a Line Device Interrupt Service Routine 

The ?LDEF system call allows the definition of an interrupt service 
routine for a single line of an Asynchronous Line Multiplexor (ALM) 
or an Asynchronous/Synchronous Line Multiplexor (ASLM). With 
this functionality, the user can elect to control some of the devices 
connected to the multiplexor, while leaving others under system 
control. 

When a line multiplexor (either ALM or ASLM) is included in the 
system configuration, MP / AOS builds an internal device control 
table (DCT) for the multiplexor and enters this DCT into its interrupt 
vector table. The interrupt service mask for the line multiplexor is 
included in its device control table. 

Any ALM or ASLM line intended for a custom line device must be 
identified together with its terminal device during the system 
generation dialogue, and included in the total count of ?LDEF devices 
requested by SYSGEN, the system generation utility. The system 
uses this information to allocate space for a user ?LDEF DCT for 
each user-controlled line. 

When your program issues an ?LDEF call, the system builds the 
actual user ?LDEF DCT containing the line number and the address 
of its user interrupt service routine, as specified in inputs to the call. 

As input to ?LDEF you specify a line interrupt handler definition 
packet, a block of memory containing control data summarized in 
Table 10.2. The packet format is similar to that used in the ?IDEF 
call except for the fact that it contains no mask word, because the 
interrupt service mask is already contained in the DCT for the 
multiplexor device. 

Table 10.2 Line interrupt handler definition packet 
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When a line device interrupts, the system's interrupt service routine 
locates the ALM or ASLM DCT, and the line number requesting 
service. Next the system checks whether an ?LDEF has been issued 
for the device connected to this line (that is, whether the line is 
user-controlled); if so, the system locates the line's ?LDEF DCT. 

Before transferring program control to the device's service routine, 
the system 

• saves return information on the stack. 

• loads AC2 with the contents of ?IDAT, a user-defined pointer to a 
data area (see note below). 

• uses the value of packet words ?LSTK and ?LSTL to initialize the 
stack pointer and frame pointer to the user interrupt stack. This 
permits the service routine to perform push/pop and similar 
stack operations. 

• takes the current interrupt service mask and inclusively OR's it 
with the interrupt service mask established by the system in the 
DCT for the multiplexor device. The OR operation establishes 
which devices, if any, can interrupt the currently executing 
interrupt service routine. 

• saves the current Load Effective Address (LEF) mode state. 

• enables the user map and disables LEF and I/O protection mode 
to permit the device service routine to issue input and output 
instructions. 

If the interrupt mask has been modified by the ?LDEF interrupt 
handler, the user is responsible for restoring it. 

NOTE: A comment on the use of ?IOA T is in order. This word is usually used to 
point to a user-defined data area that describes the custom device or line device. 

One use of such a data area is to store the device status returned at interrupt time 

and then to ?IUNPENO a task waiting on device completion (usually, the 10 of this 

task is also found in this user-defined data area). 

Using this technique, interrupt routines are kept short and system interrupt latency 

is minimized. 

The only system calls permitted during a line device interrupt service 
routine are ?IUNPEND, ?STMP, and ?LXIT. Note that interrupts are 
always enabled after ?IUNPEND and ?STMP. ?LXIT returns control 
to the system and must be executed to exit from the line device user 
service routine. 

MP / AOS restores LEF and I/O protection mode to their former 
states upon exit from' the line device service routine. 

Use the ?LRMV system call to deactivate line device service routines. 
Your program must deactivate all such routines before the system 
permits it to call another program with the ?EXEC call. 
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User Device Support 

Enabling and 
Disabling Access 
to all Devices 

Managing Data 
Channel Map Slots 

The system automatically deactivates any line device interrupt 
service routines upon program termination. Whenever possible, 
however, explicit deactivation of such routines by the program via 
?LRMV is preferable. 

The instruction format for LEF (Load Effective Address) and for I/O 
instructions is identical; hence, LEF or I/O mode must be set to 
enable the CPU to distinguish between these two classes of instruc
tions. The ?ENBLj?DSBL system calls control the setting of I/O and 
LEF modes. 

No device I/O can occur while the CPU is in LEF mode. To issue I/O 
instructions anywhere in a program at the task level, a user device 
driver must, therefore, enable I/O with the ?ENBL command. This 
permits I/O instructions to be issued to both system and user devices. 
?DSBL disables access to all devices. These system calls are valid for 
the entire program, rather than for the calling task only. 

Initially, each process has LEF mode enabled. The user is cautioned 
that when the CPU is in LEF mode, a user program can use the LEF 
instruction, but may not issue I/O instructions because they would 
be interpreted as LEF instructions. Similarly, any LEF instructions 
issued when LEF mode is disabled are interpreted as I/O instructions. 

Under MP / ADS the ?ENBL/ ?DSBL calls simultaneously control the 
1/0 protection bit and the I/O-LEF mode. When I/O access is enabled, 
both LEF mode and the I/O protection bit are disabled. Similarly, 
when I/O access is disabled, LEF mode as well as the I/O protection 
bit are enabled. 

WARNING: Extreme care must be used when enabling I/O instruc
tions, since doing so allows the user to issue I/O instructions to any 

device. 

The data channel facility enables direct data transfers between 
memory and a register in the device controller. Depending on your 
processor and the device's design, you can select either burst 
multiplexor (BMC) I/O or data channel (DCR) I/O for a user-defined 
device. 

Burst multiplexor I/O requires program control only at the start of 
each block transfer and is generally faster than data channel I/O. 
Note that not all user-defined devices have BMC hardware. 

Under data chanllel I/O, the system transfers data between the 
device and memory in blocks at a lower transfer rate than BMC. 
Data channel I/O requires program control at both the start and end 
of each block transfer. 
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Data channel and BMC transfers are performed across data channel 
maps in units whose size is device specific. 

Data channel maps are translation tables for the data channel. 
Another optional map is a translation table for the BMC channel. 
Devices using data channel maps use a 15-bit logical address. BMC 
devices use a 21-bit logical address. 

All data channel I/O for DGC devices is pre-mapped by MP / ADS in 
conformance with the data channel capabilities of each device. 

To enable data transfer through data channel or BMC control with 
user built devices, MP / ADS allows you to access a portion of the data 
channel or BMC maps and map it to your user address space. 
Depending on the device's capabilities, allocations spanning several 
maps are possible. 

The following steps summarize the sequence of operations for setting 
up data channel maps. The remainder of the chapter discusses these 
operations at greater length. 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Allocate data channel map slots (?ALMP). (Depending on 
the device's capabilities, allocations spanning several 
maps are possible.) 

Translate user logical address for the start of transfer 
into a physical page number (?GMRP). 

Set up data channel map. (Store user physical page 
number in the appropriate data channel or BMC slot 
(?STMP), where it serves as a pointer to a buffer in the 
user address area.) 

Initiate transfer - enable I/O (?ENBL). 

Setting up the data channel maps can be executed from either the 
driver (task level), or the device's interrupt service routine (interrupt 
level); allocating the data channel map slots, obtaining the user 
physical address, and enabling I/O must be performed at task level. 

Data Channel Map Organization 

The four data channel maps are lettered A to D. Each of these maps 
contains 32 slots, or words. The BMC map contains 1024 slots. 

MP / ADS software convention is to number the slots consecutively 
starting from 0 for the first slot in map A, through 1151, the last slot 
in the BMC map. Figure 10.1 summarizes this scheme. 
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User Device Support 
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Figure 10.1 Data channel and BMC map slot 

numbering scheme 

Each data channel map slot word corresponds to a 1K word range of 
logical data channel addresses, from 0 through 102410, These 
addresses are also numbered consecutively within each map, from 0 
for the first address in the first slot of each map, through 3276710 

for the last address in the thirty-second slot. Figure 10.2 illustrates. 

• 

• 

•• 
. .... 

A Map B Map C 

32 64 

. ..... 

Corresp()ndiflglogical Mdtes.ses 

1047552 - 1048575 

• 
• 

CQrr~polldin.91ogioa' addresseS 

31744 - 32768 

2048 - 3071 

1024 - 2047 

.... . .... < 

Map D BMC map 

96 128 

Figure 10.2 Data channel and BMC map slots and their range of corresponding logical 

addresses 

In this fashion, the data channel map slot numbers serve to identify 
the map selected, as well as to reference the logical data channel 
address passed by the user program to the device with the I/O 
instruction. For example, slot 60 references map B and a logical data 
channel address range of 28672 10 - 29696 10 (700008-717778), 
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Data Channel Mapping via System Calls 

Once the number of slots required for the particular data transfer is 
determined, the program issues a request to allocate specific data 
channel map slots for use by the device. (The number of data channel 
map slots requested depends on the number of pages to be transferred 
and on the characteristics of the device.) The ?ALMP system call 
requests data channel or BMC map slot allocation. 

Existing options allow any of the four maps to be specified; using 
more than one option makes slot allocations spanning several maps 
possible, provided the device's data channel capabilities allow it. 

? ALMP returns the starting data channel map slot number allocated 
by the system. This number indicates on which map the first slot is 
allocated, as well as the location of the slot on that map. (Slot 72, for 
example, is the ninth slot on map C.) 

Data channel addresses differ from logical addresses in the user 
process. The starting map slot number returned is the user's 
representation of the map slots allocated. The addresses represented 
by these slots are associated with actual physical pages during a 
?STMP call, when the data channel map is actually set up. 

Following the allocation of data channel map slots, the user's logical 
page number from which to transfer data out or in must be translated 
into a physical page number in memory. (The user address space 
contains 32 logical pages of 1024 words each.) The ?GMRP system 
call performs this translation, returning a physical page number. 
Figure 10.3 illustrates. 
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User Device Support 

Figure 10.3 7GMRP call return's physical page number 

Upon completion of these steps, data channel mapping can take 
place. The ?STMP call allows users to request data channel mapping 
for each map slot previously allocated via ? ALMP. 

When ?STMP is issued, the system stores the user's physical page 
number into the data channel slot number specified. This slot number 
indicates the range of logical addresses to which the slot in question 
corresponds. 

?STMP fills one slot at a time; it must be reissued for each of the data 
channel map slots allocated. 

Figure 10.4 illustrates the sequence of the three steps just discussed, 
from data channel map slot allocation through data channel mapping. 
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Figure 10.4 Sequence of data channel mapping operations 

The mapping itself is done by the system. The user must, however, 
be sure to compute the proper data channel addresses, i.e., to keep 
track of the slots and their range of data channel logical addresses. 

The user program is now ready to issue an I/O instruction. This 
instruction identifies the device and loads the starting data channel 
logical address into the accumulator. The starting logical address 
permits the system to identify the slot containing the user's physical 
page number, as well as the relative position from the beginning of 
that page for starting the data transfer. 
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User Device Support 

System Call Summary 

The starting data channel logical address can be anywhere within 
the range of logical addresses corresponding to the particular user 
slot allocated. For transfers which are aligned with page boundaries, 
the starting data channel logical address is the first address of the 
range. If, for example, the user has been allocated the fourth map 
slot, the starting data channel logical address for a page aligned 
transfer is 6000a, the first address in the fourth slot range of 
addresses. 

For data transfers which are not page aligned, a word offset 
specifying the position of the start oftransfer relative to the beginning 
of the page must be added to the beginning range address. Using the 
previous example, if the transfer is to begin at the sixth word of the 
user's physical page, a starting data channel logical address of 6000a 
+ 5a is loaded into the accumulator. 

The data is then mapped to the correct user address area referenced 
by the user physical page number contained in the allocated slot. 

Data channel map slots are released with the ?DEMP call, or 
automatically by program termination. 

Table 10.3 summarizes the system calls available for user device 
support. 
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Call 

?ALMP 

?DEMP 

?OSBL 

?ENBL 

?GMRP 

?fDEF 

?IPEND 

lfRMV 

lfUNPEND 

?IXIT 
?lDEF 
?LRMV 

?LXIT 

?STMP 

Ftmction 

Allocate data cnannel map slots 

Deallocate datachannef map.stots 

Disable I/Olnstructions/eflable lEF 
mode 

EnableI/O instructions!disable I,.EF 
mode. 

Get physical pagenumbet 

DefIne an interrupt handliilg routine 

Pend awaiting Interrupt activity 

Remove an rnterrtiptllandfing rootine 

Unpend a task from interrupt handling 
routine 

Exit from .an.interruPt nandllngroutine 

Deflnea.line interrupt handling routine 

Remove aline interrupt handling rou
tine 

Exit·ftoma line interrupt handling 
routine . . 

Setup data channel map 

Table 10.3 User device support system calls 
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Miscellaneous 
System Calls 

The calls described in this chapter examine and or change system 
features, such as the clock and calendar, or perform general functions, 
such as returning interprogram messages. 
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Miscellaneous System Calls 

Clock / Calendar Calls The operating system maintains a 24-hour clock and a calendar. A 
specification in the system generation dialogue allows you to set the 
clock to anyone of several frequencies. See MP / ADS System 
Gelleratioll alld Related Utilities (DGC No. 069-400206) for the 
complete system generation dialogue. 

The system clock expresses the current time and date in MP / AOS 
illtemal format, Le., a 32-bit number representing the number of 
seconds elapsed since midnight, January 1, 1900. System call ?GTIME 
returns time and date in internal format; library routines ?CTOD 
and ?CDAY accept a time and date in 32-bit MP / AOS format and 
return the hour, minute, and second, and the day, month, and year, 
respecti vel y . 

Alternately, library routines ?GTOD and ?GDAY read, decode, and 
return system time and date expressed in conventional format, Le., 
as hours, minutes, and seconds, and as year, month, and day 
respectively. 

You can set the system time and date to any specified value by using 
the ?STIME system call and expressing the desired values in MP / AOS 
internal format, as explained above. (Use library routines ?FTOD 
and ?FDAY to convert the time and date, respectively, from 
conventional format to MP / AOS internal format.) 

System time and date can also be set by using library routines 
?STOD and ?SDAY which accept input in conventional format (Le., 
hours, minutes, seconds, and day, month, and year, respectively). 
Alternately, you can set the date and time by using CLI commands. 
Table 11.1 summarizes the clock/calendar system calls and library 
routines and their int.errelationship. 
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Can/Routine 

?CDAY(routlne) 

?CTOD . (routine) 

?FDAY (routine) 

?FTOD (routine) 

?GDAY(routine} 

?GTIME(call) 

?GTOD (routine) 

?SOAY (routine) 

?STIME (call) 

?STOD (routine) 

Action 

Convert date from 
32..;bit· internal 

Convert time from 
32-bit internal 

Convert date to 
32~bitinternal 

Convert time to 
32..;bit internal 

Get system date 

Get system 
time/date 

Get system time 

Set system date 

Set system 
time/date 

Set system time 

Table 11.1 Clock/calendar calls and routines 

Format of input !c:U.ltput 

Year,month, day 

Hours,minutes, seconds 

32.,.blt internal format 

32.,.bif internal format 

Year, .ll1onth, day 

32-bit internal 

Hours, minutes, secQilds 

Year, month, day 

32..;bifinternal 

Hours, minutes, Seconds 

The ?GTMSG call reads into a user-specified buffer any interprogram 
message transmitted by the most recent ?EXEC, ?PROC, or ?RETURN 
system call. The system maintains only one message at a time per 
process. The message can be any string of up to 2047 bytes. 
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Dictionary of System 
Calls and Library 

Routines 

This chapter describes the MP / AOS system calls and library routines. 
Library routines are specifically identified as such after their 
mnemonics and summary descriptions in the dictionary. 

Tape commands, which are used in the same way as system calls 
and library routines, are presented in dictionary format at the end 
of Chapter 4. 
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Dictionary of System Calls and Library Routines 

Explanatory 
Notes 

For each entry in this chapter, we give the following information: 

• the mnemonic that you place in your program code 

• identification of the mnemonic as a library routine, if pertinent 
(Unidentified mnemonics are system calls.) 

• a description of the function performed, along with a figure 
showing the format of the required packet (if any) 

• tables specifying inputs, outputs/ options, and error returns for 
each call. The contents of the tables are briefly described below. 

Inputs 

The inputs table lists Information which your program must place in 
accumulators before executing a given call. Whenever this informa
tion is affected by options to the call, the option and its effect are 
included in the inputs table. 

Outputs 

The outputs table lists information which will be in the accumulators 
when control returns to your program. Any accumulators not used 
for outputs will be unchanged, except for AC3 which is always set to 
the value of the frame pointer. When outputs are affected by options 
to the call, the option and its effect are included in the outputs table. 

Options 

The options table lists and explains options available for each system 
cal1. 

Errors 

The errors table lists the error codes likely to be returned if you use 
a call improperly. Note that this list is not necessarily exhaustive: 
under certain conditions, some calls may return codes other than 
those listed. A complete list of the MP / AOS error codes is contained 
in Appendix H of this manual. 

Error codes are returned in ACO. 

For more general information on MP / AOS programming, refer to 
Chapter 2. 
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Dictionary of System Calls and Library Routines 

Add a Name to the Searchlist 

Appends the specified directory name to your searchlist. 

ACO must contain a byte pointer to the pathname, which must be 
terminated by a null byte. If ACO contains 0, the searchlist is cleared; 
Le., all entries are removed. The maximum length of a searchlist is 
five pathnames. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Dictionary of System Calls and Library Routines 

?ALMP Allocate Data Channel Map Slots 

This call directs the system to allocate data channel map slots to the 
calling program. By using more than one option on a call, the caller 
can receive a map slot allocation spanning several maps if the data 
channel capabilities of the device permit it. If the starting map slot 
number requested confEcts with any of the selected options, ? ALMP 
returns error ERSLT, Slot number error. 

Data channel map options can not be mixed with the BMC (burst 
multiplexor channell map option. 

In instances where the starting map slot number requested is not 
available, the system allocates the next available slot number, 
provided sufficient slots are left in the map to cover the total number 
of slots requested. If not enough slots are left to satisfy the request, 
?ALlMP returns error ERDCM, Request could not be filled. 

The starting map slot number returned in ACO indicates on what 
map and where in that map the first slot is allocated. This map slot 
number is used as input to the ?STMP call. 

See Chapter 10 for discussion of data channel mapping. 

Inputs 
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Outputs 

Options 

Errors 
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Dictionary of System Calls and Library Routines 

?ASEG Attach a Memory SE~gment 

Attaches the calling program to a segment of memory without 
mapping it to the caller's address space. Initially a program is both 
attached and mapped to the segments making up its impure, shared, 
and overlay areas. 

A segment is an area of memory conslstmg of from 1 to ?MXSP 
pages (lK word blocks). User created segments are identified and 
referenced by means of a global segment number assigned when the 
segment is created. See ?CSEG. 

Once a new segment has been created, several programs executing 
in different processes may attach to it. 

The maximum number of attached segments for a given user process 
is specified at process creation time (see ?RMAS in process definition 
packet). 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Dictionary of System Calls and Library Routines 

Await Completion of a Non-pended System Call 

Used in conjunction with any non-pended system call (NP option) to 
determine if the call's action is finished. 

For example, if you executed a non-pended ?READ, you would use 
? AWAIT to determine that the input data was available before you 
began to operate on it. You specify the particular system call to be 
AWAITed by a task identifier, which must be the one returned to 
you in AC2 by the system when you executed the non-pended call. 

If the non-pended call is not yet finished, the task that executed 
? AWAIT is suspended until the non-pended call completes execution, 
unless you use the CK option described below. 

NOTE: You must issue a successful ?AWAIT for every non-pended system call; 
otherwise a task control block (TeB) will be wasted. 

The AY option causes ?AWAIT to return when any non-pended call 
is completed rather than awaiting the completion of a specific call. 
In that case, AC2 returns the task ID of the completed task. Your 
program will then need to issue an ? AWAIT with that task ID so as 
to receive the completed task's output. 

The A Y option may be used in conjunction with the CK option. 

Inputs 

AC Contents 

Outputs 
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Dictionary of System Calls and Library Routines 

Options 

Errors 

NOTE: This call may also return any error codes produced by the non-pended call. 
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Dictionary of System Calls and Library Routines 

Block a Process 

?BLOCK blocks the process specified by AC2. That process is not 
rescheduled until some other process issues an ?UNBLOCK on it. 

Blocking a process affects all user tasks in that process. However, 
system calls already executing in system space run to completion 
and are blocked upon returning to the blocked program. 

?BLOCK has no effect if the specified process is already blocked. 

If scheduling for all other processes has been disabled by a ?DRSCH 
with PRC option, it is reenabled when the executing process issues a 
?BLOCK directed at itself, or an ?ERSCH with the PRC option. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Erro.rs 
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Dictionary of System Calls and Library Routines 

?BOOT Shut Down the System 

Causes the current MP / AOS system to be shut down. All I/O channels 
are closed; all disk devices are dismounted. 

Only the initial process may issue a ?BOOT. 

Inputs 

None 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Dictionary of System Calls and Library Routines 

Convert System Time / Date to Date (library routine) 

Accepts a time and a date in 32-bit MP / ADS format and returns the 
day, month and year. The year is an offset from a base of 190010• 

Inputs 

ACO. Hjg~or~ 1$bit$,qftltn~ ... 

AC1 l.o\t\l6r~r lSbitsbf titl'Je 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 
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Dictionary of System Calls and Ubrary Routines 

?ClEAR Clear Connectiol1l OPC Server/Customer call) 

Breaks a single connection (represented by "port number") between 
the caller and another process, so that no further IPC messages may 
be transmitted between them. 

Any outstanding ?RCV, ?SEND, or ?SD.R calls currently posted by 
the caller on this port, or by the connected process on its correspond
ing port are terminated in error ERCBC, connection broken by customer, 
or ERCBS, connectilr:m broken by server, as appropriate. 

?CLEAR can also cause a server's ?RCV A and ?OBITS calls to 
terminate in error ERSRN, Server name has been removed and server has no 
current connections. 

This occurs in cases where the server has performed a ?RMVE and 
the ?CLEAR is breaking the last remaining connection to this server. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Dictionary of System Calls and Library Routines 

Close an I/O Channel 

Removes the specified I/O channel's connection to a device or file. 

If any data from previous ?WRITE calls is in a system buffer, it is 
written to the file. No more I/O may be performed on the channel 
until it is reopened. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

Errors 

NOTE: If you wish data from ?WRITE calls written to the file before you close the 
I/O channel, use ?WRITE with the FL option. 
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?CREATE Create a File 

Creates an entry for the specified pathname in the directory structure. 

The pathname must be terminated by a null byte. You must specify 
the file type and element size. No attributes are set except for 
?ATPM (permanent) and ?ATWR (write-protect) in the case of 
directories. File attributes and element size are discussed in Chapter 
3. Table 3.2 lists fille attributes. 

Table 12.1 lists the file types available. You may not create new files 
in the device directory. However, to simplify device-independent 
programming, the system gives a normal return if a program attempts 
to ?CREATE a device that already exists. 

Table 12.1 File types 

'Currently not boatable under MP/AOS. 

NOTES: If the specified pathname is not fully qualified, the file is created in the 

working directory. The searchlist is not scanned. 

All directories specified in the pathname must already exist. 
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Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

Errors 
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?CSEG Create a Memory Segment 

Causes a segment of N pages OK word blocks) of memory to be 
allocated to the calling program. Segment size may range between 1 
and ?MXSP pages. All pages of a newly created segment are zeroed. 

?CSEG assigns the newly created segment a global segment number 
returned in ACO. This global segment number is used to reference 
the segment in memory management operations such as attaching, 
detaching, or mapping. 

?CSEG causes the newly created segment to be attached to the calling 
program by means of an implicit ? ASEG call. The new segment is 
not, however, mapped to a user address space. See ?MSEG for 
mapping. 

User created segments are not swapped in and out by the ?EXEC or 
?RETURN calls, nor are they written to break files. 

When a new user program is initiated, default memory segments 
corresponding to its pure, impure, and overlay memory are allocated 
to it. See Chapter 5 for discussion. 

Ililputs 

AC Contents 

ACO Number of pages to allocate 

Outputs 

AC 

ACO 

Options 

None 

Errors 

Mnemonic 
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Create a Task 

Introduces a new task to the scheduler. 

The maximum number of tasks for a given process must be specified 
by the user when the process is created. See offset ?RMTC in process 
definition packet. A total of up to 255 tasks for a given process is 
allowed. AC2 must contain the address of a task definition packet, in 
which you specify the new task's parameters as defined in Figure 
12.1 below. 

If you specify zero in offset ?TSTE, the system will provide a stack 
error handling routine. In this case, the task will be killed if it 
overflows its stack. 

If you specify zero in offset ?TKPP, the system assumes that you do 
not wish to perform any kill post-processing for the task. (A kill 
post-processing routine can perform functions such as deallocating 
memory used by the task. See discussion in Chapter 8.) 

?USP (Unique Storage Position) is one dedicated memory location in 
lower page zero. Each time a new task is scheduled, the current 
contents of the ?USP location are saved internally and ?USP is set to 
the value associated with the new task. 

An error is returned if no task control block (TCE) is available to 
support the new task, unless the A W option is specified as described 
in the Options table. 

A default priority of 1778 (127 10) is assigned by the system to a 
program's initial task. 

NOTE: Task priority (?TPRI) is superseded by process priority. See discussion of 

scheduling in Chapter 8 ("Multitasking"). 

Inputs 

Outputs 
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Options 

Errors 
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Convert System Time / Date to Time of Day (library routine) 

Accepts a time and date in 32-bit MP / AOS format and returns the 
hour, minute, and second. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 
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?DCLR Server Process Delclaration ope Server call) 

Declares a name to be associated with the server function provided 
by the calling process, establishing this process as a server. ?DCLR 
returns a server number for this name. 

A process wishing to communicate with the server process passes 
the server name to the ?LKUP call. 

The server number returned in ACI serves for use in the ?RCVA, 
?PURGE, ?RMVE and ?OBITS calls. 

If it wishes to support more than one server function, a process can 
associate itself with more than one name via several ?DCLR calls. 
Each server function is then identified by a different server number. 

After a successful ?lDCLR, the system adds an entry for the calling 
process in the server table. The size of the server table is a system 
generation parameter. If the specified server limit is exceeded, 
?DCLR returns in error. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Delay Execution of a Task (library routine) 

Causes the calling task to be suspended for the length of time specified. 

The time, specified in milliseconds, is a 32-bit quantity you place in 
two accumulators. You may use the ?MSEC library routine to convert 
hours/minutes/seconds to milliseconds. If you set both accumulators 
to 0, your task will be delayed for the system default timeout interval 
(about one minute). 

If you set both accumulators to - 1, your task will be delayed 
indefinitely. 

This routine uses the ?PEND system call, so if scheduling is disabled, 
it will be reenabled after suspending the calling task. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 
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?DELETE Delete a File 

Removes the specified file from the directory structure and returns 
its disk space to the system. 

The pathname must be terminated by a null byte. If the file is open, 
the filename is removed from the directory, but the disk blocks are 
not released until all channels open to the file are closed. 

If the last or only filename in the pathname is a link, the link itself 
is deleted, not its resolution. 

Directories containing files cannot be deleted, nor can devices be 
deleted. However, for the sake of compatibility, ?DELETE does not 
take an error return if you attempt to delete a device. 

NOTE: If the specified pathname is not fully qualified, and the file is not found in 
the working directory, the ERFDE error return is taken. The searchlist is not 

scanned. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Deallocate Data Channel Map Slots 

This call releases data channel map slots held by a program. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?DHIS Disable Histogramming (Histogrammer cal/) 

Disables histogramming and returns statistics about the terminated 
histogram, i.e., about the information gathered by the ?EHIS system 
call. See ?EHIS for a description of the way the histogram is 
constructed. ?DHIS returns information in a packet with the format 
described in Figure 12.2 below. 

You can disable the histogram while the process being histogrammed 
is still executing, or you can initiate the histogrammed program by 
means of a ?PROC with the DB (debug) option, and issue the Await 
Signal (?WSIG) call setting the signal mask to intercept program 
termination signals. A ?DHIS system call programmed following the 
?WSIG call is then invoked automatically whenever the 
histogrammed process terminates. 

Figure 12.2 Histogram disabling packet 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 
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Options 

None 

Errors 

ERNPC 
ERPIO 
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?DIR Select a Working Directory 

Sets the specified directory to be your current working directory. 

The pathname must be terminated by a null byte. If an error occurs, 
the current working directory is unchanged. 

If the specified path name is not fully qualified, and the directory is 
not found in the current working directory, the searchlist is scanned. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Remove a Disk From the System 

Causes the specified disk device to be disabled from further I/O 
activity and prepares the disk to be removed from the drive. 

The device name must be terminated by a null byte. Any data left in 
memory from previous I/O is flushed to the disk, and all pointers 
and directories on the disk are left in an orderly state. A flag is set 
on the disk to indicate that it was successfully ?DISMOUNTed. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?DRSCH Disable Task or Pn)cess Rescheduling 

Disables system scheduling, suspending the execution of all other 
tasks or processes (PRC option.) If a task issues a ?DRSCH PRC and 
wishes to suspend all other tasks in the system, it must also issue a 
?DRSCH to suspend tasks in its own process. 

NOTE: System calls executing in system space continue execution and are 

suspended only upon thE.ir return. 

Multitasking resumes only when an ?ERSCH call is executed, or 
when this task executes a ?PEND. If multitasking is already disabled, 
this call has no effect. 

Process rescheduling resumes only when the executing process issues 
an ?ERSCH PRC or a ?BLOCK directed at itself. 

If a process issues a ?DRSCH PRC and all its tasks pend, the system 
will hang. 

You can use ?DRSCH to determine whether multitasking is enabled 
by using the CK option described below. Since this is a "destructive 
test," you may then need to execute an ?ERSCH to restore the 
scheduler's state. 

Inputs 

None 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

Errors 
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Disable I/O Instructions 

This command simultaneously enables the LEF (Load Effective 
Address) mode and the I/O protection bit in the user's map status 
word. 

When LEF mode is on, user programs may use the Load Effective 
Address instruction, but may not issue I/O instructions. (Any I/O 
instructions will be interpreted as LEF instructions and can therefore 
not be carried out.) LEF mode is on when an MP / ADS program is 
started. 

I/O instructions are initially enabled in interrupt handling routines. 

Inputs 

None 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 
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?DSEG Detach From a Memory Segment 

Detaches the calling program from a memory segment. * If the 
segment is currently mapped to the caller's address space it is 
unmapped, leaving validity protected pages in its place. If the calling 
program is the only program attached to the segment, the segment is 
released and its memory is returned to the system. The termination 
of a program causes an implicit ?DSEG to be issued for every segment 
attached to that program. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

·A segment is an area of memory consisting of 1 to ?MXSP pages (1K word 

blocks). User created segments are identified and referenced by means of a global 

segment number assigne'd when the segment is created. See ?CSEG. 
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Get a Disk's Status Information 

Retrieves status information about the specified disk. 

?DST AT may be used only on a ?MOUNTed disk. 

You specify the disk by its pathname, which must be terminated by 
a null byte. The status information is placed in a packet, which has 
the format shown in Figure 12.3 below. 

Figure 12.3 Disk status packet 

The status flags in the ?DSTW word are described in Table 12.2 
below. 

Table 12.2 Status flags in 7DSTW word 

Inputs 
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Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Histogram a Process (Histogrammer call) 

Monitors an executing process and constructs frequency distribution 
of time spent in address intervals. This call requires a packet of the 
format illustrated in Figure 12.4 below. The information gathered 
by ?EHIS can be accessed at any time. A summary of the information 
is returned by a packet in the ?DHIS call. 

Using parameters specified in the packet, ?EHIS places information 
into a user-specified data buffer and in several named locations that 
also serve for temporary data storage. Together, the data buffer and 
the named locations constitute a histogram, or process profile. At 
regular intervals (also specified in the packet) the system determines 
where the target process is running and increments a corresponding 
tally, either at one of the named storage locations or in the data 
buffer. See Appendix D of Profile documentation (MP / ADS Debug
ging and Performance Monitoring Utilities, DGC No. 069-400205) for 
an illustration of the data buffer format. 

The data buffer consists of one double-word integer for each interval 
in the range monitored. When a process is being monitored by the 
system, the value of the program counter (PC) determines which 
double-word is incremented. 

The range of addresses to monitor is specified in packet words 
?HSAD and ?HEAD and it can consist of part or all of the user 
program, up to a maximum length of 777778, 

The buffer length is specified in packet word ?HLEN. The interval 
size is determined by the range monitored and the buffer length, 
according to the formulas: 

(Buffer length)/2 = Number of intervals 
(?HEAD-?HSAD+ l)/Number of intervals = Size of intervals 

If the interval size determined by the second equation is a fraction, 
?EHIS rounds this up to determine the actual interval size. 

The data buffer remains in memory, and this is the binding constraint 
on the length of the buffer. The larger the buffer, the smaller the 
intervals into which the range is divided. The smaller the interval, 
the finer the granularity of the observations reponed in the buffer. 
Thus, there is a trade-off between the granularity of the observations 
and the length of the range monitored. 

The number of program interruptions per second is specified by 
packet word ?HTIK. The system uses the real time clock to generate 
the process inspections; the actual interval is a multiple of the clock 
frequency and may not be exactly the value specified in ?HTIK. In 
any event the actual value used is returned in the ?DHIS packet. (See 
Appendix B of the Profile program documentation for examples of 
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the calculation of the inspection frequency actually used). The 
accuracy of the histogram increases with the number of interrupts, 
but so, tOO, does the overhead of creating the histogram itself. 

The named storage locations keep a tally of total elapsed timer total 
time spent in the process space (which may be greater than the 
range), time spent in system space on behalf of the histogrammed 
process, and time :in the system idle loop. This information is 
displayed in the packet returned by the ?DHIS call. 

Fi~lure 12.4 Histogram enabling packet 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

1213 14 15 
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Get Process Information 

Returns a packet containing information about the current state of a 
process. The packet format is described below in Figure 12.5. 

The contents of ACO specify the ID of the process for which 
information is requested. Zero in ACO returns information about the 
calling process. 

Figure 12.5 Extended process informetion packet 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 
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Errors 
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Enable I/O Instructions 

Upon completion of this system call, the calling process can issue 
I/O instructions at the task level. 

When I/O is enabled, both LEF (Load Effective Address) mode, and 
I/O protection are disabled. Any LEF instructions issued while I/O 
mode is enabled are interpreted as I/O instructions by the hardware. 

I/O instructions are always enabled by the system upon entry to a 
user interrupt handling routine. 

Inputs 

None 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 
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lEQT Set Up System Call 

Allows users the option of setting up system calls at runtime. The 
user specifies the desired system call number and option in AC3 and 
sets up the contents of accumulators 0 through 2 as defined for the 
particular call to be executed. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 

As defined for selected call. 
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Retrieve a System Error Message (library routine) 

Reads a message from the MP / AOS error message file :ERMES. If 
the specified error code has no corresponding message, then the text 
Unknown error code n is returned, where n is the error code in octal. If 
the error file cannot be found, the message Error code n is returned. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?ERSCH Enable Task or Process Rescheduling 

Directs the system scheduler to begin scheduling other tasks or 
processes (dependent on PRe option). This call has no effect if the 
requested scheduling mode is already enabled. 

Inputs 

None 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

Errors 

None 
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Execute a Program 

Starts execution of the specified program file. The new program 
runs at a numerically higher swap level than the initiating program, 
unless a program chain is specified. A maximum of eight swap levels 
is possible. 

In a program swap the new program runs as a descendant, and the 
old process state is saved. Memory segment 0 (the impure area) of 
the calling program is swapped out. Information needed to restore 
overlay areas and the segment mapping is also recorded in the swap 
file. 

If you specify a program chain, the old process state is not saved. 

The following sections apply regardless of whether the executing 
program is swapped or chained. 

The pathname must be terminated by a null byte. Unless the CL 
option is used, files associated with any open I/O channels are made 
available to the new program. (However, an error is returned if the 
calling program has any files opened exclusively and tries to pass its 
channels.) The CL option closes all channels except ?INCH and 
?OUCH. You may pass a message of up to 2,047 bytes to the new 
program. 

The new program is associated with the same process ID as that of 
the program issuing ?EXEC. 

NOTE: ?EXEC returns in error if any user device interrupt handlers are active or if 

histogramming is enabled. 

Inputs 
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Outputs 

AC Contents 

AC1 Only in case of error return 

?ECCP ErrorcodeihACO was returned by the caned program 

?ECEX Error c¢lde was returned by th.e~y$ttlm;the called program did not 
run 

?ECRT Error cOde. w8scausedby?RETVRN\iVhich· was unable to resume 
the parent program; in this case~. control is Passed to the "grandpar
ent"program; i .. e., program levelisdecreased by 2 

?ECBK Error code was returned by the systell'lwlliletrying to wrIte a break 
file 

?ECAB Error code\iVas returned bY thesy~temtoindicateaoaboormal 
program. termination such asa console abort 

AC2 Length of returned message 

Options 

Mnemonic 

CL 

Errors 

Mnemonic 

ERABK 

E:ROOI.. 

EREX$ 

ERFDE 

ERFIL 

ERFTL 

ERIFC 

ERIFT 

ERIRB 

ERKIL 

ERNAD 

ERPCA 

ERSPC 

ERPWL 

ERUIH 

ERVNS 

Me~ning 

Close all channels except liNCH and ?OUCH 

Meaning 

CallEtdprogram terminatedbyCTFlL-CCTRl-E· (break file) 
seqUEtnce from console 

Called program terminated byC"tRL-CCTRI.. -Bsequen~e. from 
consc)le 

Me$sa~bu~·t,()oIOng 
Device off line 
Attempt to swap lleyond progp'1m level8 

File·· dciesnot exist 

Devicaireaderror 

FileoamEt too long 

Invalid characterinpatholln1e 

Invalidftie· type (notaprogrllm file) 

Messa~ buffer too short 

Reactivate Pllrenf pro:ce~sjfcuf:tent process is terminated by 
?KILl.:and was eXecuting at level other than 1 

Non-ditectory·name.i~·pathna~e 

Some other taskhasalreadyissuedan?EXECor?RETURN 

h'lsufj'icient file space 

Device write error 

User device ioterrupthao<ilers are actiVe 

Prcigrall'lfile is for.sdiffenmt .re\lision of the MP/A()Ssystem 
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Convert Date (library routine) 

Accepts input in the form of day, month, and year, and converts it 
into MP / AOS internal format (a 32-bit number representing the 
number of seconds elapsed since midnight, January 1, 1900). 

Note that the year input in AC2 is an offset from a base of 1900. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?FSTAT Get a File's Status Information 

Returns a packet of information about the specified file. 

The file may be specified by channel number, if you have a channel 
open to it. Otherwise, you can specify the file by its pathname, 
which must be terminated by a null byte. The status information is 
placed in a block, which has the format shown in Figure 12.6 below. 

Attribute word 

File element size (in blocks) 

Date and time of last access 

Date and time of last modification (2 words) 

Figure 12.6 File status packet 

NOTE: If the specified file is a device, the contents of the ?FESZ, ?FTLA, and 

?FTLM words are not applicable. If the file is a character device, the ?FLEN word 

is also unused. 

If the LNK option is used and the last filename in the pathname is a 
link, information on the link itself is returned, not on its resolution. 
In that case, the contents of ACI are interpreted as a byte pointer to 
the ?MXLL byte area to receive the link's resolution pathname. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 
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Options 

Errors 
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?FTOD Convert Time of Day (library routine) 

Accepts input in the form of seconds, minutes, hour, and converts it 
into MP / ADS internal format, Le., a 32-bit number representing the 
number of seconds elapsed since midnight, January I, 1900. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Get Device Characteristics 

Places the characteristics word of the specified device (which must 
be a character device) into an accumulator. 

The device name must be terminated by a null byte. See ?SCHAR for 
a list of characteristics. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 
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Errors 

If the CH option is used, ?GCHAR returns the characteristics for the 
device open on the channel specified in ACO. An error is returned if 
the channel is not open on a character device. 

If the RS option is used, ?GCHAR returns the device characteristics 
as they were when the system was booted. 
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Get the Current Date (library routine) 

Gets the system time, decodes it into year, month, and day, and 
returns these values in accumulators. The year is an offset from a 
base at 1900. 

Inputs 

None 

Outputs 

AC 

ACO 
Ac1 
AC2 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 

OaYir~flg~il"3*101 
Month .•. (ratlge.l-.1.2l~) 
year···(l'TIiI1US1.c900;.re$uft .• ·.~~re$s!ldino(:tal) 
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?GIDS Get Task Identifiers (Debugger cal/) 

Returns the task identifiers of all the tasks in the program being 
debugged. The list of task ID's provides task numbers for use with 
the ?RDST and ?WRST calls which allow display and modification 
of task status for any task in the program being debugged. 

Before issuing ?GIDS, the caller must set up a buffer area to receive 
the task identifiers. The buffer address can be in any area within 
the caller's logical address space, or within a user-defined segment 
currently mapped to the calling process, provided that this area is 
not write protected. 

If the buffer length is insufficient to hold all task identifiers, the 
buffer is filled and no error is returned. (The number of currently 
defined tasks in the program can be obtained by issuing the ?EINFO 
system call and reading the value of packet word ?PTSK.) 

After ?GIDS has finished executing, AC2 contains the number of 
task ID's actually returned by the call. 

Inputs 

AC 

AC1 

AC2 

Outputs 

AC 

AC2 

Options 

None 

Errors 

Addt-estJ •• ~fbuffer tQreceive·.taski<ten~ifiers 
Lel'lgth of 1M fer in V\lon;1$ 
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Get the Search list 

Retrieves the contents of your current searchlist into a buffer. 

The searchlist is represented by a series of pathnames, separated by 
commas and terminated by a null byte. All pathnames are fully 
qualified; Le., they start at the device directory. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?GMRP Get Physical Page 

This call returns a physical page number corresponding to a logical 
address in the user process. 

User input in ACO is either a global segment number or a local 
segment number corresponding to user pure, impure, or overlay 
segments. See Chapter 5 for a discussion of segments. 

NOTE: A logical page is 1024 words long. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Get the Fully-Qualified Pathname 

Accepts a filename, pathname, or process ID, and returns a fully
qualified pathname (one that starts at the device directory) corre
sponding to it. If no such file is found in the current working 
directory, and no prefixes (@, A, or =) are present, then ?GNAME 
resolves the filename through the searchlist looking for the filename. 
The output pathname is placed in a buffer and terminated with a 
null byte. 

The input filename may contain prefixes; this enables you to find 
the name of your current working directory by calling ?GNAME 
with the filename =. You can also use ?GNAME CH to determine the 
name of the file that is open on a specified I/O channel, ?GNAME 
PR to determine the name of the currently running program, or 
?GNAME PID to determine the program file pathname of another 
process for which only the process ID is known. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 
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Errors 
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Get Next Filename in Working Directory (library routine) 

Retrieves filenames from the specified directory. Each filename is 
placed in a buffer in your memory space and terminated by a null 
byte. 

To use this call, you ?OPEN the directory and place the I/O channel 
number returned by the ?OPEN call into ACO. Then each call to 
?GNFN will return one filename. An EREOF (end-of-filel error return 
is taken after the last filename has been read. 

Inputs 

AC 

ACO 

Ac1 
AC2 

Outputs 

AC2 Length of .. returnedfilenam(j(not.·counlingthe1:errninatingnu"·byte) 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?GPOS Get the File Position 

Retrieves the 32-bit file pointer for the specified I/O channel and 
places it in two accumulators. The file pointer points to the next 
byte to be read or written. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Get File Attributes 

Places the attribute word and type number of the specified file in 
two accumulators. 

The pathname must be terminated by a null byte. Tables 12.3 and 
12.4 list file attributes and file types respectively. 

If the CH option is used, attributes are returned for the file open on 
the channel specified in ACO. 

If the LN option is used, AC 1 and AC2 return the length of the file in 
bytes instead of the file attribute and the file type. 

Inputs 

AC Contents 

ACo. Byte pointer to pattmameor channel number if CH option is .. used 

Outputs 

AC 

ACl 

AC2 

AC1-2 

Options 

Contents 

Attribute word 
File type 

Options 
LN:File bYtelength(AC1~higliorder .t6-bits, 

AC2-low order 16 bits) 

MnemoniC Meaning 

CH 

LN 

Inputaohannelnumberinst~ad of a byte pointer to apathnarne 
inACo. 

Re'turofile bytelengthil1stead .of file attribute and file type in 
ACEl 
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Errors 

Table 12.3 File attributes 
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Table 12.4 File types 

·Currently not boatable under MP/AOS 
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?GTIME Get the Current System Time and Date 

Gets the current time and date, in MP / AOS internal format. 

Internal format is a 32-bit number representing the number of 
seconds elapsed since midnight, January 1, 1900. You may also use 
the ?GDAY and ?GTOD library calls to retrieve this number in 
decoded form. 

Inputs 

None 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 
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Get an Interprogram Message 

Reads the current interprogram message into a buffer. 

This message may have been transmitted by an ?EXEC, ?RETURN 
or a ?PROC, whichever occurred most recently. The system maintains 
only one message at a time per process. 

The message may be any string of up to 2,047 bytes. If you a specify 
a buffer that is too short, your program will take the error return but 
AC 1 will contain the actual message length; thus, you can try again 
after allocating more memory. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?GTOD Get the Current Time of Day (library routine) 

Gets the system time, decodes it into hours, minutes, and seconds, 
and returns these values in accumulators. The hour ranges from 0 to 
23. 

Inputs 

None 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 
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Get Process Identity Numbers of all Processes in the System 

Returns the process ID's of all the processes in the system into a 
user-specified buffer. 

To determine the buffer size for all process ID's, use system call 
?SINFO which returns the number of concurrent processes allowed 
on the system (packet word ?SPRC). One word of buffer space is 
needed for each process ID. 

If the buffer is smaller than the number of processes in the system, 
it will be filled with the first n PID's where n is the value input in 
AC2. 

?GTPID effectively returns a snapshot of the system and there is no 
guarantee that any specific process will continue to exist after the 
call returns. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?IDEF Define an Interrupt Handling Routine 

Informs the system that your program will handle interrupts from 
the specified device. You must specify an interrupt handler packet 
for the device. The format of this packet is shown in Figure 12.7. 

User device handlers execute in user process space. 

Packet word ?IMSK contains the interrupt mask word to be OR'd 
with the current interrupt mask so as to establish the new level of 
priority interrupts. The user is responsible for maintaining the 
interrupt mask while in the device interrupt handling routine. 

On entry to the service routine, the system enables the user map, 
and disables LEF (Load Effective Address) mode to allow the device 
handler to issue I/O instructions. ?IDAT, whose value can be any 
user-defined data, is placed in AC2, and the stack pointer and frame 
pointer to the user interrupt stack are initialized, using packet words 
?ISTK and ?ISTL. 

NOTE: One user interrupt stack is required for each ?IDEF call. 

Moem. 
?TYPE 
?IHND 

?IMSl< 
71STK 

?ISTL 
?IOAT 
?IHPR 

Type: ?lTYP Length: ?ITLN 

IDEF packE,t type (?ITYP) 

Address of interrupt handler 

Mask word 
User interrupt stack address 

User interrupt stack length 

Contents of AC2 at interrupt time 

Reserved 

0123456789101112131415 

Figure 12.7 Interrupt handler definition packet 

Inputs 

AC Cotltents 

AGO DeViC$coQ:e 
AGZ 

Outputs 

None 
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Options 

None 

Errors 
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?IFPU Initialize for Floating Point 

Indicates that the calling program is going to use floating point. This 
call must be issued prior to any floating point instruction. ?IFPU 
clears the floating point status register without affecting the floating 
accumulators, and it causes the floating point status to become part 
of the task state for all tasks in the calling program. The initial 
contents of the floating point accumulators are undefined. 

WARNING: Failure to issue this call prior to the use of floating point 

instructions will yield indeterminate results. 

Inputs 

None 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 
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Get Program Information 

Retrieves a packet containing information about a program's current 
memory allocation and running state. The format of the packet is 
given in Figure 12.8 below. 

Figure 12.8 Program information packet 

Pure memory, whose lower and upper bounds are specified by the 
contents of packet words ?PPMN and ?PPMX, is comprised of two 
areas: overlay memory and shared memory. Thus, ?PPMN (lowest 
pure address) refers to the lowest overlay address or to the beginning 
of the shared area if no overlay is used. ?PPMX (highest pure memory 
address) refers to the highest address of shared memory or to the end 
of the overlay area if there is no shared area. If the program uses 
neither shared nor overlay memory areas, the contents of ?PPMN 
and ?PPMX are undefined. See Figure 5.3. 

In the ?POCH word, each bit (0-15) is set to 1 if the corresponding 
I/O channel is open. Information is provided for the first 16 channels 
only. 

Inputs 
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Outputs 

None 

Options 

Errors 
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Pend Awaiting Interrupt Activity 

This call allows the pending of a task with interrupts off. If interrupts 
have been disabled by the user process, ?IPEND guarantees that the 
pend is internally queued before interrupts are re-enabled. In all 
other respects, ?IPEND functions in the same manner as ?PEND. 
Interrupts are reenabled after the completion of ?IPEND. 

The calling task is suspended from execution until a specified event 
occurs. The event is defined by a I6-bit number which can be used 
by another task in an ?UNPEND, or ?IUNPEND call. Event numbers 
must be greater than or equal to 0 and less than or equal to ?EVMAX. 
When execution resumes, the system passes a message word from 
the task which executed the ?UNPEND or ?IUNPEND. 

The calling task can also resume execution in response to an 
?UNPEND ID or ?IUNPEND ID call, or after a timeout interval 
elapses. The length of the interval in milliseconds is specified as a 
32-bit number in two accumulators. You can also request the system 
default timeout interval (about one minute) by setting both accumula
tors to zero. 

NOTE: An ?IPEND call with a timeout value of -1 will pend indefinitely. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 
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Errors 
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Remove an Interrupt Handling Routine 

Informs the system that your program will no longer handle 
interrupts from the specified device. Any further interrupts from 
the specified device are treated as undefined interrupts. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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llUNPEND Un pend a Task from Interrupt Handling Routine 

Resumes execution of the specified task. This call functions in a 
manner identical to the ?UNPEND call. The difference is that only 
?IUNPEND may be used by an interrupt handler. ?IUNPEND may 
not be used at any other time. 

You can specify the task to be unpended either by its identifier or by 
a IS-bit event number. Event numbers must be greater than or equal 
to ?EVMIN and less than or equal to ?EVMAX. 

If you specify an event number that several tasks are waiting for, 
only one task is unpended, unless you use the ED option to unpend 
all waiting tasks. 

The system unpends tasks on event on a first in, first out basis: the 
first task pended is the first unpended, regardless of time remaining 
in its timeout interval. 

You can also specify that the unpended task take the error return 
from its ?PEND or ?IPEND call. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

NOTE: Do not specify the BD and ID options together. 
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Errors 
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?IXIT Exit From an Interrupt Handling Routine 

Returns the system to normal operation after completion of a user 
interrupt handler. All interrupt service routines must exit by this 
call. 

Inputs 

None 

Outputs 

None 

. Options 

None 

Errors 

None 
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Terminate a Program 

Terminates the program whose process ID is specified in AC2, and 
returns all resources used by that program. 

If the terminating program is executing 

• at swap level 1 within the initial process: the system is shut down. 

• at swap level 1 within any except the initial process: both process 
and program terminate. 

• at any swap level higher than 1: the parent program is reactivated 
with the error code ERKIL. See ?EXEC. 

If the BK option is used, the program and its state information are 
written to a break file in the system working directory (:?SYSDIR). 
The name of the break file is composed of a question mark (?) 
followed by seven digits and a .BRK extension, thus: 

?xxxxxxx.BRK 

The first six digits following the ? represent the PID (process 
identifier) of the process within which the terminating program is 
running. The seventh digit represents the program execution level 
(swap level) of the terminating program. 

NOTE: See ?RETURN for another method of terminating the calling program. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 
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Errors 
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Kill a Task 

Terminates execution of the specified task. 

If a kill post-processing routine* is defined for the task, it will be 
executed. If the killed task has an outstanding system call, that call 
will be aborted; the degree of completion that the outstanding call 
reaches is undefined. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

• A kil/ post-processing routine can perform functions such as deal/ocating memory 
used by the task. See discussion in Chapter 8. 
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?LDEF Define a Line Interrupt Handling Routine 

Informs the system that your program will handle interrupts from 
the specified line device. The line dedicated to the user device must 
have been specified at system generation time. 

?LDEF is intended for use with Asynchronous and Asynchro
nous/Synchronous Line Multiplexors (ALM's and ASLM's). This call 
allows some of the devices connected to the multiplexor to be 
controlled by the user, while others remain under system control. 

Custom line device service routines execute within the user process 
space. 

You must specify a line interrupt handler packet in the format 
shown below for the line device. 

Before transferring control to the line device's user service routine, 
the system enables the user map and disables LEF (Load Effective 
Address) and I/O protection mode to allow the device handler to 
issue I/O instructions. Packet word ?IDAT, whose value can be any 
user-defined data, is placed in AC2; the stack pointer and frame 
pointer to the user interrupt stack are initiated, using packet words 
?LSTK and ?LSTL. 

The user line interrupt routine is responsible for clearing the 
interrupt. 

The only system calls permitted at interrupt time are ?IUNPEND, 
?STMP and ?LXIT. 

Figure 12.9 Line interrupt handler definition packet 
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Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?LKUP Look Up a Server Process OPC Customer cal/} 

Establishes the caller as the customer of the server process looked 
up. Returns a port number to be used in communicating with this 
server process. 

This call allows the calling process to establish a connection with a 
server process. The caller specifies a server process name and is 
returned a port number. This port number is the mechanism whereby 
the caller addresses subsequent communication to this server process. 

The server name input into ACO is that used by the server process in 
the ?DCLR call. 

If the server process being looked up no longer exists (program 
termination, ?EXEC, ?RMVE calls issued by the server), ?LKUP 
returns in error. 

Successful completion of ?LKUP establishes a connection between 
the two parties causing the system to add an entry to its connection 
table. The maximum number of permissible connections is a system 
generation parameter. If this limit is exceeded, ?LKUP returns in 
error. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Remove a Line Interrupt Handling Routine 

Informs the system that your program will no longer handle 
interrupts from the specified line device. Any further interrupts 
from the specified line device are serviced by the system. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?LXIT Exit from a Line Interrupt Handling Routine 

Returns the system to normal operation after completion of a user 
line interrupt service routine. All service routines for user line 
devices must exit by means of this call. 

Inputs 

None 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 
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Change Impure Memory Allocation 

Allocates or releases sections of the program impure memory area 
(segment 0). See Chapter 5 for discussion of segments. 

Memory is always added or removed at the top of the impure area. 
Use ?INFO to determine the maximum additional impure area 
available: (area between ?PIMX (current highest impure address) 
and ?PPMN (lowest pure address, - 1. Pure memory consists of the 
shared and overlay areas). 

NOTE: ?MEMI specifies memory operations in word units, whereas the hardware 
allows memory operations within an address space only in page (1 K word) 

multiples. 

If the user's current impure is .exactly N pages, a request to ?MEMI of a single 
additional word results in the additional allocation of an entire page. The definition 

of user impure (segment 0) now reflects the actual page added; ?MEMI and ?INFO, 
on the other hand, reflect only the addition of the single word requested. The user 

is advised to access only the actual memory requested with ?MEMI. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?MOUNT Introduce a Disk to the System 

Prepares the specified disk device for I/O. 

This call must be executed before any directories on the disk can be 
accessed. 

The system checks a flag on the disk to see if it was properly 
?DISMOUNTed. If it was not, your program takes the error return 
with code ERFIX, and you must run the Disk FIXUP program. 

The system can also check the disk label (or disk ID), if any, to 
verify that the correct disk is mounted. (Disk ID is optionally assigned 
by the user during disk initialization. See Chapter on DINIT in 
MP / ADS System Generation and Related Utilities, DGC No. 
069-400206.) 

A nonzero value in AC2 causes the system to return the disk ID, 
regardless of whether or not an ID check was requested. The value 
of AC2 is read as the byte address of a buffer into which the system 
returns the disk ID (terminated by a null byte). 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Convert a Time to Milliseconds (library routine) 

Accepts a time in the form hours/minutes/seconds and returns a 
single 32-bit number representing the equivalent number of millisec
onds. All inputs will be range checked; Le., the hours must range 
from 0 to 23, and both the minutes and seconds must range from 0 to 
59. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?MSEG Map a Memory Segment 

Maps all or part of a specified local or global segment* into the 
program logical address space, as specified by the ?MSEG packet. See 
Figure 12.10. The program must be attached to the specified segment 
before mapping is attempted. 

The segment number being mapped is specified in packet word 
?MSSN. Packet word ?MSSP specifies the starting page number 
within that segment. The program logical page number at which to 
start mapping is specified by packet word ?MSPB. Mapping continues 
through sequential segment and process pages, until the total number 
of requested segment pages (specified in packet word ?MSNB), have 
been mapped. 

If the WP option is used, the mapped pages will be write protected. 
This means that the calling process will encounter a write protect 
trap if it attempts to modify the contents of the newly mapped area. 

The old contents of those portions of user logical address space 
which are mapped to a new segment become inaccessible unless 
remapped. 

User mapped segments are not swapped in or out by the ?EXEC or 
?RETURN calls. 

°A segment is an area of memory consisting of 1 to ?MXSP pages (lK word 
blocks). User created segments are identified and referenced by means of a global 
segment number assigned when the segment is created. See ?CSEG. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 
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Errors 

Figure 12.10 Map segment packet 
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?MYID Get Task or Process Identity 

Places the calling task's identifier and priority in two accumulators. 
The PRe option causes process identifier and priority to be returned. 

Inputs 

None 

Outputs 

Options 

Mnemonic 

PRe 

Errors 

None 
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Get Obituaries ope Server call) 

Returns a list of ports representing connections broken by the 
customer, but not yet broken by the server. (The customer terminated 
or issued an ?EXEC or a ?CLEAR call, but the server issued neither a 
?CLEAR on that customer port nor a ?PURGE.) 

This call allows a server to determine any broken connections before 
issuing a ?RCV A. 

The server specifies the address and length of a buffer for receiving 
the list of broken connections from ?OBITS. If the buffer is too small 
for the entire list, it is filled and no error is returned. 

The server can ?CLEAR the port numbers returned in the buffer and 
reissue ?OBITS to determine if there are additional broken connec
tions. 

A broken connection reported by ?OBITS is reported on all subse
quent ?OBITS calls, unless that port is ?CLEARed by the server. 

If the CK option is not used, ?OBITS waits until it has an obituary to 
report. If the CK option is used and there are no broken connections 
at the time of the call, the call immediately returns error ERNBC, No 
broken connections. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 
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Errors 

ERSRV 
ERSRN 

ERNBC 

Serverll$rne. hS$ beetlremovedlllid.serVerhas·nocurrent 

c0nt1ep~ioe$ .. ....... . ........... .<i .. ..i .. . 
No brOken connections (CKoption only) 
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Open an I/O Channel 

Returns an I/O channel to a specified device or disk file. 

The pathname must be terminated by a null byte. The system returns 
a channel number to you in an accumulator. When a file is opened, 
the file pointer is set to zero (the first byte of the file), unless the AP 
option is used as detailed below. 

File element size is discussed in Chapter 3. 

When you allocate new blocks to a disk file, the system writes zeroes 
to all bytes in these blocks, unless the NZ option is used. 

If you open a channel to a character output device, the system sends 
a Form Feed character (148) to it, unless the AP option is used. 

For a list of file types, see Table 12.1. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

AC 

ACO 
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Options 

NOTE: If you specify either the DE or UC option, the searchlist is not used in 

resolving the file. If the file does not exist in the working directory, it is created 
there. 

Errors 
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Load an Overlay (library routine) 

Checks to see if the specified overlay is currently in its node. If it is 
not, the overlay is loaded into the node. 

If the node is occupied by another overlay, the calling task is pended 
until the node becomes available. 

Inputs 

NOTE: For information about the format of overlay descriptors, see Appendix F, 

"Using Overlays . .. 

Outputs 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?OVREL Release an Overlay (library routine) 

Releases control of the specified overlay, and unpends any pended 
tasks awaiting that node. 

If several tasks are pended awaiting different overlays for the node, 
the system selects one by the same selection method used by the 
?UNPEND call. 

Inputs 

NOTE: For information about the format of overlay descriptors, see Appendix F, 

"Using Overlays . .. 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Suspend a Task 

Causes the calling task to become suspended from execution until a 
specified event occurs. The event is defined by a 16-bit number 
which may be used by another task in an ?UNPEND call. Event 
numbers must be greater than or equal to 0 and less than or equal to 
?EVMAX. When execution resumes, the system passes a message 
word from the task which executed the ?UNPEND. 

The calling task may also resume execution in response to an 
?UNPEND ID call or after a timeout interval elapses. The length of 
the interval in milliseconds is specified as a 32-bit number in two 
accumulators. You may also request the system default timeout 
interval (about one minute) by setting both accumulators to o. 
NOTE: A ?PEND with a timeout value of -1 will pend forever. 

If ?PEND is issued when task scheduling is disabled, ?PEND 
re-enables scheduling after blocking the calling task. 

To suspend a task while interrupts are disabled, issue ?IPEND, 
rather than ?PEND. ?IPEND guarantees that the pend is internally 
queued before interrupts are reenabled. 

A program may receive console interrupts by creating a task which 
pends until an event number equal to ?EVCH plus the channel 
number of the user's console keyboard occurs. This task is unpended 
when the user types the control sequence CTRL-C CTRL-A on the 
keyboard. 

Inputs 

Outputs 
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Options 

None 

Errors 
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Change Task or Process Priority 

Sets the value of the specified task's priority. Priorities may range 
from a to 255; lower values have higher priorities. 

The PRC option allows process priority to be modified. Process 
priority has precedence over task priority. See discussion on schedul
ing in Chapters 4 and 8. 

Inputs 

AC 

ACO 

;:','_<"_':"'_:,'C:: 

AC2Taskidel'1tifier: .. 2eromearls~",islask 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

Mnemonic 

PRC 

Errors 

Mnemol1ic 

ERPRP 
ERTID 

Options:·.. ....... . .•... ...•• •.. ../ ••.. . · .• ·X ·ii 
PRC:processidentifierizero l1)eaO$ this pr()cess. 

Meaning 

Information. in ACOandAC2· pertaihs. to process 
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?PROC Create a Process 

Starts a new process with a separate address space which will 
execute in parallel with the calling process. The specified program 
file is executed at swap level 1. 

?PROC requires a process definition packet whose format is described 
below. See Figure 12.11. 

Figure 12.11 Process definition packet 

A setting of - 1 for any of the packet fields specifies that the default 
value (that of the creating process) is to be used. There is no default 
value for ?RMLN (length of message) and ?RMBP (byte pointer to 
message). See Table 12.5. 

If ?RCHO or ?RCHI is set to -I, ?INCH or ?OUCH for the new 
process will be the same as for the initiating process. In some cases 
(as when ?INCH is opened exclusively), this causes ?PROC to return 
an error without creating a new process. 

A nonzero or a-I (default) setting must be specified for the following 
fields): searchlist (?RSLI), working directory (?RDIR), number of 
tasks (?RMTC), memory size (?RMEM). 

Setting a packet field to zero produces different effects depending on 
the field. See Table 12.5. In some cases a zero setting indicates that 
the particular feature is not desired. 
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Table 12.5 Process definition packet: effect of zero and minus one settings on each field. 

Thus for example, if ?RCHO or ?RCHI is set to 0, no devices are 
opened by the system on channels 0 or 1, i.e., ?INCH or ?OUCH 
channels are not opened for the new process. Setting the message 
fields ?RMBP and ?RMLN to zero indicates that there is no message. 

In the fields specifying priority, channels, segments, and overlay 
nodes (?RMPRI, ?RMCH, ?RMAS, ?RMON), a setting of zero is a 
valid value. 

In the fields indicating searchlist, working directory, TCB's, and 
memory size (?RSLI, ?RDIR, ?RMTC, ?RMEM) a setting of zero 
results in an error. 

The process priority (?RPRI) may range from 0 to 255. Lower values 
have higher priorities. Process priority is distinct from task priority 
and supersedes it. See discussion of scheduling in Chapter 4. 

The value of the Process ID returned in AC2 may range between 1 
and 65535. ID numbers are assigned in ascending order; when ID 
number 65535 has been assigned, the next ID to be assigned is 1 or 
the lowest numbered free ID available. A process ID number 
references the process in a variety of calls such as ?KILL, ?BLOCK, 
or ?INFO. 
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The size of process impure memory (segment 0), may be increased or 
decreased. See ?MEMI. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

Errors 
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Server Purge Request ope Server cal/} 

Breaks the connection between a single server and all of its current 
customers. 

Any outstanding ?RCV, ?SEND, and ?SD.R calls to or from this 
server terminate in error ERCBS, Connection broken by server. If the 
server has previously issued a ?RMVE and has outstanding ?RCV A 
or ?OBITS calls, then the ?RCV A and ?OBITS calls are terminated 
with error ERSRN, Server name has been removed and server has no current 
connec ti ons . 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?RCV Receive Data Request OPC Server/Customer call) 

Allows caller to receive an IPC message from a specific sender 
process. 

Before issuing ?RCV, the process must set up a packet in the format 
described in Figure 12.12. 

Offset ?ITLM in the packet specifies the maximum time in seconds 
during which ?RCV is suspended to await a matching ?SEND request. 
If this time limit is set to zero (?ITLM = 0, i.e., no waiting time), 
and no matching message is posted to the calling process, an error is 
returned. Similarly, when the time limit is exceeded, ?RCV returns 
in error. 

?ITLM functions independently of the NP option which is used with 
?AWAIT. 

Offsets ?IMAD and ?IMLN indicate the receive buffer byte address. 
This address can be in any area in the user address space, or in a 
user-defined segment currently mapped to the user address space, 
provided that area is neither write- nor validity protected. Offset 
?IMLN indicates the size in bytes of the receive buffer. If the buffer 
area is insufficient for the message, an error is returned, and no part 
of the message is transmitted. However, the actual length of the 
message is returned in AC1, enabling the receiving process to reissue 
?RCV after modifying the size of the receive buffer area. 

The sender then continues to wait for the receiver to receive the 
message properly, until the sender's time limit (?ITLM) is exceeded. 

?RCV calls are serviced in first-in, first-out fashion: when more than 
one task issues a ?RCV on messages from the same port, the next 
message sent from that port is received by the task which first 
posted the ?RCV. 

Mnem. 
?TYPE 

?ITLM 

?IMAD 

?IMlN 

06-08957 

Type: ?SRP Length: 

Packet type (?SRP) 

Time limit (in seconds) to wait 
0: don't wait; -1: no time limit 

Message area address 

Message area byte length 

?1PCLN 

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 .13 14 15 

Figure 12.12 Receive packet 
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Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

Errors 
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?RCVA Receive Any Request ope Server cal/} 

A "receive-any" function which returns a message queued to the 
calling server process from any customer process. 

Before issuing this call, the server process must set up a packet in the 
format described in Figure 12.13. 

Figure 12.13 Server receive packet 

Offset ?ITLM in the packet specifies the maximum time in seconds 
during which ?RCV A is suspended to await any request. If this time 
limit is set to zero (?ITLM = 0) and no matching message is posted to 
the calling process, an error is returned. 

?ITLM functions independently of the NP option which functions as 
usual in conjunction with the ?AWAIT call. 

Packet words ?IMLN and ?IMAD set up a buffer byte size and a byte 
address to receive the message. The receive buffer address can be in 
any area within the user logical address space, or in a user-defined 
segment currently mapped to the calling process, provided that this 
area is neither write nor validity protected. 

If the receive buffer area is insufficient for the message, an error is 
returned and no part of the message is transmitted. However, the 
actual length of the message is returned in AC 1, and the port used by 
the sender is returned in AC2. This enables the receiving process 
either to reissue ?RCV A, or to issue a ?RCV call instead, after 
modifying its receive buffer size. Within the timeout limits it has 
specified in ?ITLM, the sender continues to wait for the receiver to 
receive the message properly. 

The port number returned in ACO is a value returned by the system, 
and internally associated with the connection between the process 
originating the message and the server. This port number can be 
used by the server process to send messages back to that specific 
customer process. 
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To prevent ?RCV A from intercepting messages for which a specific 
?RCV is posted, ?RCV calls have precedence over ?RCV A calls. If a 
server has a task pended on a ?RCV from a specific port, and another 
task pended on a ?RCV A, a message from the specified sender port is 
received by ?RCV and not by ?RCV A. This is true regardless which 
call was issued first. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

Errors 
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?RDMEM Read Memory (Debugger cal/) 

Examines memory locations in the program being debugged, starting 
from the location specified in ACO, and reading the number of words 
specified in ACl. The contents of these locations can then be modified 
via the ?WRMEM system call. 

Before issuing ?RDMEM, the caller must prepare a buffer area to 
receive the information read. The buffer area can be anywhere 
within the caller's logical address space, or within a user-defined 
segment currently mapped to the calling process, provided that this 
area is neither write nor validity protected. 

If the buffer area is insufficient to hold the data read, the buffer is 
filled and no error is returned. 

Inputs 

AC 

ACQ 

Ac1 
AC2 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

ERSTL 

ERNDS 
ERTAD 

Address ••• irt~rget pr()gna'nfor .• ~t,aJ't •. ()f··read 
l..engttlirtW9tds ofd9tat~l relld 
Adaressof.I:)IJffer t()re(:E»,\{~ t~dataitEiad 
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Read Task State (Debugger cal/) 

Returns information about the task whose identifier is specified in 
ACO. Task ID numbers are retrieved with ?GIDS. 

Before issuing ?RDST, the caller must set up an area to receive a 
packet of the format described in Figure 12.14. The packet address 
can be in any area of the caller's logical address space, or in a 
user-defined segment currently mapped to the calling process, 
provided that this area is neither write nor validity protected. 

In general, the contents of the packet words are returned as unsigned 
octal integers; the exceptions are as follows: 

• the Carry Register is displayed as bit 0 of the program counter 
(?SPC); 

• user space, task drsch and task waiting are expressed as single 
bits of the task status word (?STST); 

• the floating register contents (FACO through FAC3) are returned in 
double precision floating-point format. 

Packet words ?SACO through ?SAC3 contain the values of accumula
tors 0 through 3. The locations of the hardware stack pointer and 
hardware frame pointer are contained in words ?SSP and ?SFP. 
Packet words ?SUSP, ?SSL, and ?SFPS contain the values of the 
Unique Storage Position, the stack limit and the floating point status 
word, an octal number in the range of 0 - 377. All task state 
information up to this point (Le., packet words ?SACO through ?SAF3)' 
is modifiable by the debugger program via the ?WRST system call. 

The information in the last ten packet words (?STST through ?STOL) 
is protected from modification and is available as read-only informa
tion for the debugger. The task status word (?STST) contains three 
bits as follows: 

• ?STUS (user space, bit 2 of ?STST): when set, this bit indicates 
that the task is currently running user code rather than executing 
in system space; 

• ?STDR (task drsch, bit 1 of ?STST): when this bit is set, the task 
did not issue a ?DRSCH system call; 

• ?STWT (task waiting, bit 0 of ?STST): when set, this bit indicates 
that the task is waiting for a nonpended system call to complete. 

The packet words following ?STST specify task priority, pend key, 
32-bit timeout, and the descriptor for the last overlay loaded. 
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, '''>~ 
c ~ '~" 0, ; 

C' ~ 

DG-08959 

Figure 12.14 Read task status packet 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Read Data From a Device or File 

Reads one or more bytes from the specified I/O channel, or one or 
more bytes from a device to a memory segment. 

?READ may operate in dynamic, data-sensitive, or extended mode. 
For dynamic input, you specify the number of bytes to be read, as 
well as the address at which to store the data. 

If you are reading from a disk, you can improve the efficiency of 
your program by transferring entire disk blocks. This method 
eliminates system overhead for buffering. To execute block-aligned 
transfers you must 

• set the file pointer to a multiple of 512 before the transfer; 

• specify a multiple of 512 bytes to read; 

• specify a buffer which is word aligned in your address space. 

For data-sensitive I/O (DS option), you specify a maximum number 
of bytes, and reading proceeds until a delimiter is read. Delimiters 
may be either the default delimiters New-Line (12a), Carriage Return 
(15a), Form Feed (14a), or null (OOa), or any characters specified by a 
user delimiter table. (See ?SCHS for a discussion of delimiter tables.) 
The delimiter is counted in the returned number of bytes read, and 
the delimiter character actually appears in the buffer. 

NOTE: When you execute a data-sensitive ?READ, you may encounter the end of 

file before finding a delimiter. Similarly, on a dynamic ?READ there may not be as 
many bytes left as you requested. In either case, the call will take the error return, 

but the data will be read and AC2 will contain the number of bytes read, including 
the delimiter. The delimiter character will also be included in the buffer. 

Extended I/O is selected by the PKT option. In this case you specify 
the address of a packet whose format is described below in Figure 
12.15. 

This form of reading transfers the data to a specified memory 
segment. The memory segment need not be mapped to the user's 
address space. To determine the segment address for the start of the 
transfer, the packet specifies a page number, as well as a byte offset. 

Extended I/O may be either dynamic or data sensitive. It is not 
allowed on character devices. After the end of the transfer, two 
values are returned: word ?IOBT of the extended I/O packet returns 
the number of bytes transferred; double word ?IOFP is updated to 
reflect the current position in the file. 

NOTE: The block transfer optimization also applies to extended (PKT option) 

reads. 
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Type: ?IOP Length: 710lN 
Mnem. 

?TVPE 

?IOCH 

?IOSN 

?IOFP 

?IOSP 

710S0 
?lOBC 

710BT 

DG-08552 

o 

Packet type (?IOP) 

Channel number 

Segment number 

File position for start of transfer (double word) 

Segment page number for start of transfer 

Byte offset from above page for start of transfer 

Number of bytes to transfer, or maximum length, if DS option is used 

Number of bytes actually transferred; returned after completion of the call 

2 :3 456 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Figure 12.15 Extended I/O packet 

Inputs 

AC Contents 

ACOCbannelf1umb~r 

AC 1 Byte pointer to' buffer' to' r~ceive data 

AC2 Byte count (dynamic) 

Outputs 

Options: 
DS:maximum .byte count 
PKT: packet address 

A.C Contents 

AC2 Actual number of bytes read, including terminator 

Options 

MnemoniC 

OS 

FL 

IX 

NP 

PKT 

Option: 
NP: System task 10 

Meaning 

Oat~sensitiveread 

FOl"cllaract~de'\lices;.cal1s~sanychl!ll'acterscurref1tly held in 
t~systemto be discarded, . (Ftu$Il' typeahead,) 

Onlyche()kedlftfleDSoption is seleeted: ignore input after 
maltimum •. byt~c()unt isre~cl)ed;.or.untila~ljmiter .·.is tvp·ed. 
T~e.default returnsanerror,.ERLTl.if. tl'lebyte.count is exceeded. 

l\IonperlJ::lec::tcaILBetl!rns.Sys~emtaskID .inAC2; 

Ext~nd.edrt!adfrorri· .. ~.~\4cEftP.an·arbittary.memoryse.gment. 
Not allowed on character device. 
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Errors 
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?RENAME Rename a File 

Give a new pathname to a disk file. The new and old pathnames 
must both be on the same disk device. If a file with the new 
pathname already exists, the call gives an error return, unless the 
DE option is specified. The file must not be open. If the last filename 
in the pathname pointed to by ACO is a link, the link itself is 
renamed, not the link resolution. 

NOTE: If the new pathname points to a different director}" you can effectively 

"move" the file into the new directory. 

If the specified new pathname is not fully qualified, and the file is 
not found in the working directory, it is created there. The searchlist 
is not scanned. 

Inputs 

AC Contents 

ACO Byte pointer to current pathname 

AC 1 Byte pointer to new pathname 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

Mnemonic 

DE 

Errors 

Mnemonic 

ERDOL 
ERFDE 
ERFIL 
ERFTL 
ERIFC 
ERIFT 
ERNAD 

ERPRM 
ERPWl.: 
ERf\EN 

Meaning 

If the new filename e~ists, delete that file before renaming. 

Meaning 

Device off line 
Filed<>es not exist 

Device read error 

FileoslTletoo .I(mg 
Invslidchsracter . in. filename 

Illegal file tYPe (attempt torename a device) 

NOfl-directoryname in psthname 

Permanent file: cannot berellamed 

Oevic:eWritl:!· error 
Attl:!l1lPfto rename8Crossdevicesor forename a·root·directory 
or an open file 
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Close Multiple I/O Channels 

Closes I/O channels, as specified by a I6-bit mask that you place in 
ACO. No error is produced if you attempt to close a channel that is 
already closed. Only the first 16 channels may be closed with 
?RESET. 

NOTE: Channels ?INCH and ?OUCH are set up by the system for standard input 

and output; therefore, it is generally convenient for you to keep them open. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?RETURN Return to the Previous Program Level 

Terminates the process, if the returning program was running at 
swap levell, or resumes execution of the parent program if the 
returning program runs from a level other than 1. You may cause 
the parent to take the error return from its ?EXEC call. All I/O 
channels are closed: however, the parent program will have the 
same I/O status that it did when it performed its ?EXEC. Segments 
are implicitly detached from the returning program. You may pass 
an error code and/or a message of up to 2,047 bytes to the parent 
program. 

When execution of the parent program is resumed, that program's 
segment environment is restored. 

If a ?RETURN is executed from a program executing at swap level 1 
in the initial process, the system is shut down. 

?RETURN never takes the error return. If the parent program cannot 
be resumed, an error code is passed to the "grandparent" program, 
i.e., two program levels previous instead of one. 

If you specify the BK option, ?RETURN creates a break file from the 
current program in the system working directory (:?SYSDIR). The 
name of the break file is composed of a question mark (?) followed 
by seven digits and a .BRK extension, thus: 
?xxxxxxx. BRK 

The first six digits following the ? represent the PID (process 
identifier) of the process within which the calling program is 
running. The seventh digit represents the program execution level 
(swap level) of the calling program. The break file is written into the 
system working directory; any existing file of the same name is 
overwritten. 

The current memory image of the terminating program as well as 
information about the program state, task states, user overlays in 
use, attached segments, and all open files is written to the break file. 
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Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

Errors 

None (See text.) 
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?RMVE Server Process Declaration Removal (lpe Server call) 

Removes the current process from the named association declared 
in the ?DCLR call and invalidates the server number identified with 
it. 

?RMVE has no effect on any existing connections. Its intent is to 
prevent the establishing of new connections by customers looking up 
this server via ?LKUP. 

If there are no current connections to this server (Le., if ?CLEAR or 
?PURGE calls were previously issued, or if no process has looked up 
this server), any outstanding ?RCVA or ?OBITS calls to this server 
are terminated in error ERSRN. Server name has been removed and server has 
no current connections. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Set Device Characteristics 

Sets the characteristics of the specified device. 

The device name must be terminated by a null byte. The specified 
device must be a character device. The characteristics are summa
rized in Table 12.6. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

"If the CH option is used, characteristics are set for the device opened on the 

channel specified in ACO. This does not render the characteristics channel specific: 

an error will be returned if the channel is not open on a character device. 
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Table 12.6 Console characteristics 

NOTE: Not all characteristics have meaning for all devices. (See Chapter 9, "//0 

Device Management".) 

If you specify the LL option and set the line length to - I, neither 
line length checking nor automatic wrap-around will be done. 

The HC option is for hardware with programmable characteristics 
only. These characteristics are: number of stop bits, parity, code 
level. baud rate for Asynchronous/Synchronous Line Multiplexors 
(ASLM's), and clock selection for Asynchronous Line Multiplexors 
(ALM's). 

If the HC option is selected, AC1 will contain the terminal's 
characteristics in the following format, as summarized in Tables 
12.7 through 12.9. Unused bits must be zero. 
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Table 12.7 Programmable hardware characteristics (7SCHAR with HC option) 

Table 12.8 Baud rate for asynchronous/synchronous line multiplexors (ASLM boards) 

ASLM 4336-S, 4336-AS characteristics may be changed at any time. 

Table 12.9 Clock selection for asynchronous line multiplexors (ALM boards) 
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Errors 
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Set Channel Specifications 

Changes a number of input characteristics on a per channel basis. 

NOTE: This works for disk I/O as well as character I/O. 

Setting AC2 to a value other than -1 changes the line delimiters used 
by ?READ and ?WRITE: if you set AC2 to 0, the default delimiters 
New-line (12a), Carriage Return (15a), Form Feed (14a), or null (OOa) 
are used. If you wish to use a different set of characters as delimiters, 
set AC2 with the value of a word pointer to a delimiter table. 

A delimiter table consists of 16 consecutive 16-bit words which form 
a table of 256 bits. Each bit in this table represents an eight-bit 
character. Reading from left to right, the first bit (bit 0) of the first 
word represents the null character (000). Likewise, the last bit (bit 
15) of the last word in this table represents the binary character 377. 

Setting any bit in this table to 1 indicates that the character 
represented by this bit will be a delimiter in data-sensitive records 
transmitted over that channel. Figure 12.16 shows a delimiter table 
with bits set to make null (000), Carriage Return (15a), and Rubout 
(177a) data-sensitive record delimiters. 

The specifications established by this call are passed to descendants 
on an ?EXEC call, if the channel itself is passed. 

Figure 12.16 Sample delimiter table 

Inputs 
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Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 

Specifications 
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Set the System Calendar (library routine) 

Allows a program to adjust the system's internal calendar during 
execution. The routine accepts a date in day, month and year format 
and sets the system calendar to these values. Note that the year must 
be expressed as an offset from a base of 1900. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Errors 
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?SD.R Send / Receive Data Request OPC Server/Customer cal/} 

Performs a ?SEND, and, if successful, follows it immediately with a 
?RCV. 

?SD.R is a system defined ?SEND/?RCV pair. It does a ?SEND of 
?ISDL bytes from ?ISAD followed by a ?RCV of a maximum of 
?IRLN bytes into the area specified by ?IRLN. 

Before issuing ?SD.R, the process must define the message and set up 
a receive buffer for the receiver's reply. In addition, the process 
must set up the ?SD.R packet whose format is described in Figure 
12.17. 

The message is sent and the reply received over the same port. 

During the message transmission, the system suspends the ?SD.R 
calling task for the number of seconds specified in offset ?ITLM of 
the packet to await the matching receive call. If this time limit is 
exceeded, the call returns in error. Similarly, the receive portion of 
the ?SD.R call is suspended for the duration of ?ITLM. This time 
limit is identical for the ?SEND and ?RCV sequences of the call. 

?ITLM functions independently of the NP option which functions as 
usual via the ? AWAIT call. 

Packet words ?IRAD and ?IRLN indicate the buffer byte address 
and byte length for the reply received by the calling process. 

The buffer address can be in any part of the user address space or in 
a user-defined segment mapped to the user address space, provided 
that area is neither write nor validity protected. 

If the receive buffer area is insufficient to hold the message, an 
error is returned and no bytes are transmitted. However, the actual 
length of the message is returned in AC 1. This enables the receiver 
to reissue ?RCV after modifying the size of the receive buffer. 
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Figure 1 2.1 7 Send / receive packet 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

Errors 
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?SEND Send Data Request OPC Server/Customer cal/} 

Sends a message from the caller to a designated server or customer 
process. 

The port number of the receiving process must be input in ACO. 
(This port number is determined by means of a ?LKUP call if the 
sending process is a customer; if the sending process is a server the 
customer port number is returned to the server after the first ?RCVA.) 

Before issuing ?SEND, the calling process must define the message 
send packet whose format is described in Figure 1.2.18 below. 

Offset ?ITLM in the sender packet specifies the maximum time in 
seconds during which ?SEND is suspended to await a matching 
receive signal (?RCVA, or ?RCV) to be posted. If this time is exceeded, 
the system returns an error. 

If the maximum time limit is set to zero (?ITLM = 0, i.e., no waiting 
time) and no matching receive request is posted to the calling process, 
the ?SEND request returns an error. 

?ITLM is independent of the NP option which functions as usual via 
the ? AWAIT call. 

?SEND calls are serviced in a first-in first-out fashion. If several 
tasks in a program are pended on a ?SEND to the same port, the 
message received by the target program when it posts a ?RCV is that 
sent by the first task issuing the ?SEND call. 

Similarly, if ?SEND calls to the same server are issued by several 
tasks from different programs, the server on posting a ?RCV A receives 
the message sent by the first customer program to issue the ?SEND. 

If insufficient space is available to transfer the message after a 
?SEND request has locked onto the target process' receive request, 
an error is propagated to the receiver only. (See ?RCV or ?RCVA.) 
Within its specified time limit (?ITLM), the sender then waits for a 
receiver as if it had never found the waiting receiver with the 
insufficient buffer. 
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Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

Errors 
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?SINFO Get Information About the System 

Returns a packet containing information about the system's revision, 
memory, and allowable number of concurrent processes. The packet 
format appears below in Figure 12.19. 

Figure 12.19 System information packet 

Packet word ?SSID points to a buffer to which ?SINFO returns the 
name of the script file you specified during the system generation 
dialogue. Note that even though you may have renamed that file, 
?SINFO always returns the original file name you used. 

If either one of the fields ?SSID or ?SSBD is 0, no information is 
returned for that field. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Set the Searchlist (library routine) 

Sets the searchlist to the specified list of fully-qualified pathnames. 

The searchlist may contain up to five pathnames, which must be 
separated by commas, with no intervening blanks, and the list must 
be terminated by a null byte. (This is the format returned by the 
?GLIST system call.) 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Errors 
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?SPOS Set the Current File Position 

Sets the file pointer for the specified I/O channel to a specific byte. 

Normally, if you try to position past the current end of the file, the 
system will extend the file as needed. However, an attempt to exceed 
the file size will produce an error if 

• You have specified the EF option (described below). 

• You have opened a disk device as a file, since the end of file for a 
disk is a physical limitation. (There is no space left.) 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

Errors 
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Set File Attributes 

Sets the attributes of the specified file. 

The filename must be terminated by a null byte. The attributes are 
defined in Table 12.10. The right half of the attribute word (bits 
8-15) is used or reserved by the system. The left half (bits 0-7) is 
reserved for user-defined attributes. 

The CH option causes the attributes to be set for the file open on the 
channel specified in ACO. 

Table 12.10 File attributes 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 
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Errors 
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Set the Current System Time and Date 

Sets the system time and date to the specified value. You must use 
the MP / AOS internal format, a 32-bit number representing the 
number of seconds since midnight, January I, 1900. (Use library 
routines ?FTOD and ?FDAY to convert the time and day, respectively, 
from conventional to MP / AOS internal format,) 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 
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?STMP Set Up Data Channel Map 

This call allows the user control over any of the data channel maps. 

The input to ACO is the logical data channel slot allocated to the user 
by ?ALMP. The input to ACl is the physical page number correspond
ing to a user logical address as returned by ?GMRP. 

?STMP sets up one data channel map slot at a time. 

?STMP can be issued from an interrupt handler routine. Note that 
interrupts are always enabled upon completion of ?STMP. 

Inputs 

AC Cor-tents 

I.Jser·sJo9iGaI~atachann~r.~lot.ThenlJmbering· $c!1emei$· identical 
to.that·useclin •. the··.7AL,MPcallr~Qtie$tingtheallocation: 

o<n . . D!:lta~hahnell\lla,PA 
32~63 Data.Cfu:tnnefMBli> B 
64.,,95 Data~hannelMapC 

96-1127.. .... ~taChalloeIMap]) 
128·1151 BMCmap 

AC 1 Physical page nv.mberjreturned by'?GMRP) 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

None 
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Set the System Clock (library routine) 

Allows a program to adjust the system clock at runtime. ?STOD 
accepts a time of day expressed in seconds, minutes, hours, and sets 
the system clock to the values specified. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?TMSG Translate a eLi-Format Message (library routine) 

Retrieves selected portions of an interprogram message in eLI format. 

The specified message must be terminated by a null byte. This call 
uses a packet; its format is given in Figure 12.20 below. 

Mnem. 
?GREQ 
?GAR 
?GSW 
.?GRES 

........... 

Length: lGTlN 

. .... 

Request type * 
Argument number 

Switch specifier * I 
Byte pointer to result buffer 

o 1 2:3 4 5 .6 7 a 91011 1Z.13 1415 

QG-(l'739() 

Figure 12.20 7TMSG packet 

'See Table 12.11 for request type. 

Inputs 

AC 

ACt) 

AC2 

Outputs 

AC 

ACO 

a~ttP(jinterto •• me$~ag~b\Jff~r 
Addre~ofp'acket 

AC 1 Depenctson requEist type 

Options 

None 

Errors 

ERBtt 
ERIRB 

euff~rflxt~dsinto 5)1stemspace 

Buffer too short 

N(jlifgurn®t· forsp~ified?GAft 

NO$o~h·.sv.iit6a···lf()r· ••• ?G$WI.·onlY) 
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Mnem. 

?GARG 

?GCMD 

?GCNT 

?GSWC 

?GSWI 

Meaning 

Copy the argument specified by ?GAR to 
the result buffer. 

Get the message:issue a ?GTMSG¢a1l and 
place the· message in the. buffer pointed to 
by?GRES. 

Get the argument.·count. 

Returnth4il number ·of switches present on 
the specified argument. 

Test if th4il switch Specified by the switch 
number in . ?GSW is· attached to the argu-
mentspeqifred by ?GAR, If found, copy the 
Switch valUe (jfany)tothe result buffer. 

Outputs 

ACO 

Argument length 

Length of message 

Number of arguments 

Number of switches 

o if the switch has no value. 
>0 for the length of the 
switch value. 

?GSWM Functions like?GTSW, excepnhatit tests Test result* 
for the presenCe of switches for which a 

?GSWS 

?GTSW 

minimum number of unique characters has 
been specified in AC1. E.g., if you use a 
!OPTIONS switch and you specify AC 1 = 3, 
?GSWM deteqts IOPT, IOPTI .c. IOP-
TtONS, but not lOP. 

Gel the switch set: check for single-letter 
switches, and set the corresponding bits in 
ACO· and AC 1. 

Test if the switch specified by the byte 
poiflterirl ?GSWisattacnedto argument 
specifiec;fby ?GAR. IfsQ, cQpy its value (if 
any) to the result blJffer. 

Table 12.11 Types of requests 

'Test results are: 

- 1 if the switch was not found. 

o if the switch has no value. 

< 0 for the length of the switch value. 

Flags for I A through IP (bit 0 
= /A, bit 1 = /B, bit 15 = 
IP) 

Test result* 

NOTES: The command or program name is referenced as the Oth argument. 

?TMSG regards upper- and lower-case letters as equivalent on input; on output it 

converts all letters to uppercase. 
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Unused 

Unused 

length of returned 
string, 
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(bit 0 = 10, 
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?TPORT Port Translation 

Allows a process to get the PID of another process with which it is 
communicating. 

?TPORT successfully returns the other process' PID, even if that 
process has previously broken off the connection. 

Inputs 

AC 

ACO Port number used· to ·cornmunicat~·vvjth·~he destination prooess 

Outputs 

ACContent$ 

Ac2 PIt) of proce~susingthis pOrt 

Options 

None 

Errors 

Mnemonic Meaning 

ERPOR .·.Invalidport 
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Unblock a Process 

?UNBLOCK allows the process specified by AC2 to be rescheduled. 
This call will have no effect if the process was not previously 
blocked. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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?UNPEND Resume Execution of a Task 

Resumes execution of the specified task. 

You can specify the task to be unpended either by its identifier or by 
a 16-bit event number. Event numbers must be greater than or equal 
to ?EVMIN and less than or equal to ?EVMAX. 

If you specify an event number that several tasks are waiting for, 
only one task is unpended, unless you use the BD option to unpend 
all waiting tasks. 

The system unpends tasks on event on a first in, first out basis: the 
first task pended is the first unpended, regardless of time remaining 
in its timeout interval. 

You can also specify that the unpended task take the error return 
from its ?PEND or ?IPEND call. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

AC 

ACO 

Options 

BD 
ER 

lD 

NOTE: Do not specify the 80 and 10 options together. 

Errors 

EREVT 

ERTID 
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Write Data to a Device or File 

Writes data to the device or file on the specified I/O channel. You 
can write data using either dynamic or data-sensitive mode. In 
extended I/O, data is written from a memory segment to a disk 
device. 

To use dynamic writing, you must specify the number of bytes to be 
written. 

If you are writing to a disk, you can improve the efficiency of your 
program by transferring entire disk blocks. To do this you must 

• Set the file pointer to a multiple of 512 before the transfer. 

• Specify a multiple of 512 bytes to write. 

• Specify a buffer which is word aligned in your address space. 

Data-sensitive writing is selected by the DS option. In this case, you 
specify the maximum number of bytes to transfer; the system then 
writes until it has either written one of the default delimiters -
New-Line (12a), Carriage Return (15a), Form-Feed (14a) or null (OOa) 
- or until it has written a delimiter specified by a delimiter table. 
(See ?SCHS for a discussion of delimiter tables.) 

If you attempt to write past the end of file, your program will take 
the error return if you specified the EF option. If you did not specify 
the option, the system will extend the file as needed. 

After the transfer, AC2 will contain the number of bytes written, 
whether or not the error return was taken. 

Extended I/O is selected by the PKT option. In this case you specify 
the address of a packet whose format is described in Figure 12.21. 

This form of I/O transfers the data to or from a specified memory 
segment. The memory segment need not be mapped to the user's 
address space. To determine the segment address for the start of the 
transfer, the packet specifies a page number, as well as a byte offset. 

Extended I/O may be either dynamic or data sensitive. It is not 
allowed on character devices. After the end of the transfer, two 
values are returned: word ?IOBT of the extended I/O packet returns 
the number of bytes transferred; double word ?IOFP is updated to 
reflect the current position in the file. 
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NOTE: The block transfer optimization also applies to extended (PKT option) 

writes. 

The FL option delays the return of ?WRITE until all outstanding 
blocks associated with the channel have been flushed to disk. This 
option can be of use in establishing check points. 

Figure 12.21 Extended 1/0 packet 

Inputs 

Outputs 
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Options 

Errors 
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?WRMEM Write to Memory (Debugger cal/) 

Writes data into the memory of the program being debugged, starting 
at the address specified in ACO. (Specific memory locations in the 
target program can be examined via the ?RDMEM system call.) 

Before issuing ?WRMEM, the caller must set up a buffer containing 
the data to be written. The buffer address and its word length are 
specified in AC2 and ACI respectively. 

Inputs 

AC Contents 

ACO Address in target program 

AC 1 Length in words of data to write 

AC2 Address of buffer from which to write 

Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 

Mnemonic 

EHBTL 

ERNDB 

ERTAD 

Meaning 

Buffer extends ·out of usersp!'lce 

No target prOgram defined 

Invalid target programaddl'ess 
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Modify Task State (Debugger call) 

Permits a debugger program to modify part of the task status 
information for the task whose identifier is specified in ACO. Task 
identifers are retrieved via the ?GIDS system call; task status 
information for the specified task can be obtained via the ?RDST 
system call. 

Before issuing ?WRST, the caller must set up a packet in the format 
described in Figure 12.22. The packet words specify modifiable task 
status values: contents of accumulators 0 through 3 (packet words 
?SACO through ?SAC3), Program Counter and Carry bit values, (word 
?SPC), the locations of the hardware stack and frame pointers (words 
?SSP and ?SFP), and Unique Storage Position, and stack limit (words 
?SUSP and ?SSL); packet words ?SFPS through ?SAF3 specify 
modifiable floating-point information, Le., the floating point register 
status and contents of the floating point registers. 

Figure 12.22 Write task state packet 

Inputs 
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Outputs 

None 

Options 

None 

Errors 
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Intercept Signals and Resume Program Execution 
(Debugger cal/) 

This call can only be issued by a debugger program, Le., a program 
having previously invoked another program by means of the ?PROC 
system call with DB (debug) option. 

ACO sets the mask of signal classes to intercept. There are four signal 
classes, namely, user catchable signals, abort signals, breakpoints, 
and system calls. Tables 12.12 through 12.15 list the signal classes 
and the signals in each class. 

Each signal and signal class is designated by a mnemonic correspond
ing to a number. The mnemonics and their numeric values are listed 
in OPARU.SR, the user parameter file. See Appendix E. 

Table 12.12 User catchable signals 

NOTE: When binding the program, the user can provide the address of an 

appropriate routine to handle each of these signals. When a user exception routine 

is entered, the user stack has a return block of the fol/owing format pushed on it: 

Stack return 

block format 

ACO 
AC1 

AC2 

AC3 

SP - stack pointer: to carry in bit 0, to program counter in bits 1 through 15 

In the absence of user specified routines for these signals, MP / AOS 
force binds with the user program a routine to direct the signals to 
the system. 
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Table 12.13 Abort signals 

Table 12.14 System calls 

NOTE: System calls ?IXIT and ?IUNPEND cannot be intercepted as signals by the 
debugger program. 

Table 12.15 Breakpoint signals 

• SYC, sometimes named SCL or SVC, is a hardware instruction that pushes a 
return block on the caller's user stack and transfers control to a kernel routine 
which activates either a system or breakpoint handling routine as appropriate. The 

SYC instruction is discussed in the Principles of Operation manual appropriate to 
your processor. 

"There are two breakpoint signals corresponding to two different SYC's: 

?SGBK 

?SGB2 

Primary Breakpoints SYC 0, 1 
Secondary Breakpoints SYC 1,0 

When a signal is intercepted, the process being debugged is blocked, 
and control passes to the debugger program. 
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?WSIG returns the signal number of the intercepted signal, as well 
as the program counter and the task identifier of the task currently 
active in the program being debugged. The debugger program can 
obtain task identifiers (?GIDS), examine or modify task state (?RDST, 
?WRST), or examine and modify memory locations (?RDMEM, 
?WRMEM). 

To resume program execution, another ?WSIG call must be issued. 
Issuing ?WSIG with the Resume (RE) option, causes the signal last 
trapped to be ignored and program execution to resume normally 
until the next signal is detected. This option affects only system calls 
and permits them to be executed rather than being trapped again 
upon program resumption. 

NOTE: In the case of the ?EXEC issued (?SGEX) and Overlay loaded (?SGOL) 

signals in the Breakpoints (?SGBP) class, the event is handled by the system 

before the signal comes in and the RE option has no effect. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Options 

Errors 
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The ASCII Character 
Set 

KEY 
DECIMAL OCTAL HEX SYMBOl MNEMONIC 

8 000 111 t@1III 
.001.tA '" 

.. 002111 t B lilt 
11 00311 tc l1li 
e o04 8 to III 
.005Mt E IBI 
ao06 1111t F .. 

.007111 tG fill 
8 010111 tH l1li 
8 011 11 tl III 
8012l1li tJ iiiI 
II 013 _, t K II1II 
fII014 1111t L HI 
II1II015111 tMiiW 

11016111 tN!III 
III 01718 to II1II 
1102011 tP l1li 
8 021 l1li1 tQIIII 
II1II 022 • t R l1li 
III 023 l1'li t s II1II 
11024111 tT l1li 
111 025 111 tu l1li 
1II 026111ltV " II 027 11J t w IiIII 

1I 030"tx MI 
II 031. t y lilt 
III 03211 t z BIll 
ltll°33"ESCIllll 
II 03411 t \ l1li 
1II 035 111t1 III 
II 03611 t t IIIlI 
III 037.t t-1IIlI 

DG-05495 

Figure A.1 
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KEY 
DECIMAL OCTAL HEX SYMBOL 

1I040EspACEI 
111°41 • ! I 
III 042 .iQ~~nJ 

11 043 11 #1 
11044111 $ I 
110458 041 
804611 & I 
.047.,,~S1 

11105011 ( 
11°51 • ) 
.052111 * 
11105311 + 

• 05411).co~M,,1 

111 055 11 - I 
II 056 • (PE:IOOI 

11057111 I 

1106011 ° 
11061111 1 
l1li 0628 2 
111063111 3 
111064111 4 
1106511 5 I 
110668 6 1 

111067111 7 I 
111070_ 8 

1107111 9 

11072 111 : 
11107311 ; 
11074 111 < 
111 075 111 = 

111076111 > 
111 077 l1li ? 

.1°°11 @ 

KEY 
DECIMAL OCTAL HEX SYMBOL 

.101. A 

.10211 B 

.103111 c 

.10411 0 

.105111 E 

.106_ F 

.107111 G 

.110111 H 

.111111 

.1128 J 
t1l113. K 

1.114111 L 

.115_ M 

.116l1li N 

.11711\'10 
111 12011 P 

_12111!Q 
111122111 R 

111123111 S 

812411 T 

_125111 u 

.12611 V 

.12711 w 

.13011 X 

111131. y I 
111132111 z I 

111133l1li [ 
111134l1li \ 
.135111 
1'8136 IIIt°'A I 
• 137 11=-_1 
•• 140 JR'G.:,,,I 

KEY 
DECIMAL OCTAL HEX SYMBOL 

1111141111l a 

111142111 b 
.143l1li c 

.14411 d 

.145111 e 

.146l1li f 

III 147111 g 

.150111 h 

111 151 111 
• 152 8 j 

.1531'111 k 

• 15411 1 
.155111 m 

111 156111 n 

'11157. 0 

.16011 P 

.161. q 

.162. 

.163. s 

.1648 t I 

.165111 u 

.166. v 

.167111 w _170 iii x 

1IIl7lI11!Y 
111172[11 z 





DGC Standard 
Floating Point 

Format 

Word for word, floating point format (Figure B.I) provides a much 
larger range than integer format, at the expense of some precision. It 
also provides the ability to operate on fractions. The maximum 
range of floating point format is equivalent to a 16-word multiple
precision integer. In addition, floating point operations are executed 
faster than most multiple-precision integer operations. 

We represent a floating point value using a four-byte number for 
single precision or an eight-byte number for double precision. The 
four- or eight-byte aggregate contains three fields: 

• a fractional part called the mantissa which is normalized at the 
end of all floating point operations; that is, the mantissa's value is 
adjusted to be greater than or equal to 1/16 and less than 1; 

• an exponent, which is adjusted to maintain the correct value of 
the number; 

• a sign. 

To operate on a number in memory employing the floating point 
arithmetic instructions, the number must be word aligned; that is, 
bit 0 of the first byte of the number is bit 0 of the first word of a 
two-word or four-word area in memory. 
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DGC Standard Floating Point Format 

Sign 

Exponent 

The magnitude of a floating point number is defined as 

MANTISSA X 16(TRUE VALUE OF THE EXPONENT) 

The magnitude of a single- or double-precision number is thus in the 
approximate range: 

-7.237 x 1075 TO 7.237 x 1075 

We represent zero in floating point by a number with all bits zero, 
known as true zero. When a calculation results in a zero mantissa, 
the number is automatically converted to a true zero. 

Figure B.1 Floating point formats 

Bit 0 of the first byte is the sign bit. If the sign bit is 0, the number 
is positive. If the sign bit is l, the number is negative. 

The right-most seven bits of the first byte contain the exponent. We 
use excess 64 representation. For both positive and negative expo
nents, the value is the true value of the exponent plus 64. Table B.l 
illustrates this. 

Table B.1 Excess 64 representation of exponents 
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DGC Standard Floating Point Format 

Bytes 1 to 3 (single precision) or bytes 1 to 7 (double precision) Man tissa 
contain the mantissa. By definition, the binary point lies between 
byte 0 and byte 1 of a floating point number. To keep the mantissa's 
value in the range 1/16 to 1, the results of each floating point 
calculation are normalized. A mantissa is normalized by shifting it 
left one hex digit (four bits) at a time, until the high-order four bits 
(the left-most four bits of byte 1) represent a nonzero quantity. For 
every hex digit shifted, the exponent decreases by one. 
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eLI Message Format 

This appendix describes the format of messages passed to programs 
by the MP / AOS operating system. The syntax the CLI (Command 
Line Interpreter) provides to the user is more complex than that 
described here: a number of features, such as command repetition 
and filename templates, are interpreted by the CLI and not passed to 
programs. This appendix only describes the format of CLI messages 
as the program sees them. You can use the ?TMSG library routine to 
translate these messages. 

For more information on the CLI command language, see MP / AOS 
eLI Manual (DGC No. 069-400201). 
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eLi Message Format 

Arguments 

Switches 

CLI messages consist of a program name alone followed by one or 
more arguments. An argument may consist of a filename, function 
name or any other string of characters. If the message contains 
multiple arguments, they are separated by commas. The last argu
ment (or the program name itself if there are no arguments) is 
always followed by a null byte. 

Switches are modifiers that can follow the program name or any 
argument. All switches are preceded by a slash (f) and can consist of 
one or more characters. Switches have two forms: simple and 
keyword. A simple switch can take this form: 

PROGRAM-NAME IswitclLname 
A keyword switch can take this form: 

PROGRAM_NAME IswitclLname=value 
Value may be any number, filename, etc. 

Consider the following example of a command to MASM, the MP / AOS 
Macroassembler program. You might type a CLI command on your 
console: 
) X MASM/U/L=@LPT DEFS/S PROG 
The X is the minimum unique abbreviation of XEQ. MASM is the 
name of the program you want to run. /U is a simple switch: it 
instructs MASM to include user symbols in the object file it generates. 
/L=@LPT is a keyword switch: it instructs MASM to send the 
listing file to the line printer (device name @LPT). The arguments 
DEFS and PROG are the names of two files to be assembled. The /S 
following DEFS is a simple switch: it tells MASM to skip that file on 
the second assembly pass. 

As a result of this command the CLI creates an interprogram message 
in the form: 
) MASM/U/L=@LPT,DEFS/S,PROG (plus a terminating null byte) 
As you can see, the X has been removed. Also, all strings of spaces 
have been converted to single commas, and all lowercase characters 
have been converted to uppercase. A trailing null byte has been 
appended to terminate the message and tabs have been treated as 
blanks. 
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I/O Device Codes 

The first two tables in this appendix contain device code assignments 
for ECLIPSE and microNOV A disk(ette) and magnetic tape devices 
supported under MP / AOS. Tables D.3 and D.4 list all standard 
ECLIPSE and microNOV A device codes. 
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Octal 
Device 
Codes 

17 

17 

17 

22 

26 

27 

33 

57 

57 

57 

67 

73 

I/O Device Codes 

Mnemonic Priority Device Name 
MS$k 

Bit 

LPT 12 PIO (programmed I/O) line printer 

LP2 12 Data channel (or: PIOI line printer 

LPB 12 Data channel line printer 

MTA 10 Magnetic tape controller 

DPH 7 12.5 or 25-Mbyte fixed disk and/or 
1.25-Mbyte diskettes 

DPF 7 50/95/190-Mbyte cartridge disk 

DPD 7 315.;Kbyte diskette subsystem .and/or 
1 O-Mbytecartridge disk 

LPTl 12 Second PIO line printer 

LP21 12 Second data channel lineprinter 

LPBl 12 Second data channel line printer 

DPG 7 2Q.;Mbyte cartridge disk 

DPDl 7 Second 315-Kbyte diskettesubsys-
tern andlor 10-Mbyte disk 

4034A/D,G/HorLP2 
with PIO controller 

LP2 with datl:)chaonei 
controller 

4215/19,4244/45 

60211'?5, ..• 6():26A, 
6027,£1125 

6101/2/415£1097 

Table D.·/ Device code assignments for ECLIPSE disk, diskette, line printer, and magnetic tape devices suppported by 
MP/AOS 
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Octal Mneffionic 
Device· 
Code 

17 LPT 

57 

67 

73 

LPTl 

,,-P2l 

LPB1 
DPH1 

OPD1 

OPXl 

Priority Deyi<;eName 
Mask 

Bit 

12 PIO(programmedl/O) line printer 

12 

7 

7 

10 

Data channel (or PIO) line printer 

Data channel line printer 

Magnetic tllpe controller 

12.5 or 25-Mbyteflxed.disk and/or 
1 .2.5-Mbyte diskettes 

1 Q-.Mbyte cartridge disk 

315.,.Kbyte diskette.stlbsystem 

Second PIQlins printer 

Second data channel line printer 

Second data channel line printer 

SeCond ·12.5 or 25-Mbyte fixed· disk 
and/or 1.25~Mbyte diskettes 

SecondlO-Ml)yte <cartridge disk 

Second··315-Kbyte diskette subsys
tem 

I/O Device Codes 

Model No. 

4034A-D,G/H, or LP2 
with PIO controller 

LP2 with data channel 
controller 

4215/19,4244/5 

6123 

6098/99/6100/6103 
6097 

6095 

6038/6039 

Table D.2 MicroNOVA device code assignments for disks. diskettes. line printers. and magnetic tape devices supported 
by MP/AOS 
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I/O Device Codes 

Octal Mnem Priority Device Name 
Device Mask Bit 
Code 

00 Unused 
01 WCS Writeable control store option [or APL register} 

[APL] Error checking and correction 
02 ERCC Memory allocation and protection 

MAP 
03 
04 

05 BMC Burst multiplexor channel 
06 MCAT 12 Multiprocessor adapter transmitter 

Multiprocessor adapter receiver 
07 MCAR 12 TIV input 

TIVoutput 
10 TIl 14 
11 TIO 15 

12 PTR 11 Paper tape reader 
13 PTP 13 Paper tape punch 
14 RTC 13 Real-time clock 
15 PLT 12 Incremental plotter 
16 COR 10 Card reader 

17 LPT 12 Line printer 
20 OSK 9 Fixed-head disc 
21 AOCV 8 A-O converter 
22 MTA 10 Magnetic tape 
23 OACV None O-A converter 
24 OCM 0 Data communications multiplexor 

25 Fixed-head OG/Disc 
26 OKS 9 OG/Oisk storage subsystem 
27 OPF 7 Asynchronous hardware multiplexor 
30 QTY 14 

30 SLA 14 Synchronous line adapter 
31 1 IBM1 13 IBM 360/370 interface 
32 IBM2 13 IBM 360/370 interface 
33 DKP 7 Moving head disk 
34 CAS1 10 Cassette tape 

OCU4 4 Data control unit 
34 MX1 11 Multiline asynchronous controller 

Multiline asynchronous controller 
35 MX2 11 Inter processor. bus-half-:duplex 

IPS watchdog timer 
36 IPB 6 IPB· fuJI-duplex input 

Synchronous communication receiver 
37 IVT 6 

402 OP) 8 
40 SCR 8 

Table D.a Standard ECLIPSE 110 device codes 
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Table 0.3 Standard ECLIPSE I/O device codes (continued) 

, Code returned by INTA and used by VCT. 

2Can be set up with any unused even device code equal to 40 or above. 

3Can be set up with any unused odd device code equal to 41 or above. 

4Can be set to any unused device code between 1 and 76. 

5Micro interrupts are not maskable. 
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00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
:05 
06. 
01 
10 
11 

12 
13 
14 . 
15 
ur 
17 
20 
21 
22 
23 

I/O Device Codes 

24 .<;I'fIfM . 
25."HVfliH. 

. 26 ·rJI'H<lciri 

35i 
36 
37 
40 

.NVI\lI2]· 

Table D.4 Standard microNOVA I/O device codes 
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I/O Device Codes 

Table D.4 Standard microNOVA I/O device codes (continued) 
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User Parameter Files 

All MP I AOS systems include a set of parameter files. These are 
assembler source files that contain symbol definitions without any 
executable code. You use these files to prepare permanent symbol 
tables for the Macroassembler, using the IS function switch which 
skips the second assembly pass (produces no .OB file) and saves the 
Macroassembler's symbol table, renaming it MASM.PS. For more 
detailed information on IS, see MP/AOS Macroassembler, Binder, 
and Library Utilities (DGC No. 069-400210). 

Table E.l describes the MP I AOS parameter files. 

This appendix contains an assembled copy of three parameter files, 
OPARU.SR, MP_OS_ERCOD.SR, and MP_AOS_ERCOD.SR. (See 
Figures E.l through E.3). Refer to the listing to find out the numeric 
value of an MP I AOS symbol. The list of error codes in 
MP _OS_ERCOD.SR and MP I AOS_ERCOD.SR is particularly useful 
when debugging programs. 

NOTE: This listing of OPARU.SR, MP _OS_ERCOD.SR, and MP/AOS_ERCOD.SR 

reflects the state of the system at the time this manual was printed. The values of 

some mnemonics may change from time to time. If there is any doubt about the 

value of a symbol, check the copies of OPARU.SR, MP _OS_ERCOD.SR, and 

MP/AOS_ERCOD.SR that were released with your system, as well as your latest 
release notice. 
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User Parameter Files 

Table E.1 Parameter files 

0001 OPARU MP/MASM Assembler 
. ti tle oparu 

Rev 03.10 04/12/82 14:59:30 

02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

OPARU - User Parameter file 

Symbol definition requirements are the following: 
1) All symbols of the form ?xxxx are reserved for 

defining parameters used jointly by the operating 
system and user assembled programs. 

2) All symbols of the form ERxxx are reserved for 
defining operating system error codes. 

3) Don't add symbols to OPARU unless they conform to 
these rules. 

.ejec 

0002 OPARU 
01 
02 000000 i=O 
03 000000 .dusr FQ1 = i 
04 000001 .dusr FQ2 = i 
05 000002 .dusr FQ3 = i 
06 000003 .dusr FQ4 = i 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 

000100 .dusr ?NMCH = 64. 

000000 .dusr ?INCH = 00 
000001 .dusr ?OUCH = 01 

Number of channels 

Default console input channel 
Default console output channel 
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User Parameter Files 

14 
15 000001 .dusr ?EVMIN = 01 ; Minimum user pend event 
16 075777 .dusr ?EVMAX = 075777 ; Maximum user pend event 
17 076000 .dusr ?EDMI = 076000 ; minimum DG event code 
18 077777 .dusr ?EDMX = 077777 ; maximum DG event code 
19 076000 .dusr ?EVCH = ?EDMI ; Channel 0 ACAA event code 
20 
21 000017 .dusr ?MXFL = 15. ; Maximum filename length 
22 000177 .dusr ?MXPL = 127. ; Maximum pathname length 
23 000017 .dusr ?SVNL = 017 ; maximum server name length 
24 000003 .dusr ?MXLD = 03 ; maximum link depth 
25 000077 .dusr ?MXLL = 63. ; maximum link length 
26 000005 .dusr ?MXSL = 5 ; maximum number of searchlist entries 
27 000200 .dusr ?MXSP = 128. ; Maximum segment size (in pages) 
28 000400 .dusr ?mxtk = 256. ; maximum number of tasks 
29 000040 .dusr ?mxov = 32. ; max number of user overlays 
30 ; per process 
31 000010 .dusr ?mxsw = 8. ; max swap level 
32 000377 .dusr ?MXPR = 255. lowest priority. highest value 
33 ; specifiable 
34 
35 ; FILE TYPES 
36 
37 177772 .dusr ?DLPT = -6 Lineprinter 
38 177773 .dusr ?DCHR = -5 Character device 
39 177774 .dusr ?DDVC = -4 Disk (directory device) 
40 177775 .dusr ?DDIR = -3 Directory 
41 177776 .dusr ?DMSG = -2 ; message file 
42 177777 .dusr ?DPSH = -1 ; swap (push) file 
43 
44 000000 .dusr ?DSMN = 00 System min 
45 000100 .dusr ?DSMX = 0100 System max 
46 000101 .dusr ?DUMN = ?DSMX+1 User minimum 
47 000200 .dusr ?DUMX = 0200 ; User maximum 
48 
49 SYSTEM TYPES 
50 
51 000000 .dusr ?DOBF = ?DSMN ; OB file 
52 000001 .dusr ?DSTF = ?DOBF+1 Symbol table file 
53 000002 .dusr ?DPRG = ?DSTF+1 Program file 
54 000003 .dusr ?DOLF = ?DPRG+1 Overlay file 
55 000004 .dusr ?DBPG = ?DOLF+1 Bootable program file 
56 000005 .dusr ?DPST = ?DBPG+1 Permanent symbol file (x.PS) 
57 000006 .dusr ?DLIB = ?DPST+1 Library file (x.LB) 
58 000007 .dusr ?DUDF = ?DLIB+1 User data file 
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59 
60 

User Parameter Files 

000010 .dusr ?DTXT = ?DUDF+1 
000011 .dusr ?DBRK = ?DTXT+1 

0003 OPARU 
01 000012 .dusr ?DIDF = ?DBRK+1 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 

000013 .dusr ?DIXF = ?DIDF+1 
000014 .dusr ?DLNK = ?DIXF+1 
000015 .dusr ?DBBS = ?DLNK+1 
000016 .dusr ?DMBS = ?DBBS+1 
000100 .dusr ?DLOG = ?DSMX 

; Text File 
; Break file 

; MP/ISAM data file 
; MP/ISAM index file 
; Link 
; MP/Business Basic save file 

MP/Basic save file 
; System log file 

09 
10 

; MP/OS FILE ATTRIBUTES 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

000001 
000002 
000004 
000010 
000020 
000100 

.dusr ?ATPM = 01 

.dusr ?ATRD = 02 

.dusr ?ATWR = 04 

.dusr ?ATAT = 8. 

.dusr ?ATDC = 16. 

.dusr ?ATZR = 64. 

Permanent file, can't be deleted 
Can't be read 
Can't be written 
Attributes can't be changed 
Delete on last close (user can't set) 

; Don't zero blocks on allocation 

19 
20 

; MP/OS DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

21 000000 i=O 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

100000 .dusr ?CST = 1BO 
040000 .dusr ?CNAS = 1B1 
020000 .dusr ?CESC = 1B2 
010000 .dusr ?CECH = 1B3 
004000 .dusr ?CLST = 1B4 
002000 .dusr ?CBIN = 1B5 
001000 .dusr ?C605 = 1B6 
000400 .dusr ?CUCO = 1B7 
000200 .dusr ?C8BT = 1B8 
000100 .dusr ?CNED = 1B9 
000040 .dusr ?CEMM = 1B10 
000020 .dusr ?CICC = 1B11 

Simulate tabs if asserted 
If asserted, device is not ANSI standard 
If asserted, handle escape as ACAA sequence 
If asserted, echo input to output 
If asserted, echo form feed as AL 
If asserted, input is in binary form (8 bit) 
If asserted, device is 605x series 
Convert lowercase as uppercase 
8 bit characters 
Do not echo delimiters 
Echo characters exactly as input 
Ignore control characters (Oexcept 

delimiters and system chars) 

38 
39 

; MP/OS USER DEFINABLE CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS. 

40 
41 000000 i=O 
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42 
43 177700 .dusr OUMO = 1777B9 Place holder 
44 000040 .dusr ?CUCI = 1B10 convert input to uppercase 
45 
46 
47 ; MP/OS CHARACTER DEVICE HARDWARE CHARACTERISTICS WORD. 
48 
49 
50 000001 .dusr ?BSTP = 1 placement of stop bit description 
51 000003 .dusr ?BPAR = 3 placement of parity description 
52 000005 .dusr ?BLVL = 5 placement of code level 
53 000017 .dusr ?BRAT = 15. placement of code rate 
54 
55 000000 i=O 
56 
57 140000 .dusr ?CSTP = 3B1 Stop bit mask 
58 030000 .dusr ?CPAR = 3B3 Parity mask 
59 006000 .dusr ?CLVL = 3B5 Code level mask 
60 001760 .dusr RES1 = 77B11 reserved 

0004 OPARU 
01 000017 .dusr ?CRAT = 17B15 Line rate mask 
02 
03 040000 .dusr ?C1S = 040000 1 Stop bit 
04 140000 .dusr ?C2S = 0140000 2 Stop bits 
05 100000 .dusr ?C15S = 100000 1.5 Stop bits 
06 
07 000000 .dusr ?CNPR = 00 No parity 
08 010000 .dusr ?CODD = 010000 Odd parity 
09 030000 .dusr ?CEVN = 030000 Even parity 
10 
11 000000 .dusr ?C5BC = 00 5 bits 
12 002000 .dusr ?C6BC = 02000 6 bits 
13 004000 .dusr ?C7BC = 04000 7 bits 
14 006000 .dusr ?C8BC = 06000 8 bits 
15 
16 
17 ALM clock selection. 
18 
19 000011 .dusr ?cckO = 9. clock 0 
20 000017 .dusr ?cck1 = 15. clock 1 
21 000000 .dusr ?cck2 = 0 clock 2 
22 000001 .dusr ?cck3 = 1 clock 3 
23 
24 ; Baud rate selection (not valid for ALMs). 
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25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

User Parameter Files 

000000 .dusr ?C0050 = 00 Baud rate is 50 
000001 .dusr ?C0075 = 01 Baud rate is 75 
000002 .dusr ?C0110 = 02 Baud rate is 110 
000003 .dusr ?C1345 = 03 ; Baud rate is 134.5 
000004 .dusr ?C0150 = 04 ; Baud rate is 150 
000005 .dusr ?C0300 = 05 ; Baud rate is 300 
000006 .dusr ?C0600 = 06 ; Baud rate is 600 
000007 .dusr ?C1200 = 07 ; Baud rate is 1200 
000010 .dusr ?C1800 = 8. ; Baud rate is 1800 
000011 .dusr ?C2000 = 9. ; Baud rate is 2000 
000012 .dusr ?C2400 = 10. Baud rate is 2400 
000013 .dusr ?C3600 = 11. ; Baud rate is 3600 
000014 .dusr ?C4800 = 12. ; Baud rate is 4800 
000015 .dusr ?C7200 = 13. ; Baud rate is 7200 
000016 .dusr ?C9600 = 14. ; Baud rate is 9600 
000017 .dusr ?C192K = 15. ; Baud rate is 19200 

.dusr ?C1800 = 8. ; Baud rate is 1800 

Log file event codes 

Baud rate is 

000001 .dusr ?LSTR = 1 ;Logging start 
000002 .dusr ?LEND = 2 ;Logging end 
000004 .dusr ?LDER = 4 ;Device error 
001777 .dusr ?LXYZ = 1023. ;Memory error 

MP/OS packets are all typed. The zero'th word of each and 
every packet must contain the type code for that packet. 
The actual packet begins at offset 1. The packet length 
includes the type word. 

0005 OPARU 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 

MP/OS packet types 

000000 .dusr ?PIP = 00 
000001 .dusr ?TDP = 01 
000002 .dusr ?FSP = 02 

Rev 0 program information packet 
Rev 0 task definition packet 
Rev 0 file status packet 
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08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

000003 .dusr ?DSP = 03 
000004 .dusr ?ISP = 04 
000045 .dusr ?PRP = 045 
000046 .dusr ?EPIP = 046 
000047 .dusr ?SIP = 047 
000410 .dusr ?SRTP = 0410 
000411 .dusr ?SWTP = 0411 
000412 .dusr ?SRP = 0412 
000413 .dusr ?SJRP = 0413 
000414 .dusr ?ITYP = 0414 
000415 .dusr ?LTYP = 0415 
000416 .dusr ?HSTP = 0416 
000417 .dusr ?HDTP = 0417 
000420 .dusr ?MSP = 0420 
000421 .dusr ?IOP = 0421 
000422 .dusr ?GSTP = 0422 

; Rev 0 disk status packet 
Rev 0 MP/ISAM call packet 
Mp/aos proc packet 
Mp/aos extended info packet 
Mp/aos system information packet 
Mp/aos read task status packet 
Mp/aos write task status packet 
Mp/aos IPC packet 

; Mp/aos send/receive packet 
; Mp/aos IDEF driver packet 

Mp/aos line IDEF driver packet 
Mp/aos histogramming packet 
Mp/aos histogramming termination packet 
Mp/aos map segment 

; Mp/aos segment 110 
; Mp/aos get statistics packet 

29 THE PROGRAM INFORMATION PACKET USED BY THE ?INFO CALL 
30 
31 
32 
33 000000 i=O 

000000 .dusr ?TYPE = i 
000001 .dusr ?PPMN = i 
000002 .dusr ?PPMX = i 
000003 .dusr ?PIMN = i 
000004 .dusr ?PIMX = i 
000005 .dusr ?PREV = i 
000006 .dusr ?PLEV = i 
000007 .dusr ?PHMA = i 
000010 .dusr ?POCH = i 
000011 .dusr ?PLN = l?n4 

;Offset of type word in the packet 
Lowest pure (Ocode) address 
Highest pure address 
Lowest impure (Odata) address 
Highest impure address 
Program revision number 
Program level 
Highest memory available 
Open channel mask 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

THE TASK DEFINITION PACKET USED BY THE ?CTASK CALL 
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53 000000 i=O 
54 
55 000001 .dusr ?TPRI = i 
56 000002 .dusr ?TSTA = i 
57 000003 .dusr ?TSTB = i 
58 000004 .dusr ?TSTL = i 
59 000005 .dusr ?TSTE = i 
60 

0006 OPARU 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 

000006 .dusr ?TAC2 = i 
000007 .dusr ?TUSP = i 
000010 .dusr ?TKPP = i 

06 000011 .dusr ?TLN = 1?n5 
07 
08 
09 

Task priority (00 =< x =< 255) 
Task starting address 
Stack base 
Stack limit 
Stack error handler 
(OO=>system default) 

New task's initial ac2 
New task's initial ?usp 
Task kill post-processing 

(00 => none) 

10 
11 

THE FILE STATUS PACKET USED BY THE ?FSTAT CALL 

12 
13 
14 000000 i=O 
15 
16 File type 000001 .dusr ?FTYP = i 
17 Attributes 000002 .dusr ?FATR = i 

000003 .dusr ?FESZ = i 18 Element size 
000004 .dusr ?FTLA = i 19 Time last accessed (two words) 
000006 .dusr ?FTLM = i 20 Time last modified (two words) 
000010 .dusr ?FLEN = i 21 ; File length in bytes (two words) 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

000012 .dusr ?FLN = 1?n6 

THE MESSAGE PACKET USED BY THE ?TMSG CALL 

31 000000 i=O 
32 
33 
34 
35 

000000 .dusr ?GREQ = i 
000001 .dusr ?GNUM = i 
000002 .dusr ?GSW = i 

;Packet/reQuest type (see below) 
Argument number 

; Switch specifier 
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36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

000003 .dusr ?GRES = i 
000004 .dusr ?GTLN = 1?n7 

B.P. to buffer receiving switch 

PACKET / REQUEST TYPES (?GREQ) 

000000 .dusr ?GCMD = 00 
000001 .dusr ?GCNT = ?GCMDt1 
000002 .dusr ?GARG = ?GCNTt1 
000003 .dusr ?GTSW = ?GARGt1 
000004 .dusr ?GSWS = ?GTSWt1 
000005 .dusr ?GSWI = ?GSWSt1 

; Get entire message 
Get argument count 
Get argument 
Test a switch 
Get (alphabetic) switches 
Test for switch # ?GSW 

The disk status packet used by the ?DSTAT call 

000000 i=O 
100000 .dusr ?DWRP = 1BO 
040000 .dusr ?DLE1 = 1B1 
020000 .dusr ?DLE2 = 1B2 
010000 .dusr ?DME1 = 1B3 
004000 .dusr ?DME2 = 1B4 

Disk status word (see below) 
Disk is write protected 
Primary label block is bad 
Secondary label block is bad 
Primary MDV block is bad 
Secondary MDV block is bad 

0007 OPARU 
01 
02 000000 i=O 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

000001 .dusr ?DFB = i 
000003 .dusr ?DAB = i 
000005 .dusr ?DTMX = i 
000006 .dusr ?DTAL = i 
000007 .dusr ?DSTW = i 
000010 .dusr ?DRER = i 
000011 .dusr ?DUER = i 
000012 .dusr ?DLN = 1?n9 
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; Two word # of free blocks 
; Two word # of allocated blocks 
; Maximum possible # of files 

Current # of allocated DITs 
Disk status word 
Number of recoverable disk errors 
Number of unrecoverable disk errors 
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17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

User Parameter Files 

000000 i=O 
000001 .dusr ?RMBP = i 
000002 .dusr ?RMLN = i 
000003 .dusr ?RCHO = i 
000004 .dusr ?RCH1 = i 
000005 .dusr ?RSLI = i 
000006 .dusr ?RDIR = i 
000007 .dusr ?RPRI = i 
000010 .dusr ?RMCH = i 
000011 .dusr ?RMTC = i 
000012 .dusr ?RMEM = i 
000013 .dusr ?RMAS = i 
000014 .dusr ?RMON = i 

The packet used by the ?PROC call 

Bytepointer to message 
Length of message 
Bytepointer to channel 0 
Bytepointer to channel 1 
Bytepointer to searchlist 
Bytepointer to working dir. 

; Initial priority 
; Max. number of channels 
; Max. number of TCBs 
; Max. memory 

Max number of attached segments 
; Max number of overlay nodes 

37 000015 .dusr ?PRLN = l?n10 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

Extended ?INFO packet 

000000 i=O 
100000 .dusr ?PBLK = 1BO 
077770 .dusr RES2 = 7777B12 
000004 .dusr ?PROT = 1B13 
000001 .dusr ?efln = l?n11 

Process status 
Process is blocked 
reserved 
Process is the root process 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

; ?PPMN - ?PHMA are the same as the ?INFO call packet 

000000 i=O 
000001 .dusr ?PTIM = i 
000003 .dusr ?PCPU = i 
000005 .dusr ?PBIO = i 
000007 .dusr ?PCIO = i 
000011 .dusr ?PCHN = i 
000012 .dusr ?PTSK = i 

0008 OPARU 
01 000013 .dusr ?PASG = i 

; Elapsed time 
; CPU time 

110 blocks 
Characters transfered 
Number of open channels 
Number of active tasks 

Number of attached segments 
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02 000014 .dusr ?PSTS = i Process status 
03 000015 .dusr ?PPR1 = i Process priority 
04 000016 .dusr ?ELN = l?n12 
05 
06 
07 System information packet 
08 
09 
10 
11 000000 i=O 
12 000001 .dusr ?SREV = i System rev. number 
13 000002 .dusr ?SMEM = i Number of memory pages (1k) 
14 000003 .dusr ?SFMP = i Number of free memory pages 
15 000004 .dusr ?SPRC = i Number of concurrent procs 
16 000005 .dusr ?SIDS = i Bytepointer to buffer for system 10 
17 000006 .dusr ?SSBD = i Bytepointer to buffer for system 
18 000007 .dusr ?SLN = l?n13 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 Debugger signals and classes 
25 
26 
27 
28 Breakpoint signals 
29 
30 020000 .dusr ?SGBP = 020000 Breakpoint signal class 
31 
32 000000 .dusr ?SGUS = 00 Unknown SVC 
33 000001 .dusr ?SGBK = 01 Primary breakpoint SVC 
34 000002 .dusr ?SGB2 = 02 Secondary breakpoint SVC 
35 000003 .dusr ?SGCD = 03 ACAD (enter debugger) 
36 000004 .dusr ?SGEX = 04 ?EXEC issued 
37 000005 .dusr ?SGOL = 05 Overlay loaded 
38 
39 ; System call signals 
40 
41 040000 .dusr ?SGSC = 040000 System call signal class 
42 
43 000006 .dusr ?SGCL = 06 System call SVC 
44 
45 
46 
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47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

User Parameter Files 

; Signals 7 - 17 are used by MP/AOS, 
; but a debugger never sees them. 

; User catchable signals 

010000 .dusr ?SGUC = 010000 

000020 .dusr ?SGSO = 020 
000021 .dusr ?SGFP = 021 
000022 .dusr ?SGCI = 022 

; Abort signals 

User catchable signal class 

Stack overflow 
Floating point exception 

; Commercial instruction exception 

0009 OPARU 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

100000 .dusr ?SGAS = 0100000 

000023 .dusr ?SGJO = 023 
000024 .dusr ?SGVT = 024 
000025 .dusr ?SGWP = 025 
000026 .dusr ?SGIO = 026 
000027 .dusr ?SGIT = 027 
000030 .dusr ?SGCB = 030 
000031 .dusr ?SGCE = 031 
000032 .dusr ?SGRI = 032 
000033 .dusr ?SGRT = 033 
000034 .dusr ?SGRB = 034 
000035 .dusr ?SGKL = 035 
000036 .dusr ?SGKB = 036 

Abort signal class 

User jump 0 
Validity trap 
Write protection trap 
1/0 protection trap 
Indirection protection trap 
ACAB 

; ACAE 
Reserved instruction trap 
Process termination ( ?RETURN ) 
Process termination ( ?RETURN BK ) 
Process termination ( ?KILL ) 
Process termination ( ?KILL BK ) 

Write task status packet 

24 
25 

This packet is identical to the read task status packet for offsets 
?SACO thru ?SAF3 

26 
27 
28 000000 i=O 
29 000001 .dusr ?SACO = i Tasks ACO 
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000002 .dusr ?SAC1 = i ; Tasks AC1 
000003 .dusr ?SAC2 = i Tasks AC2 
000004 .dusr ?SAC3 = i Tasks AC3 
000005 .dusr ?SPCC = i PC and carry 
000006 .dusr ?SSSP = i Stack pOinter 
000007 .dusr ?SSFP = i Frame pOinter 
000010 .dusr ?SUSP = i USP 
000011 .dusr ?SSSL = i Stack limit 
000012 .dusr ?SFPS = i ; Floating point status 
000014 .dusr ?SFAO = i ; Floating ACO 
000020 .dusr ?SFA1 = i ; Floating AC1 
000024 .dusr ?SFA2 = i Floating AC2 
000030 .dusr ?SAF3 = i ; Floating AC3 

000034 .dusr ?SWLN = 1?n14 Length of write status packet 

30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

Read task status packet 

000000 i=O 
100000 .dusr ?STWT = 180 
040000 .dusr ?STDR = 181 
020000 .dusr ?STUS = 182 

000000 i=O 
000000 .dusr ?scmn = i 
000034 .dusr ?stst = i 

0010 OPARU 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 

000035 .dusr ?SPRI = i 
000036 .dusr ?SPNK = i 
000037 .dusr ?STMO = i 
000041 .dusr ?STOL = i 
000042 .dusr ?SRLN = 1?n16 
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Tasks status 
;813 Task is waiting 
;814 - Task did a ?DRSCH 
;815- Task is in user space 

; common fields in read and write status pkt 
; task status 

Task priority 
Tasks pend key 
Timeout 
Last overlay loaded 

User Parameter Files 



12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

User Parameter Files 

IPC packet format 

18 000000 i=O 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

000001 .dusr ?ITLM = i 
000002 .dusr ?IMAD = i 
000003 .dusr ?IMLN = i 
000004 .dusr ?IPCLN = l?n17 

Send/Receive packet 

33 000000 i=O 

48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

000002 .dusr ?ISAD = i 
000003 .dusr ?ISDL = i 
000004 .dusr ?IRAD = i 
000005 .dusr ?IRLN = i 
000006 .dusr ?ISRLN = l?n18 

?IDEF offsets 

000000 i=O 
000001 .dusr ?IHND = i 
000002 .dusr ?IMSK = i 
000003 .dusr ?ISTK = i 
000004 .dusr ?ISTL = i 
000005 ~dusr ?IDAT = i 
000006 .dusr ?IHPR = i 
000007 .dusr ?ITLN = l?n19 

; Timeout in seconds 
; Message byte address 
; Message length (bytes) 

handler address 
Mask word 
Stack address 
Stack length 
AC2 at into time 
Power recovery address 
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58 
59 
60 

Line IDEF packet offsets 

0011 OPARU 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 

000000 i=O 
000001 .dusr ?LHND = i 
000002 .dusr ?LSTK = i 
000003 .dusr ?LSTL = i 
000004 .dusr ?LDAT = i 
000005 .dusr ?LHPR = i 

08 000006 .dusr ?LTLN = 1?n20 
09 
10 
11 
12 

Handler address 
Stack address 
Stack length 
AC2 at into time 
Power recovery address 

13 Histogram start packet 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

000000 i=O 
000001 .dusr ?HTIK = i 
000002 .dusr ?HBUF = i 
000003 .dusr ?HLEN = i 
000004 .dusr ?HSAD = i 
000005 .dusr ?HEAD = i 

23 000006 .dusr ?HELN = 1?n21 
24 
25 
26 

; Ticks per second 
; Buffer address 

Buffer length 
Starting hist. address 
Ending hist. address 

27 
28 

Histogram stop packet 

29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

000000 i=O 
000001 .dusr ?HETH = i 
000002 .dusr ?HETL = i 
000003 .dusr ?HSTH = i 
000004 .dusr ?HSTL = i 
000005 .dusr ?HUTH = i 
000006 .dusr ?HUTL = i 
000007 .dusr ?HIDH = i 
000010 .dusr ?HIDL = i 
000011 .dusr ?HDLN = 1?n22 
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Elapsed time high 
Elapsed time low 
Time in system high 
Time in system low 
Time in user high 
Time in user low 
Time in idle loop high 
Time in idle loop low 

User Parameter Files 



41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

User Parameter Files 

Map segment packet 

000000 i=O 
000001 .dusr ?MSSN = i 
000002 .dusr ?MSSP = i 
000003 .dusr ?MSPP = i 
000004 .dusr ?MSNP = i 

Segment 1/0 packet 

0012 OPARU 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 

000000 i=O 
000001 .dusr ?lOCH = i 
000002 .dusr ?lOSN = i 
000003 .dusr ?lOFP = i 

000005 . dusr ?lOSP = i 
000006 .dusr ?IOSO = i 
000007 .dusr ?lOBC = i 
000010 .dusr ?lOBT = i 

Segment number 
Segment page number 
Process page number 
Number of pages 

Channel number 
Segment number 
file position for start of transfer 
updated to reflect cur position 
Segment page number 
byte offset from above page number 
Number of bytes to transfer 
count of bytes actually transfered 

14 Get system statistics packet 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 000000 i=O 
20 
21 
22 
23 

000001 .dusr ?GIDT = i 
000003 .dusr ?GSYT = i 

Idle time (milliseconds) 
Time spent in system space 
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All of the following parameters/macros are assembler 
parameters and do not need to be included for Pascal 

000062 .dusr ?STKMIN = 50. 
000016 .dusr ?USP = 016 

Minimum stack size 
User stack pOinter 

User Parameter Files 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

; Define the default frame pOinter relative offsets into the save block 

177774 
177775 
177776 
177777 
000000 

000001 

0013 OPARU 
01 

.dusr ?OACO = -4 Original ACO 

.dusr ?OAC1 = -3 Original AC1 

.dusr ?OAC2 = -2 Original AC2 

.dusr ?OFP = -1 Original Frame POinter 

.dusr ?ORTN = 00 Return address and Carry bit 

.dusr ?TMP = 01 First free stack loc reI to FP 

the real-time program description block; 
this is a packet produced for programs 
bound with the /SA or /SP switches. It 
is based on the symbol ?ZSPA. 
MP/AOS programs only. 

02 000000 i=O 
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03 000000 .dusr ?RUSP = i ?USP word 
04 000001 .dusr ?RUSL = i User stack limit 
05 000002 .dusr ?RUSB = i User stack base 
06 000003 .dusr ?RUST = i User starting address 
07 000004 . dusr ?RSII = i Start of impure initialization area 
08 000005 . dusr ?REII = i End of impure initialization area 
09 000006 .dusr ?RTMT = i Highest available memory address 
10 000007 .dusr ?RTSI = i Start of user impure area 
11 000010 .dusr ?RTEI = i End of user impure area 
12 000011 .dusr ?RTSP = i Start of user pure area 
13 000012 .dusr ?RTEP = i ; End of user pure area 
14 000013 .dusr ?RTLN = 1?n26 
15 
16 
17 
18 

**00000 TOTAL ERRORS, 00000 PASS 1 ERRORS 
0014 OPARU 

DUMO 177700 3/43# 
FQ1 000000 2/03# 
FQ2 000001 2/04# 
FQ3 000002 2/05# 
FQ4 000003 2/06# 
L?NO 000004 2/07# 9/40 9/41 9/42 9/43 
L?N1 000001 3/36# 
L?N10 000015 7/37# 
L?N11 000001 7/50# 8/03 
L?N12 000016 8/04# 
L?N13 000007 8/18# 
L?N14 000034 9/43# 9/44 9/60 
L?N15 000001 9/57# 10/01 
L?N16 000042 10/05# 
L?N17 000004 10/23# 
L?N18 000006 10/39# 
L?N19 000007 10/55# 
L?N2 000001 3/45# 
L?N20 000006 11/08# 
L?N21 000006 11/23# 
L?N22 000011 11/40# 
L?N23 000005 11/54# 
L?N24 000011 12/10# 
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L?N25 000005 12/24# 
L?N26 000013 13/14# 
L?N3 000001 4/02# 
L?N4 000011 5/44# 
L?N5 000011 6/04# 6/06 
L?N6 000012 6/22# 
L?N7 000004 6/37# 

0015 OPARU 

L?N8 000001 7/01# 7109 
L?N9 000012 7/11# 
RES1 001760 3/60# 
RES2 077770 7/48# 
?ATAT 000010 3/14# 
?ATDC 000020 3/15# 
?ATPM 000001 3/11# 
?ATRD 000002 3/12# 
?ATWR 000004 3/13# 
?ATZR 000100 3/16# 
?BLVL 000005 3/52# 
?BPAR 000003 3/51# 
?BRAT 000017 3/53# 
?BSTP 000001 3/50# 
?C0050 000000 4/26# 
?C0075 000001 4127# 

?C0110 000002 4/28# 
?C0150 000004 4/30# 
?C0300 000005 4/31# 
?C0600 000006 4/32# 
?C1200 000007 4/33# 
?C1345 000003 4/29# 
?C15S 100000 4/05# 
?C1800 000010 4/34# 
?C192K 000017 4/41# 
?C1S 040000 4/03# 
?C2000 000011 4/35# 
?C2400 000012 4/36# 
?C2S 140000 4/04# 
?C3600 000013 4/37# 
?C4800 000014 4/38# 
?C5BC 000000 4/11# 
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?C605 001000 3/29# 
?C6BC 002000 4/12# 
?C7200 000015 4/39# 
?C7BC 004000 4/13# 
?C8BC 006000 4/14# 
?C8BT 000200 3/31# 
?C9600 000016 4/40# 
?CBIN 002000 3/28# 
?CCKO 000011 4/19# 
?CCK1 000017 4/20# 
?CCK2 000000 4121# 

?CCK3 000001 4/22# 
?CECH 010000 3/26# 
?CEMM 000040 3/33# 
?CESC 020000 3/25# 
?CEVN 030000 4/09# 
?CICC 000020 3/34# 
?CLST 004000 3/27# 
?CLVL 006000 3/59# 
?CNAS 040000 3/24# 
?CNED 000100 3/32# 
?CNPR 000000 4/07# 
?CODD 010000 4/08# 
?CPAR 030000 3/58# 
?CRAT 000017 4/01# 
?CST 100000 3/23# 
?CSTP 140000 3/57# 

0016 OPARU 

?CUCI 000040 3/44# 
?CUCO 000400 3/30# 
?DAB 000003 7/05# 
?DBBS 000015 3/04# 3/05 
?DBPG 000004 2/55# 2/56 
?DBRK 000011 2/60# 3/01 
?DCHR 177773 2/38# 
?DDIR 177775 2/40# 
?DDVC 177774 2/39# 
?DFB 000001 7/04# 
?DIDF 000012 3/01# 3/02 
?DIXF 000013 3/02# 3/03 
?DLE1 040000 6/57# 
?DLE2 020000 6/58# 
?DLIB 000006 2157# 2/58 
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?DLN 000012 7/11# 
?DLNK 000014 3/03# 3/04 
?DLOG 000100 3/06# 
?DLPT 177772 2/37# 
?DMBS 000016 3/05# 
?DME1 010000 6/59# 
?DME2 004000 6/60# 
?DMSG 177776 2/41# 
?DOBF 000000 2/51# 2/52 
?DOLF 000003 2/54# 2/55 
?DPRG 000002 2/53# 2/54 
?DPSH 177777 2/42# 
?DPST 000005 2/56# 2/57 
?DRER 000010 7/09# 
?DSMN 000000 2/44# 2/51 
?DSMX 000100 2/45# 2/46 3/06 
?DSP 000003 5/08# 
?DSTF 000001 2/52# 2/53 
?DSTW 000007 7/08# 
?DTAL 000006 7/07# 
?DTMX 000005 7/06# 
?DTXT 000010 2/59# 2/60 
?DUDF 000007 2/58# 2/59 
?DUER 000011 7110# 
?DUMN 000101 2/46# 
?DUMX 000200 2/47# 
?DWRP 100000 6/56# 
?EDMI 076000 2/17# 2/19 
?EDMX 077777 2/18# 
?EFLN 000001 7/50# 
?ELN 000016 8/04# 
?EPIP 000046 5/11# 
?EVCH 076000 2/19# 
?EVMAX 075777 2/16# 
?EVMIN 000001 2/15# 
?FATR 000002 6/17# 
?FESZ 000003 6/18# 
?FLEN 000010 6/21# 
?FLN 000012 6/22# 
?FSP 000002 5/07# 
?FTLA 000004 6/19# 
?FTLM 000006 6/20# 
?FTYP 000001 6/16# 
?GARG 000002 6/43# 6/44 
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User Parameter Files 

0017 OPARU 

?GCMO 000000 6/41# 6/42 
?GCNT 000001 6/42# 6/43 
?GIDT 000001 12/21# 
?GNUM 000001 6/34# 
?GREQ 000000 6/33# 
?GRES 000003 6/36# 
?GSTP 000422 5/23# 
?GSW 000002 6/35# 
?GSWI 000005 6/46# 
?GSWS 000004 6/45# 6/46 
?GSYT 000003 12122# 
?GTLN 000004 6/37# 
?GTSW 000003 6/44# 6/45 
?HBUF 000002 11/19# 
?HOLN 000011 11/40# 
?HOTP 000417 5/20# 
?HEAO 000005 11/22# 
?HELN 000006 11/23# 
?HETH 000001 11/32# 
?HETL 000002 11/33# 
?HIDH 000007 11/38# 
?HIDL 000010 11/39# 
?HLEN 000003 11/20# 
?HSAO 000004 11/21# 
?HSTH 000003 11/34# 
?HSTL 000004 11/35# 
?HSTP 000416 5/19# 
?HTIK 000001 11/18# 
?HUTH 000005 11/36# 
?HUTL 000006 11/37# 
?I OAT 000005 10/53# 
?lHNO 000001 10/49# 
?lHPR 000006 10/54# 
?lMAO 000002 10/21# 
?lMLN 000003 10/22# 
?lMSK 000002 10/50# 
?INCH 000000 2/12# 
?lOBC 000007 12/08# 
?lOBT 000010 12/09# 
?lOCH 000001 12/02# 
?lOFP 000003 12/04# 
?lOP 000421 5/22# 
?lOSN 000002 12/03# 
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?lOSO 000006 12/07# 
?lOSP 000005 12/06# 
?lPCLN 000004 10/23# 
?lRAD 000004 10/37# 
?lRLN 000005 10/38# 
?lSAD 000002 10/35# 
?lSDL 000003 10/36# 
?lSP 000004 5/09# 
?lSRLN 000006 10/39# 
?lSTK 000003 10/51# 
?lSTL 000004 10/52# 
?ITLM 000001 10/20# 
?lTLN 000007 10/55# 
?ITYP 000414 5/17# 
?LDAT 000004 11/06# 
?LDER 000004 4/51# 

0018 OPARU 

?LEND 000002 4/50# 
?LHND 000001 11/03# 
?LHPR 000005 11/07# 
?LSTK 000002 11/04# 
?LSTL 000003 11/05# 
?LSTR 000001 4/49# 
?LTLN 000006 11/08# 
?LTYP 000415 5/18# 
?LXYZ 001777 4/52# 
?MSNP 000004 11/53# 
?MSP 000420 5/21# 
?MSPP 000003 11/52# 
?MSSN 000001 11/50# 
?MSSP 000002 11/51# 
?MXFL 000017 2/21# 
?MXLD 000003 2/24# 
?MXLL 000077 2125# 
?MXOV 000040 2/29# 
?MXPL 000177 2/22# 
?MXPR 000377 2132# 
?MXSL 000005 2126# 
?MXSP 000200 2/27# 
?MXSW 000010 2/31# 
?MXTK 000400 2/28# 
?NMCH 000100 2/10# 
?OACO 177774 12/43# 
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?OAC1 177775 12/44# 
?OAC2 177776 12/45# 
?OFP 177777 12/46# 
?ORTN 000000 12/47# 
?OUCH 000001 2/13# 
?PASG 000013 8/01# 
?PBIO 000005 7/57# 
?PBLK 100000 7/47# 
?PCHN 000011 7/59# 
?PCIO 000007 7/58# 
?PCPU 000003 7156# 
?PHMA 000007 5/42# 
?PIMN 000003 5/38# 
?PIMX 000004 5/39# 
?PIP 000000 5/05# 
?PLEV 000006 5/41# 
?PLN 000011 5/44# 
?POCH 000010 5/43# 
?PPMN 000001 5/36# 
?PPMX 000002 5/37# 
?PPRI 000015 8/03# 
?PREV 000005 5/40# 
?PRLN 000015 7/37# 
?PROT 000004 7/49# 
?PRP 000045 5/10# 
?PSTS 000014 8/02# 
?PTIM 000001 7/55# 
?PTSK 000012 7/60# 
?RCHO 000003 7/27# 
?RCH1 000004 7/28# 
?RDIR 000006 7/30# 
?REII 000005 13/08# 
?RMAS 000013 7/35# 

0019 OPARU 

?RMBP 000001 7/25# 
?RMCH 000010 7/32# 
?RMEM 000012 7/34# 
?RMLN 000002 7/26# 
?RMON 000014 7/36# 
?RMTC 000011 7/33# 
?RPRI 000007 7/31# 
?RSII 000004 13/07# 
?RSLI 000005 7/29# 
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?RTEI 000010 13/11# 
?RTEP 000012 13/13# 
?RTLN 000013 13/14# 
?RTMT 000006 13/09# 
?RTSI 000007 13/10# 
?RTSP 000011 13/12# 
?RUSB 000002 13/05# 
?RUSL 000001 13/04# 
?RUSP 000000 13/03# 
?RUST 000003 13/06# 
?SACO 000001 9/29# 
?SAC1 000002 9/30# 
?SAC2 000003 9/31# 
?SAC3 000004 9/32# 
?SAF3 000030 9/42# 
?SCMN 000000 9/59# 
?SFAO 000014 9/39# 
?SFA1 000020 9/40# 
?SFA2 000024 9/41# 
?SFMP 000003 8/14# 
?SFPS 000012 9/38# 
?SGAS 100000 9/02# 
?SGB2 000002 8/34# 
?SGBK 000001 8/33# 
?SGBP 020000 8/30# 
?SGCB 000030 9/09# 
?SGCD 000003 8/35# 
?SGCE 000031 8/58# 9/10# 
?SGCL 000006 8/43# 
?SGEX 000004 8/36# 
?SGFE 000021 8/57# 
?SGIO 000026 9/07# 
?SGIT 000027 9/08# 
?SGJO 000023 9/04# 
?SGKB 000036 9/15# 
?SGKL 000035 9/14# 
?SGOL 000005 8/37# 
?SGRB 000034 9/13# 
?SGRI 000032 9/11# 
?SGRT 000033 9/12# 
?SGSC 040000 8/41# 
?SGSO 000020 8/56# 
?SGUC 010000 8/54# 
?SGUS 000000 8/32# 
?SGVT 000024 9/05# 
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?SGWP 000025 9/06# 
?SIDS 000005 8/16# 
?SIP 000047 5/12# 
?SLN 000007 8/18# 
?SMEM 000002 8/13# 

0020 OPARU 

?SPCC 000005 9/33# 
?SPNK 000036 10/02# 
?SPRC 000004 8/15# 
?SPRI 000035 10/01# 
?SREV 000001 8/12# 
?SRLN 000042 10/05# 
?SRP 000412 5/15# 
?SRTP 000410 5/13# 
?SSBD 000006 8/17# 
?SSFP 000007 9/35# 
?SSSL 000011 9/37# 
?SSSP 000006 9/34# 
?STDR 040000 9/55# 
?STKMIN 000062 12/37# 
?STMO 000037 10/03# 
?STOL 000041 10/04# 
?STST 000034 9/60# 
?STUS 020000 9/56# 
?STWT 100000 9/54# 
?SUSP 000010 9/36# 
?SVNL 000017 2/23# 
?SWLN 000034 9/44# 
?SWTP 000411 5/14# 
?5..RP 000413 5/16# 
?TAC2 000006 6/01# 
?TDP 000001 5/06# 
?TKPP 000010 6/03# 
?TLN 000011 6/06# 
?TMP 000001 12/49# 
?TPRI 000001 5/55# 
?TSTA 000002 5/56# 
?TSTB 000003 5/57# 
?TSTE 000005 5/59# 
?TSTL 000004 5/58# 
?TUSP 000007 6/02# 
?TYPE 000000 5/35# 
?USP 000016 12/38# 
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0001 MERCO MP/MASM Assembler Rev 03.10 04/12/82 15:13:32 

02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

.title mercod 

ERCOD error codes 

; start of error codes 

040001 .dusr ERNAR = 040001 
040002 .dusr ERBTL = 040002 
040003 .dusr ERIRB = 040003 
040004 .dusr ERPRM = 040004 
040005 .dusr ERREN = 040005 
040006 .dusr ERDVC = 040006 
040007 .dusr ERDAI = 040007 
040010 .dusr ERDFT = 040010 
040011 .dusr ERDOL = 040011 
040012 .dusr ERFIL = 040012 
040013 .dusr ERPWL = 040013 
040014 .dusr ERDID = 040014 
040015 .dusr ERLAB = 040015 
040016 .dusr ERFIX = 040016 
040017 .dusr EREOF = 040017 
040020 .dusr ERUIH = 040020 
040021 .dusr ERNAE = 040021 
040022 .dusr ERFDE = 040022 
040023 .dusr EREOP = 040023 
040024 .dusr ERATP = 040024 
040025 .dusr ERFTL = 040025 
040026 .dusr ERIFT = 040026 
040027 .dusr ERIOO = 040027 
040030 .dusr ERSTS = 040030 
040031 .dusr ERSPC = 040031 
040032 .dusr ERMPR = 040032 
040033 .dusr ERMWT = 040033 
040034 .dusr ERIAT = 040034 
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; *Argument does not exist 
; *Buffer too long 
; Buffer too short 
; Cannot delete permanent file 
;*Renaming error (file is open, cross device) 
;*Invalid device code 
; Device is in use 
;*Fatal device error 
;*Device is off line 

Device read error 
; Device write error 
; Directory delete error 
;*Disk label does not match disk name 
; Disk requires fixup 
; End of file 
;*Extant user interrupt handler 
; File already exists 
; File does not exist 
;*File is in use 
;*File is attribute protected 

File name is too long 
Illegal file type 
Illegal option combination 
Invalid stack definition (too small, system space) 
Insufficient file space 
Invalid address 

;*Multiple waiters for single NPSC 
;*Invalid attributes 



User Parameter Files 

41 040035 .dusr ERICN = 040035 ; Invalid channel number 
42 040036 .dusr ERIFC = 040036 ; Invalid character in pathname 
43 040037 .dusr ERICH = 040037 ;*Invalid characteristics 
44 040040 .dusr EREVT = 040040 ;*Invalid event number ( > ?EVMAX or < ?EVMIN ) 
45 040041 .dusr ERMEM = 040041 ; Invalid memory request 
46 040042 .dusr ERIOD = 040042 ;*Invalid operation for device 
47 040043 .dusr ERPRP = 040043 Invalid priority 
48 040044 .dusr ERADR = 040044 Invalid process address 
49 040045 .dusr ERTID = 040045 Invalid task identifier 
50 040046 .dusr ERLTL = 040046 Line is too long 
51 040047 .dusr ERNDP = 040047 ;*No debugger present 
52 040050 .dusr ERNMC = 040050 ; No free channels 
53 040051 .dusr ERNOT = 040051 ; No free TCB available 
54 040052 .dusr ERNUl = 040052 ;*No such user interrupt service routine exists 
55 040053 .dusr ERNAD = 040053 ; Non-directory entry in pathname 
56 040054 .dusr ERNSY = 040054 ;*Non-system name specified 
57 040055 .dusr ERTMO = 040055 ;*Pend timeout 
58 040056 .dusr ERANG = 040056 ;*Range error 
59 040057 .dusr ERRAD = 040057 ; Read access denied 
60 040060 .dusr ERSTL = 040060 ;*Searchlist overflow 

0002 MERCO 
01 ; or a value of 0 was on PROC packet 
02 040061 .dusr ERNSS = 040061 ;*Switch not found 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

040062 .dusr ERTIP = 040062 
040063 .dusr ERWAD = 040063 
040064 .dusr ERYSL = 040064 
040065 .dusr ERISC = 040065 
040066 .dusr ERINT = 040066 
040067 .dusr ERRNA = 040067 
040070 .dusr ERCIN = 040070 
040071 .dusr ERABT = 040071 
040072 .dusr ERIPT = 040072 
040073 .dusr ERPCA = 040073 
040074 .dusr ERVNS = 040074 
040075 .dusr ERDNM = 040075 
040076 .dusr ERMLD = 040076 
040077 .dusr EROVN = 040077 
040101 .dusr EREXS = 040101 
040102 .dusr ERNOV = 040102 
040103 .dusr EROVC = 040103 
040104 .dusr ERATD = 040104 
040105 .dusr ERUSD = 040105 
040106 .dusr ERNEM = 040106 
040107 .dusr ERABK = 040107 

;*Task in progress 
; Write access denied 
;*Program internal error 
;*Illegal system call 
;*Internal error 
;*No available resource 
;*Console interrupt (ACAA) 
;*Son terminated via ACAB 
;*Illegal packet type 
;*Call aborted due to program management call 
; Program file format revision not supported 
;*Device not mounted 
;*Maximum link depth exceeded 
; Invalid overlay descriptor 
; Attempt to exceed maximum swap level 
;*No overlays defined for this program 
;*Specified overlay is not currently in use 
;*All tasks have died 
;*User and system debuggers can not coexist 
; Not enough memory 
;*Son terminated via ACAE 
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24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

040110 .dusr ERESZ = 040110 
040111 .dusr ERIFF = 040111 
040112 .dusr ERJMO = 040112 
040113 .dusr ERSAD = 040113 
040114 .dusr ERIWC = 040114 
040115 .dusr ERBMT = 040115 
040116 .dusr ERUDE = 040116 
040117 .dusr ERFTH = 040117 
040120 .dusr EROCR = 040120 
040121 .dusr ERTWL = 040121 
040122 .dusr ERIRN = 040122 
040123 .dusr ERIFN = 040123 
040124 .dusr ERLET = 040124 
040125 .dusr ERTNO = 040125 
040126 .dusr ERPET = 040126 
040127 .dusr ERBOT = 040127 
040130 .dusr ERTMR = 040130 
040131 .dusr ERTFE = 040131 
040132 .dusr ERBRK = 040132 
040133 .dusr ERFRM = 040133 
040134 .dusr ERPRT = 040134 
040135 .dusr ERORN = 040135 
040136 .dusr ERNSD = 040136 

;*Invalid element size 
;*Invalid file format (Obad SA file) 
;*User PC is equal to zero 

User Parameter Files 

;*Scheduling already disabled (Of rom ?ERSCH,CK) 
;*Illegal word count (0 <2 ) 
;*Bad or runaway tape, or format error 
;*Uncorrectable data error (Oparity, etc) 
;*Fatal tape hardware error 
;*Odd number of chars read from tape 
;*Tape write lock 
;*Illegal record number 
;*Illegal file number 
; Logical EOT encountered 
;*Tape drive not open 
;*Physical end of tape 
;*Unexpected beginning of tape 
;*Too many records in tape file (0 >65,563) 
; Tape format error 
; Comm. device break error 

Comm. device framing error 
; Comm .. device parity error 
; Comm. device receiver overrun 

No such device 

Started adding MP/AOS specific error codes here. 

Note: The * is a MP/OS specific error code which has no 
AOS counterpart. 

; MP/OS error classes returned on ?EXEC 

000000 .dusr ?ECCP = 0 
000001 .dusr ?ECEX = 1 

000002 .dusr ?ECRT = 2 

code returned by called program 
the error occurred while attempting the 
; ?EXEC, the called program did not run 
the error occurred on a ?RETURN which 

0003 MERCO 
01 did not complete, this error is seen 

by the grandparent of the program 
attempted the ?RETURN 

02 
03 
04 
05 
06 

000003 .dusr ?ECBK = 3 

000004 .dusr ?ECAB = 4 
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User Parameter Files 

07 ; abnormal termination (Oe.g. ACAB) as 
08 ; opposed to the usual ?RETURN 
09 
10 

**00000 TOTAL ERRORS, 00000 PASS 1 ERRORS 
0004 MERCO 

ERABK 040107 2/23# 
ERABT 040071 2/10# 
ERADR 040044 1/48# 
ERANG 040056 1/58# 
ERATD 040104 2/20# 
ERATP 040024 1/32# 
ERBMT 040115 2/29# 
ERBOT 040127 2/39# 
ERBRK 040132 2/42# 
ERBTl 040002 1/14# 
ERCIN 040070 2/09# 
ERDAI 040007 1/19# 
ERDFT 040010 1/20# 
ERDID 040014 1/24# 
ERDNM 040075 2/14# 
ERDOl 040011 1/21# 
ERDVC 040006 1/18# 
ERE OF 040017 1/27# 
EREOP 040023 1/31# 
ERESZ 040110 2/24# 
EREVT 040040 1/44# 
EREXS 040101 2/17# 
ERFDE 040022 1/30# 
ERFIl 040012 1/22# 
ERFIX 040016 1/26# 
ERFRM 040133 2/43# 
ERFTH 040117 2/31# 
ERFTl 040025 1/33# 
ERIAT 040034 1140# 
ERICH 040037 1/43# 
ERICN 040035 1/41# 
ERIFC 040036 1/42# 
ERIFF 040111 2/25# 
ERIFN 040123 2/35# 
ERIFT 040026 1/34# 
ERINT 040066 2/07# 
ERIOD 040042 1/46# 
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ERIOO 040027 1/35# 
ERIPT 040072 2/11# 
ERIRB 040003 1/15# 
ERIRN 040122 2/34# 
ERISC 040065 2/06# 
ERIWC 040114 2/28# 
ERJMO 040112 2/26# 
ERLAB 040015 1/25# 
ERLET 040124 2/36# 
ERLTL 040046 1/50# 
ERMEM 040041 1/45# 
ERMLD 040076 2/15# 
ERMPR 040032 1/38# 
ERMWT 040033 1/39# 
ERNAD 040053 1/55# 
ERNAE 040021 1/29# 
ERNAR 040001 1/13# 
ERNDP 040047 1/51# 
ERNEM 040106 2/22# 
ERNMC 040050 1/52# 
ERNOT 040051 1/53# 
ERNOV 040102 2/18# 

0005 MERCO 

ERNSD 040136 2/46# 
ERNSS 040061 2/02# 
ERNSY 040054 1/56# 
ERNUl 040052 1/54# 
EROCR 040120 2/32# 
ERORN 040135 2/45# 
EROVC 040103 2/19# 
EROVN 040077 2/16# 
ERPCA 040073 2/12# 
ERPET 040126 2/38# 
ERPRM 040004 1/16# 
ERPRP 040043 1/47# 
ERPRT 040134 2/44# 
ERPWL 040013 1123# 

ERRAD 040057 1/59# 
ERREN 040005 1/17# 
ERRNA 040067 2/08# 
ERSAD 040113 2/27# 
ERSPC 040031 1/37# 
ERSTL 040060 1/60# 
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ERSTS 040030 1/36# 
ERTFE 040131 2141# 
ERTID 040045 1/49# 
ERTIP 040062 2/03# 
ERTMO 040055 1/57# 
ERTMR 040130 2/40# 
ERTNO 040125 2/37# 
ERTWL 040121 2/33# 
ERUDE 040116 2/30# 
ERUIH 040020 1/28# 
ERUSD 040105 2/21# 
ERVNS 040074 2/13# 
ERWAD 040063 2/04# 
ERYSL 040064 2/05# 
?ECAB 000004 3/06# 
?ECBK 000003 3/04# 
?ECCP 000000 2157# 
?ECEX 000001 2/58# 
?ECRT 000002 2/60# 
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00010ERCO MP/MASM Assembler Rev 03.10 04/12/82 15:13:54 
. t1 tle oercod 

02 
03 
04 
05 053136 .dusr ERNPC = 053136 ;*no debugee process started 
06 053137 .dusr ERNSG = 053137 ;*no outstanding signal 
07 053140 .dusr ERNDB = 053140 ;*no process to debug 
08 053141 .dusr ERRLN = 053141 ;*invalid relative device number 
09 053142 .dusr ERMAP = 053142 ;*insufficient map slots 
10 053143 .dusr ersdb = 053143 ; fatal disk error in system data base 
11 ; (MDY or Label) 
12 053144 .dusr ERPID = 053144 ;invalid process identifier 
13 053145 .dusr ERKIL = 053145 ;on ?EXEC, process was killed by ?KILL 
14 053146 .dusr ERTSK = 053146 ;* on ?PROC invalid value for max # tasks 
15 053147 .dusr ERCHN = 053147 ;* on ?PROC, too many channels specified 
16 053150 .dusr ERISZ = 053150 Illegal segment size 
17 053151 .dusr ERNFS = 053151 No free segment 
18 053152 .dusr ERSNA = 053152 Segment is not attached 
19 053153 .dusr ERSAA = 053153 Segment is already attached 
20 053154 .dusr ERTMS = 053154 Too many segment attaches 
21 053155 .dusr ERSDE = 053155 ; Segment does not exist 
22 053156 .dusr ERIMA = 053156 ; Segment map area is not within 0-31 
23 053157 .dusr ERMLS = 053157 ; Request is longer than segment 
24 053160 .dusr ERRST = 053160 ; internal error indicating non-quiescent 
25 ; ... path should be reset. 
26 053161 .dusr ERFRZ = 053161 ; internal errorindicating non-quiescent 
27 ; ... path should be frozen. 
28 053162 .dusr ERNMF = 053162 No more fcbs are available 
29 053163 .dusr ersto = 053163 ; stack overflow 
30 053164 .dusr erfex = 053164 floating exception 
31 053165 .dusr ercme = 053165 commercial exception 
32 053166 .dusr ervtp = 053166 validity trap 
33 053167 .dusr erwpt = 053167 write protect trap 
34 053170 .dusr eriot = 053170 io protection trap 
35 053171 .dusr eritp = 053171 indirection protection trap 
36 053172 .dusr erari = 053172 alpha reserved instruction trap 
37 053173 .dusr ertad = 053173 invalid target address 
38 053174 .dusr errnf = 053174 resource not found (returned by 
39 ; q manipulation routines) 
40 053175 .dusr erdir = 053175 a value of 0 was specified on proc packet 
41 053176 .dusr erxqt = 053176 XQT of XQT 
42 053177 .dusr eridf = 053177 Out of idef DCTs 
43 053200 .dusr erhis = 053200 Already his tog ramming PID 
44 053201 .dusr erifp = 053201 ; FPU has previously been initialized 
45 053202 .dusr ernon = 053202 ; attempt to input more overlay nodes 
46 ; than user has allocated 
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47 053203 .dusr erslt = 053203 ; ?ALMP slot number error 
48 053204 .dusr erdcm = 053204 ?ALMP request could not be filled 
49 053205 .dusr erpor = 053205 invalid port 
50 053206 .dusr ersmb = 053206 receive buffer too small 
51 053207 .dusr ercbs = 053207 connection broken by server 
52 053210 .dusr ercbc = 053210 connection broken by customer 
53 053211 .dusr ersrv = 053211 invalid server 
54 053212 .dusr ersve = 053212 server already exists 
55 053213 .dusr ersvl = 053213 server limit exceeded 
56 053214 .dusr ercxl = 053214 connection limit exceeded 
57 053215 .dusr erisn = 053215 invalid server name format 
58 053216 .dusr ersrn = 053216 server has been removed and has no connections 
59 053217 .dusr ernbc = 053217 
60 053220 .dusr erlgb = 053220 

0002 OERCO 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 

053221 .dusr ermtp = 053221 
053222 .dusr ersnu = 053222 
053223 .dusr eridc = 053223 
053224 .dusr eriic = 053224 

; end of error codes 

no broken connections 
log buffer request error 

; memory trap 
slots not in use 
Invalid data channel option for uEc11pse 
invalid system call at interrupt level 

**00000 TOTAL ERRORS, 00000 PASS 1 ERRORS 
0003 OERCO 

ERARI 053172 1/36# 
ERCBC 053210 1/52# 
ERCBS 053207 1/51# 
ERCHN 053147 1/15# 
ERCME 053165 1/31# 
ERCXL 053214 1/56# 
ERDCM 053204 1/48# 
ERDIR 053175 1/40# 
ERFEX 053164 1/30# 
ERFRZ 053161 1/26# 
ERHIS 053200 1/43# 
ERIDC 053223 2/03# 
ERIDF 053177 1/42# 
ERIFP 053201 1/44# 
ERIIC 053224 2104# 
ERIMA 053156 1/22# 
ERIOT 053170 1/34# 
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ERISN 053215 1/57# 
ERISZ 053150 1/16# 
ERITP 053171 1/35# 
ERKIL 053145 1/13# 
ERLGB 053220 1/60# 
ERMAP 053142 1/09# 
ERMLS 053157 1123# 
ERMTP 053221 2/01# 
ERNBC 053217 1/59# 
ERN DB 053140 1/07# 
ERNFS 053151 1/17# 
ERNMF 053162 1/28# 
ERN ON 053202 1/45# 
ERNPC 053136 1/05# 
ERNSG 053137 1/06# 
ERPID 053144 1/12# 
ERPOR 053205 1/49# 
ERRLN 053141 1/08# 
ERRNF 053174 1/38# 
ERRST 053160 1/24# 
ERSAA 053153 1/19# 
ERSDB 053143 1/10# 
ERSDE 053155 1/21# 
ERSLT 053203 1/47# 
ERSMB 053206 1/50# 
ERSNA 053152 1/18# 
ERSNU 053222 2/02# 
ERSRN 053216 1/58# 
ERSRV 053211 1/53# 
ERSTO 053163 1/29# 
ERSVE 053212 1/54# 
ERSVL 053213 1/55# 
ERTAD 053173 1/37# 
ERTMS 053154 1/20# 
ERTSK 053146 1/14# 
ERVTP 053166 1/32# 
ERWPT 053167 1/33# 
ERXQT 053176 1/41# 
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Using Overlays 

Only pure code (specified by the assembler .NREL 1 directive) can be 
placed in an overlay. If any overlay object files contain impure code, 
the Binder places that code in the main program's impure area. 

If a .ENTO directive is found in a routine that you do not bind into 
an overlay, then the Binder sets the overlay descriptor to -1. The 
?OVLOD and ?OVREL system calls perform no action if they are 
called with a -1 descriptor. This means that you can wait until 
bind time to decide whether or not to put a routine in an overlay. 

The system pre loads each node with the code of its first overlay; 
therefore, these overlays will already be in main memory when 
your program begins to run. 

When you use ?OVLOD to request an overlay that is already loaded, 
the system does not load a new copy. 

An overlay routine can not call another overlay into the same node. 
Any attempt to do so will suspend task execution indefinitely. 

To protect multitasked programs, the system maintains a use count 
for each overlay node. This count is incremented whenever a task 
executes a ?OVLOD for the node and decremented whenever a task 
executes a ?OVREL. 
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Figure F. 1 Organization of sample program 

MPRG 

Assembling 
Overlay Programs 

When a task requests an overlay, some other task may be using a 
different overlay in the same node. In this case, the requesting task 
is pended until the node's use count becomes zero. The system then 
loads the new overlay and unpends any tasks waiting for it. 
Multitasking is discussed in Chapter 8. 

If your program is not multitasked, and you neglect to release an 
overlay, then the next ?OVLOD that requests a different overlay for 
the node will "hang" your program, that is, block it from execution 
indefinitely. 

A program may contain up to 128 nodes; each node may have up to 
256 overlays. Overlay mode space is allocated with a granularity of 
256 words. The overlay area (all nodes) is allocated with a granularity 
of lK word. 

To illustrate the use of overlays, we will discuss a typical program 
called MPRG. The programmer has decided that six subroutines are 
used infrequently and should therefore be placed in overlays. Some 
of these subroutines call each other, so two overlay nodes are needed. 
One node is to hold three subroutines, A, Band C, each in its own 
overlay. In the other node are two overlays: one contains subroutine 
D and another contains two subroutines, E and F. Figure F.1 
illustrates the organization of the program MPRG. 

To use overlays with a program, you must declare the names of the 
entry points of the overlay routines and the names of the overlays 
themselves. You use the assembler's .EXTN directive to declare all 
these names external symbols. 

The overlays' names must be placed in your program's data area so 
that they can be referenced at run time. The Binder will replace the 
names with overlay descriptors used by the system calls. 

The format of an overlay descriptor is shown in the following 
diagram: 

I : I 1 I 

NODE NUMBER OVERLAY NUMBER 

8 15 

·Reserved for future use. 

For normal programming, there is no need for you to know this 
format; it is included here only for the sake of completeness. 
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The code for our sample program, MPRG, contains declarations in 
the following form: 

;MAIN PROGRAM DECLARATIONS 

.EXTN OVL 1 ,OVL2,OVL3, 

.EXTN OVL4,OVL5 

.EXTN A,B,C,D,E,F 

DESC1: OVL 1 

DESC2: 

DESC3: 

DESC4: 

DESC5: 

.A: A 

.B: B 

.C: C 

.D: D 

.E: E 

.F: F 

OVL2 

OVL3 

OVL4 

OVL5 

;Overlay descriptors 

;Subroutine entries 

Within the overlay source files, you must declare all the entry points 
with the .ENT directive and all the overlay names with the .ENTO 
directive. 

Each of the six subroutines contains declarations in the following 
form: 

;SUBROUTINE DECLARATIONS (subroutine A) 

.ENTO OVL 1 ;Overlay descriptor 

.ENT A ;Name of entry 

A: ;(subroutine entry point) 

It is not necessary for you to explicitly allocate space for the overlay 
nodes. The Binder takes care of this. 

After assembling the main program and the overlays, you use the 
Binder to determine the actual distribution of nodes and overlays. 
The Binder then creates the program and overlay files. 
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Overlay System 
Calls 

Our sample program MPRG has seven object modules: MPRG.OB for 
the main program and A.OB, B.OB, etc. for the subroutines. The 
programmer binds the program using the command: 

X BIND MPRG ! * A ! B ! C *! ! * 0 ! E F *! 

This command contains special symbols defining the overlay struc
ture to the Binder. The symbols '* and *' indicate the start and end 
of an overlay node, respectively. The symbol , defines separate 
overlays within a node. For instance, the string 
!* D ! E F *! 

identifies an overlay node with two overlays: one for D and another 
for E and F. 

You must use delimiters (such as spaces) to separate the symbols " '*, 
and *' from each other and from the object program names. 

The Binder analyzes the command and allocates space for the overlay 
nodes. Each node will be allocated enough memory to hold its largest 
overlay. The Binder then assigns values to the overlay descriptors 
and places these values in locations DESC 1 through DESC5 of the 
main program. The Binder also resolves the references to the 
subroutine entries. The result of the binding process is a program 
file, MPRG.PR, and an overlay file, MPRG.OL. 

For more information on binding overlays, refer to MP / AOS 
Macroassembler and Binder Utilities (DGC No. 069-400210). 

Two system calls support overlays: ?OVLOD and ?OVREL. You use 
the ?OVLOD call to load the overlay into its node. You then jump to 
the desired entry address. After exiting from the routine, you use the 
?OVREL call to release the overlay. 

The main program in our example must contain calls to manipulate 
the overlays, as the following example shows. 

;MAIN PROGRAM OVERLAY CODE 

MPRG: ;Initialization. (start of program) 

LDA O,OVL 1 ;Get descriptor for routine. 

?OVLOD ;Load the overlay. 

JMP ERROR ;(Error return) 

JSR @.A ;Call the subroutine. 

LDA O,OVL 1 ;Then set up for ?OVREL. 

?OVREL ;Release the overlay. 

JMP ERROR ;(Error return) 
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MP / AOS Fatal and 
Booting Errors 

Under some conditions the MP / ADS operating system detects an 
error from which it cannot recover. Such errors are called fatal 
errors and are extremely rare. Their most common cause is 
hardware malfunction. Non-fatal errors that the system detects can 
be reported using the ELDG (error logging) program discused in 
System Generation and Related Utilities (DGC No. 069-400206). See 
that document for a thorough discussion of the causes of both fatal 
and non-fatal errors. 

Fatal errors can be either kernel space or supervisor errors. When 
the system detects a fatal error, it shuts down at once to prevent 
further data loss. At this time, depending on the type of fatal error, 
one of two messages is displayed on the console: 

KERNEL PANIC 
or 
SUPERVISOR PANIC 

Either of these messages is followed by a fatal error code, an octal 
number which identifies the cause of the error. A detailed list of 
fatal error codes and their meanings is included in your release 
package. 
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Booting Errors 

Following the fatal error code, the system displays additional 
information on the console, according to the error type encountered: 

Kernel Errors 

The fatal error code is followed by five octal numbers referring to 
the contents of the accumulators (ACO through AC3) and the map 
status. Write down these numbers, as well as the error code, since 
they may assist you or Data General personnel in finding the cause 
of the error. 

Supervisor Errors 

The fatal error code is followed by an octal number representing the 
supervisor address which caused the error. As with kernel errors, 
write down the error code and the supervisor address to assist in 
identifying the cause of the error. 

For a full analysis of the error, a dump of system memory, in 
combination with your symbol table files for the system, is necessary 
in addition to the information displayed by the system at the time 
the error occurred. Start the computer (via the Soft Console Panel, or 
the appropriate console switches, depending on your configuration) 
at location 14 octal. Instructions for taking the dump of system 
memory will then be displayed on your primary console. 

Booting errors may occur while booting a system from the console. 
When such errors are detected, the response to them occurs before 
the MP / AOS start-up message appears. The bootstrapping process 
halts and a message appears on the console: 

Error = 

followed by the error code, an octal number ranging from 0 through 
4. This error code identifies the cause of the error; codes and their 
meanings are listed in Table G.l. When Error = 0, an additional 
number is printed after the zero; it indicates the status of the disk. 

Table G.1 MP / AOS booting errors 
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The Magnetic Tape 
Handler 

MP / AOS supports magnetic tape devices as part of its library. To use 
the magnetic tape controllers, an MP / AOS program must first be 
bound with the tape routine library. 

The library tape routines interface with the tape system by using the 
operating system's capability to support custom device handling 
routines. (See Chapter 10, User Device Support.) When you generate 
an MP / AOS system, respond to the SYSGEN query 

Number of ?idefl?ldef device dcts? 

by specifying one· ?idef dct (device control table) for every tape 
controller to be used. MP / AOS system generation is discussed in 
detail in MP / ADS System Generation and Utilities (DGC 069-400206). 
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The Magnetic Tape Handler 

PH-0046 

Figure H.l DGC magnetic tape transport 

Magnetic Tapes 

0(;.08689 

Figure H.2 Write enable ring 

The tape operations discussed in this appendix provide the MP / AOS 
system access to magnetic tape drives. (Figure H.l.) The DGC magnetic 
tape equipment handles the large reels of half-inch tape that are 
standard throughout the industry. 

A tape system consists of a controller and up to eight tape drives. 
The 6021/6026 and the 6123/6125 controllers read and write tapes 
in two types of industry-compatible tape subsystems: i.e., NRZI or 
PE format. 

Tape operations include reading from tape, writing to tape, moving 
tape to a new position and opening and closing the tape drive. Error 
recovery and return is also provided. Data transfers are of full 
two-byte words, grouped into records, which in turn may be grouped 
into files. Each byte transferred includes a parity bit which is used 
for error checks. Tape commands are used in the same way as 
system calls and library routines. They are presented in dictionary 
format at the end of this chapter. 

The basic recording medium is a magnetic material coated on one 
side of a long half inch strip of tape usually made of mylar. The tape 
is held. on large interchangeable reels which accommodate up to 
2,400 feet per reel and are mounted on the supply hub of any 
conforming transport. When the transport is recording or reading 
information, the tape is moved from the supply reel past read/write 
heads to a take-up reel. As the tape moves, the heads define parallel 
data tracks along its surface. There are either seven or nine tracks 
on the tape; each track has both a read head and a write head. 

Every tape has two physical markers indicating its extremities: the 
loadpoint marker and the end-of-tape marker. The markers are 
reflective strips sensed by photoelectric cells in the transport. 

At least 10 feet in from the beginning of the reel is the loadpoint 
marker, which is the logical beginning of the tape (BOT). The 
transport automatically positions the tape at the BOT upon loading; 
reverse commands automatically stop at this marker. The BOT also 
provides an absolute reference point for all tape operations. A 
loadpoint gap of at least three inches precedes the first record on the 
tape. 

The end-of-tape marker (EOT) is at least 14 feet from the physical 
end of the tape. A status bit indicates when the tape is beyond the 
EOT, but this condition stops the tape automatically only when it is 
moving forward. 
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An annular groove is molded into the back of every reel. The 
controller cannot write on the tape unless the supply reel has a 
plastic (write enable) ring in this groove. By removing the ring, the 
operator can protect the data on the tape from accidental destruction 
such as overwriting or erasure (Figure H.2). 

DGC uses two industry-compatible systems for recording data on 
tape: Non-Return to Zero for Ones (NRZI) and Phase Encoded (PE). 
These systems format the tape and record data bits differently. NRZI 
tape drives operate on either a seven- or nine-track format, at 556 
and 800 bits per inch (bpi) and in even or odd parity. PE tape drives 
operate on a nine-track format at 1600 bpi. Every transport 
accommodates two reels, one for supply and one for takeup. 

In either type of subsystem, only one drive can be reading, writing 
or positioning the tape at anyone time, but any number of drives 
can be rewinding simultaneously. 

The 6021/6026 and the 6123/6125 controllers have device code 22, 
mnemonic MT A. The 6021/6026 control reads and writes tapes in 
both NRZI and PE formats, and it can move tape backward or 
forward to a new position. The 6123/6125 controller uses the PE 
recording method with a "streaming" mode tape drive for optimal 
performance. 

Data is stored as a "magnetic event" on the tape by the write head in 
the transport. As the tape moves past the write head, a sequence of 
data bits is written along the length of the tape. The number of data 
bits per inch (bpi) determines the data density for that transport. 

Industry-compatible tape transports contain either seven or nine 
write heads, allowing simultaneous recording of a number of parallel 
tracks along the length of the tape. The data bits written simulta
neously by a number of heads, one bit in each track, define a 
character on the tape. Each character, therefore, appears laterally, 
across the width of the tape. 

A character is composed of a number of data bits and one parity bit 
used for error checking. Seven-track magnetic tape contains a six-bit 
byte of data and a parity bit in each character; a nine-track tape 
contains an eight-bit byte of data and a parity bit. 

Transfers between memory and the controller are of full words of 
two bytes each, regardless of whether the tape contains six- or 
eight-bit bytes. 

To write, the controller divides the words into data bytes and 
reassembles them when reading. 
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1 The Magnetic Tape Handler 

Tape Operations 

Tape Commands 

Depending on the particular transport, the data transfer rate ranges 
from 3,480 words per second to 36,000 words per second. 

Records and Files 

Data is grouped into records, composed of groups of words ranging 
in length from two to 4,096 words per record. The record is the 
smallest unit of information that can be addressed on tape. 

To separate adjacent records, the controller automatically erases a 
segment of tape between them. The tape transport can only stop the 
tape in one of these inter-record gaps (IRG). 

Records may be grouped together into files. Tape files, therefore, are 
groups of physically contiguous records; they should not be confused 
with disk files whose data are not necessarily contiguous. 

The controller separates files from each other by an end-of-file 
indicator which is a three inch gap followed by an end-of-file mark 
- a special record containing a single, special data character and its 
longitudinal parity check character. The number of files which can 
be placed on a reel of tape depends on the length of the tape, the 
density of information, the number of words per record and the 
number of records per file. 

To run the tape, the program must select a transport and a command; 
all commands require the specification of parity. This information 
is passed by the program through AC2, as follows: 

AC2 bits 13-15: drive number (0 - 7) 
bit 9: parity (0 = odd, 1 = even) 

Default parity is odd, and, for most operations, odd parity is desirable. 

NOTE: When writing in even parity, the program must take care not to supply a 
word containing a zero data byte in the recording format selected. This would 

result in a missing character (a blank line) which might be interpreted as an 
inter-record gap. 

Error Checking 

The tape passes the read heads immediately after it passes the write 
heads. This allows a read-after-write system of error checking by 
means of a combination of lateral and longitudinal parity checks. 
The same combination of checks is also performed after a record is 
read. 

Preparation of a magnetic tape subsystem involves initializing the 
transport and positioning the tape. You can then issue the desired 
read or write commands. The remainder of this chapter discusses 
the routines for initializing, positioning, reading, writing and closing 
the drive. 
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The commands for these operations are used in the same manner as 
system calls and library routines. After assembly, the program must 
be bound with a tape routine library, MT A.LB for use under MP / AOS 
or MMT A.LB for use under AOS. For example: 
BIND <your modules> MTA.LB 

or 
X MBIND/AOS <your modules> MMTA.LB 

The following six routines are presented in dictionary format. For 
each entry in this chapter, we give the following information: 

• the mnemonic that you place in your program code 

• a description of the function performed 

• tables summarizing inputs, outputs and errors. The contents of 
these tables are described below. 

Inputs 

This table lists information which your program must place in 
accumulators before executing the call. 

Outputs 

This table lists information which will be in the accumulators when 
control returns to your program. 

Errors 

This table lists the error codes likely to be returned if you use a call 
improperly. Error codes are returned in ACO. 

For additional discussion of magnetic tapes, refer to Programmer's 
Reference, Peripherals (DGC No. 014-000632). 
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1 The Magnetic Tape Handler 

?TCLOS Close Tape Drive 

Issues a rewind command to the specified drive and then removes it 
from the system. After the last open tape drive has been closed, a 
?IRMV system call is performed, removing the tape controller from 
the system as well. The library routine invoked by this call also 
issues a ?DEMP system call to release the data channel map slots 
obtained by ?TOPEN. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Errors 
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Get Current File and Record Number ?TGPOS 
Gets the current file and record number of the specified tape drive. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Errors 
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The Magnetic Tape Handler 

?TOPEN Open a Tape Drive 

Introduces the specified drive to the system. If no previously opened 
drives are on the system, an ?IDEF system call is performed in order 
to set up the interrupt handler. The drive is then rewound and ready 
for use. The library routine invoked by this call also issues an 
?ALMP system call for five data channel map slots on map A. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

None 

Errors 
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Read a Record 

Reads a record of n words, 
2 <= n <= 4096 
from the specified tape. If the currently positioned record is larger 
than n words, only n words are read, and the remainder is ignored. 
If the current record is less than n words, it is read in its entirety, 
but reading does not proceed beyond the record's end. The number 
of words actually read is always returned in ACI. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Errors 
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?TSPOS Position Tape 

Positions the tape on the specified drive immediately before the file 
or record to be accessed. 

If the given file number is too large, the tape is positioned at the 
logical end of tape (EOT), and an error is returned. 

If the given record number is too large, the tape is positioned at the 
end of the given file, and an error is returned. 

When you specify 
FILE -1 /RECORD a 

as your file or record number, the tape is positioned at the logical 
EOT. This facilitates the process of appending to existing files or 
records. Use of any other negative numbers for either file or record 
will produce an error. 

To rewind the tape, you specify 
FILE a/RECORD a 

Inputs 

AC Contents 

ACO File number. 

AC 1 Record number. 

AC2 Tape drive number (0'-n parity. 

Outputs 

None 

Errors 

Mnemonic 

Tape drive··l'iot·opet"l. 

ERIFN 
ERtRN 
ERTNO 

ERPET 

ERFTH 
ERBQT 

ERTMR 

Physical. end of tapeencounlered. 
Fatsltape hardware error. 
Unexpected beginning of tlilpe. 

Too many recordsil1tapefit~t >(l5,536). 
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Write a Record to Tape 

Transfers n words from memory to the specified tape drive, when 
n > = 2. If n = 0, an EOF is written. If n = -1, a logical 
end-of-tape is written. If n = 1 or n < - 1, no write operation is 
performed, and an error is returned. 

While any record length between two and 4,096 words is legal, 
excessively short records will cause more tape to be used in the IRGs 
(inter-record gaps) than in the data stored. Very long records, on the 
other hand, make error recovery difficult. Hence, a record length of 
about 2 or 4K words is recommended for most applications. 

If a record length of over 4,096 words is specified, only 4,096 words 
will actually be written, but the contents of AC 1 will reflect this 
fact. 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Errors 
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Running MPjADS 
Programs Under ADS 

The MP System Call Translator software package supplied with 
MP lAOS may aid in the development of MP lAOS programs on 
ECLIPSE line computers under the Advanced Operating System 
lAOS). The System Call Translator translates a subset of MP lAOS 
calls into their AOS counterparts. Programs developed under 
MP I AOS using this subset of calls can thus be transported to AOS by 
rebinding them with the System Call Translator object module and 
subroutine library file. 

Some programs developed under AOS using the System Call Transla
tor can be moved to MP I AOS with no modification except for 
rebinding. The MP lAOS Macroassembler and Binder are two such 
programs: using the System Call Translator under AOS, they require 
only rebinding to be moved to MP lAOS or to MP lOS. This allows 
the same sources to be used over the entire ECLIPSE computer line. 
This means, for example, that you might be able to write programs 
in SP I Pascal under AOS and run them on MP I AOS simply by 
rebinding. 
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Running MP / AOS Programs Under AOS 

Assembling 

Binding 

NOTE: For the mechanics of moving files to and from an MP/AOS disk, refer to 

the documentation of the following programs in MP/AOS File Utilities (DGC No. 

069-400204): 

• AOSMIC, the AOS file transfer utility; 

• the MOVE utility, if your system has magnetiic tape; 

• the FOXFIRE file transfer utility, if you are transferring files over an asynchronous 

line. 

The System Call Translator consists of three parts: the assembler's 
permanent symbol table, MASM.PS; a translator object module, 
MICREM.DB; and a subroutine library file, MMSL.LB. 

MASM.PS, the assembler's permanent symbol table, has been pre
pared using the standard MP / ADS parameter files. You assemble 
your program with this file, instead of the usual MASM.PS. file. The 
translator object module and the subroutine library file contain 
preassembled code which translates your MP / ADS system calls into 
the ADS environment. 

To develop an MP / ADS program under ADS, you must assemble it 
using MMASM, the Macroassembler. You type the following CLI 
command: 

X MMASM pathname {. .. pathname} <J> 

Each pathname represents the pathname of one or more files to be 
assembled. 

NOTE: Be sure that the MASM.PS that MMASM sees is the Translator's MASM.PS 
previously discussed. 

After assembly, you use the MP / ADS Binder to prepare an executable 
program file. Type the command: 

X MBIND/ADS pathname {. .. pathname} <J> 

For this command to work properly, MICREM.DB, the translator 
object module, and MMSL.LB, the translator subroutine library file, 
must be on your searchlist, as well as the ADS user run-time library 
URT.LB. Pathname represents the pathname of one or more object 
files to be bound. 

The result of this process is the program file, progname.PR, which 
can be run on an ADS system. 
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Translating a program prepared under AOS into an MP / AOS .PR file 
is a simple operation. Once the program has been assembled with 
the Translator's MASM.PS, a rebind is all that is required. The bind 
command is as follows: 

X MBIND/MPAOS pathname [. .. pathname] <J> 

As before, pathname represents the pathname of one or more object 
files to be bound. 

For more information refer to the Binder section in MP / ADS 
Macroassembler, Binder, and Library Utilities (DGC No. 069-400210). 

Since the AOS environment differs from that of MP / AOS, there are 
some differences in the actions of some system calls. These are 
detailed in the following paragraphs. 

The translator converts AOS error codes into their MP / AOS counter
parts. If the error code has no MP / AOS counterpart, your program 
receives the AOS code. You should be aware that a different error 
may be returned by the Call Translator than by MP / AOS. 

The ?RETURN call with the BK option uses the AOS convention for 
the break file name: 
?pid. time.BRK 
where pid is your process LD. and time is the current time of day. 
Also, a program terminated with a ?RETURN BK may not pass a 
message to the parent program. 

The ?EXEC call, where the complete pathname given to ?EXEC is 
CLLPR, invokes AOS CLI with the appropriate message format. The 
user's message must be in the MP / AOS CLI format with the CLI as 
the zero argument. 

NOTE: Attempting to ?EXEC any program named CLI.PR other than AOS CLl.PR 

will cause the program to fail on start-up. 

Due to AOS restrictions, some or all the messages passed by ?EXEC 
will be capitalized. 

An ?EXECuted program will fail if it attempts to use an exclusively 
opened channel passed from the parent. 

The ?BOOT call does not perform a bootstrap. It attempts to return 
to the user's CLI no matter how many levels down that CLI is. The 
message gives the reason for returning and the name of the specified 
bootstrap device or file in one of two forms: 

MP Emulator shutdown 

MP Emulator booting: <file name> 

Under the Call Translator, ?ERMSG reads from MERMES, which 
must, therefore, be locatable through the searchlist. 
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Running MP/ADS Programs Under ADS 

Multitasking 

File Management 

Unlike MP / ADS the Call Translator's handling of overlays does not 
use a channel internally. You should also be aware that overlay node 
sizing is larger under the Call Translator. Hence, programs with 
many nodes which fit under MP / ADS may not fit under the Call 
Translator. Further, under the Call Translator the first overlay in 
any node is not preloaded by the system; you must therefore issue an 
?DVLDD to load it. 

The Call Translator limits a program to 30 tasks. 

The allocation scheme for task identifiers used under the Call 
Translator is unrelated to that used under MP / ADS. 

Avoid running tasks at priority zero (0), since such tasks will compete 
with Call Translator tasks running at priority zero and may cause 
them to function incorrectly. 

Task scheduling under the Call Translator is somewhat different 
than under MP / ADS. Hence, care should be taken to force scheduling 
of tasks through ?PEND and ?DRSCH calls and through setting 
different priorities. 

The ?PEND call for a CTRL-C CTRL-A works only for @TTIO. 

ADS supports file type numbers which are somewhat different from 
MP / ADS file types. The System Call Translator converts MP / ADS 
file types to their ADS counterparts when you create files. It also 
converts ADS file types to their MP / ADS counterparts when you 
open files created by ADS programs. The correspondences between 
file types are summarized in Tables 1.1 and 1.2. 

Table ,.1 Conversions of MP / AOS file types when creating files under AOS 

NOTE: All file types not mentioned in the table above are converted to ?FUDF. 
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Table 1.2 Conversions of ADS file types when opening files with MP / ADS programs 

NOTE: All file types not mentioned in the table above are converted to ?DUDF. 

Under ADS the system call ?RENAME is not supported across 
directories. 

When you use the ?DPEN call with a CR (create) option, the System 
Call Translator does not use the element size supplied with the call. 
Instead, the default element size one is used. 

No more than three non-pended calls may run concurrently. The 
user must specify additional TCB's (task control blocks) for calls 
non-pended. 

Under the Call Translator, the searchlist has a maximum length of 
511 characters and no error is produced if it contains more than five 
pathnames. 

Due to ADS restrictions, the Call Translator allows no more than 
eight directory tree levels. 

The call ?FSTAT CH on a disk unit where the channel is exclusively 
open may return an incorrect file length. 

File attributes are also handled differently on the two systems. The 
MP / ADS System Call Translator intercepts the references in your 
program to all file attributes except permanence and translates them 
into elements on the access control list (ACL) of the file. The ACL is 
a file protection feature provided by ADS, which is described fully 
in the Advanced Operating System (ADS) Programmer's Manual 
(DGC No. 093-000120-03). 
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I/O Device 
Management 

The correspondences between attributes and access types are summa
rized in Table 1.3. 

NOTE: There is a reversal in polarity between the two systems: setting the 

MP/AOS read protect attribute for a file means that it may not be read; i.e, setting 

this attribute is tantamount to removing the ADS read access privilege (R). 
Conversely, setting the ADS R (read access privilege) for a file means that it may 

be read. (This conversion is handled by the Translator.) 

Table 1.3 Reversal in polarity between MP / AOS attributes and AOS access privileges 

The permanence attribute is handled identically under the AOS and 
MP / AOS systems. 

The AOS and MP / AOS systems have different formats for device 
characteristics. The ?GCHAR and ?SCHAR calls perform the conver
sion between characteristics, so that the difference is transparent to 
your program. Note, however, that if you use the HC option with 
?GCHAR or ?SCHAR, the following occurs: the ?GCHAR call returns 
a zero; the ?SCHAR call executes successfully, but ignores the HC 
option. 

Special caution is also in order when you use the ?GCHAR and 
?SCHAR calls with @TTI and @TTO. Refer to discussion following 
Table 1.5. ?SCHAR with the LL option and a line length set to - 1 
allows only 256 characters per line, the maximum line length under 
AOS. 

Table 1.4 summarizes the correspondences between device character
istics for AOS and MP / AOS. 
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Table 1.4 Correspondences between device characteristics 

?DST A T does not store information in the packet. It simply validates 
its input parameters and then exits. 

Tables 1.5 and 1.6 list the calls and library routines supponed by the 
Call Translator. The MP / AOS calls listed in Table 1.7 are not 
supponed by the Call Translator and produce an error return with 
code ERISC (illegal system call) when attempted. 

Table 1.5 MP/AOS system calls supported under MP Emulator 
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?COAY 
?CTOID 
?OELAY 
?ERMSG 
?FIDAY 
?FTOID 
?GOAY 
?GNFN 
?GTOID 
?MSEC 
?OVLOO 
?OVREL 
?PCLOS 

?POPEN 
?PWRIT 
75UST 

?TOPEN 
?TRI;AO 
?TSPOS 
?TWRITE 

Table 1.6 MP/ ADS library routines sup
ported under the MP Emulator 

?ALMP 
?ASEG 

?CLEAR 
?cseG 
?DCLR 
?OEMP 
roHIS 
?OISMQl.INT 
1 (;1SBI..·· 
roSEG 
?EHIS 

1EINf'0 
?ENaL 
?EaT 

?GIOS 

?KI~L 

?LOEF 
?LKUP 
?LRMV 
?LXIT 
>?MOU.NT 
?MSEG 
1081TS .. 

?ROMEM 
?RO$J' > 

?flMVE. 
?SD.R 
?SENO 

?TtrpRj" 
UPEND ?PROC ·?~Ne1.()CKi·· 
URMVf~~~gf5· ·7Y'IRMEM 
1ttfNPENI:) ~RC:V . ·i?WR~ .... 
?IXlT ?AtVAi ·?WSla 

Table 1.7 MP / ADS system calls not supported under MP Emulator 

There is mapping between the MP / AOS system and AOS for the 
various devices, shown in Table 1.8. The System Call Translator 
recognizes the MP / AOS device name and converts it to its AOS 
counterpart. 
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Table I.B Device name mapping 

Because the characteristics for @TTI and @TTO both map into the 
generic AOS device @CONSOLE, you should exercise caution when 
using the calls ?GCHAR and ?SCHAR. 

Setting any of the characteristics usable by both input and output on 
@TTI will also affect @TTO, and vice versa. In particular, the 
following sequence will cause problems. 

?GCHAR @TTO 
?SCHAR @ TTO ; new characteristics 
?GCHAR @TTl 
?SCHAR @ TTl; new characteristics 

?SCHAR @ TTO ; restore characteristics 
?SCHAR @ TTl; restore characteristics 

This sequence will not restore characteristics properly, since the 
?SCHAR @TTO call changes some of the characteristics of @TTl 
before the ?GCHAR @TTI saves them. 

Instead, use this sequence for both @TTI and @TTO: 
?GCHAR @TTO 
?GCHAR @TTl 
?SCHAR @TTO 
?SCHAR @TTl 

?SCHAR @ TTO ; restore characteristics 
?SCHAR @ TTl; restore characteristics 
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MP / AOS Library 
Routines 

MP / AOS offers three libraries of subroutines. These are OSL.LB, a 
library of miscellaneous routines, MT A.LB, the magnetic tape library, 
and DCLP.LB, a library of routines for accessing the data channel 
line printer. 

The OSL.LB library is automatically included in your BIND line, but 
you must specifically list either the magnetic tape or the data channel 
line printer libraries MT A.LB and DCLP .LB if you wish them bound 
with your program. 

Table J.l lists the routines in library OSL.LB. Tables J.2 and J.3 list 
the routines in libraries MTA.LB and DCLP.LB, respectively. 
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MP/AOS Library Routines 

Table J.1 List of routines in library OSL.LB 

Table J.2 List of routines in library MTA.LB 

Table J.3 List of routines in library DCLP.LB 
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Sample IPC 
Programs 

This appendix contains listings of two sample interprocessor commu
nications (IPC) programs, SERV.LS and CUST.LS. 

0001 SERV MP/MASM ASSEMBLER REV 03.00 11/12/81 13:20:42 
. title serv 

02 
03 
04 
05 
06 

.nrel 
Sample server program. This program provides a server, 'noblanks', 

; which accepts character strings, removes the blanks from them, and 
; sends them back to the customer. 

07 00000'020471 serv: Ida 0, .sv ; byte pOinter to server name 
; declare self as server 08 ?dclr 

09 00003'000461 jmp 
10 00004'044463 sta 
11 00005'121000 mov 
12 00006'070471 lef 
13 ?rcva 
14 00011'000453 jmp 
15 00012'040456 sta 
16 00013'044473 sta 
17 00014'044473 sta 

licensed MIlt8riaf.Propeny 01 Dotl _.1 Corparotion 

err 
1,snum 
1,0 
2,rpack 

err 
O,port 
1,len 
1,count 

save server number 
server number to acO for ?rcva 
wait for service request 

; port for this customer 
length of his message 

; length of his message 

I{ 



Sample IPC Programs 

18 00015'060001 lef O,?ouch ; display received string in output 
19 00016'024534 Ida 1, .mess ; file 
20 00017'070011 lef 2,11 
21 ?write 
22 00022'000442 jmp err 
23 00023'024526 Ida 1, . recbf 
24 00024'030463 Ida 2,count 
25 ?write 
26 00027'000435 jmp err 
27 
28 Remove blanks from input string and copy it to message buffer for ?send. 
29 00030'030521 Ida 2, .recbf byte pOinter to original message 
30 00031'034517 Ida 3, . senbf byte pOinter to send buffer 
31 00032'024526 Ida 1,blank ascii blank 
32 00033'142710 loop: ldb 2,0 get byte from original string 
33 00034'106414 sub# O,1,szr is it a blank? 
34 00035'000404 jmp notbl no 
35 00036'014450 dsz len yes ... one less char to return 
36 00037'000401 jmp .+1 
37 00040'000403 jmp next process next character 
38 
39 00041'163010 notbl: stb 3,0 not a blank ... put in send buffer 
40 00042'175400 inc 3,3 point to next byte in send buffer 
41 00043'151400 next: inc 2,2 point to next byte of message 
42 00044'014443 dsz count one less byte to scan 
43 00045'000766 jmp loop process next character 
44 
45 00046'070435 lef 2,spack done removing blanks 
46 00047'020421 Ida O,port send processed string to customer 
47 ?send 
48 00052'000412 jmp err 
49 

?rmve 
jmp err 
Ida O,port 
?clear 
jmp err 
sub 0,0 and return 
sub 2,2 
?return 

60 

0002 SERV 
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01 
02 00067'000000 snum: 0 ; server number 
03 00070'000000 port: 0 ; port number for current customer 
04 00071'OO0164".sv: sv*2 ; byte pOinter to server name 
05 00072'067157 sV: .txt 'noblanks<O>' ; server name 
06 061154 
07 060556 
08 065563 
09 000000 
10 
11 00077'000004 rpack: .blk ?ipcln ?rcva packet 
12 000103' .push 
13 000077' .loc rpack+?type 
14 00077'000412 ?srp packet type 
15 000100' .loc rpack+?itlm 
16 00100'177777 -1 no time limi t 
17 000101' .loc rpack+?imad 
18 00101'000260" recbf*2 ; byte pOinter to receive buffer 
19 000102' .loc rpack+?imln 
20 00102'000040 40 ; byte length of buffer 
21 000103' .loc .pop 
22 
23 00103'000004 spack: .blk ?ipcln ?send packet 
24 000107' .push 
25 000103' .loc spack+?type 
26 00103'000412 ?srp packet type 
27 000104' .loc spack+?itlm 
28 00104'000002 2 time limit is 2 seconds 
29 000105' .loc spack+?imad 
3(} 00105'000220" senbf*2 ; byte pOinter to message 
31 000106' .loc spack+?imln 
32 00106'000000 len: 0 ; number of bytes to send to customer 
33 000107' .loc .pop 
34 
35 00107'000000 count: 0 number of bytes left to process 
36 00110'000020 senbf: .blk 20 message buffer for ?send 
37 00130'000020 recbf: .blk 20 buffer for ?rcva 
38 00150'OO0220".senbf: senbf*2 byte pOinter to buffer for ?send 
3900151'OO0260".recbf: recbf*2 ; byte pOinter to buffer for ?rcva 
40 00152'OO0326".mess: mess*2 ; byte pOinter to header string 
41 00153'046545 mess: .txt "Message: <12>" ; header string 
42 071563 
43 060547 
44 062472 
45 005000 
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Sample IPC Programs 

46 00160'000040 blank: .txt "<0> " ascii blank 
47 000000 
48 
49 00162'000200 stk: 200 ; stack definition 
50 000040 .loc 40 
51 00040 000162' stk 
52 000042 .loc 42 
53 00042 000342' stkt160 
54 .end serv 
55 

**00000 TOTAL ERRORS, 00000 PASS 1 ERRORS 
0003 SERV 

BLANK 000160' 1/31 2/46# 
COUNT 000107' 1/17 1/24 1/42 2/35# 
ERR 000064' 1/09 1/14 1/22 1/26 1/48 1/53 1/56 

1/58# 
LEN 000106' 1/16 1/35 2/32# 
LOOP 000033' 1/32# 1/43 
MESS 000153' 2/40 2/41# 
NEXT 000043' 1/37 1/41# 
NOTBL 000041' 1/34 1/39# 
PORT 000070' 1/15 1/46 1/54 2/03# 
RECBF 000130' 2/18 2/37# 2139 
RPACK 000077' 1/12 2/11# 2/13 2/15 2/17 2/19 
SENBF 000110' 2/30 2/36# 2/38 
SERV 000000' 1/07# 2/54 
SNUM 000067' 1/10 1/51 2/02# 
SPACK 000103' 1/45 2/23# 2/25 2/27 2/29 2/31 
STK 000162' 2/49# 2/51 2/53 
SV 000072' 2/04 2/05# 
.MESS 000152' 1/19 2/40# 
.RECB 000151' 1/23 1/29 2/39# 
.SENB 000150' 1/30 2/38# 
.SV 000071' 1/07 2/04# 
?CLEA 004577! MC 1/55 
?DCLR 004636! MC 1/08 
?I 000013 1/09# 1/14# 1/22# 1/26# 1/48# 1/53# 1/56# 

1/60# 
?J 000000 1/09# 1/14# 1/22# 1/26# 1/48# 1/53# 1/56# 

1/60# 
?RCVA 004675! MC 1/13 
?RETU 000307! MC 1/59 
?RMVE 005032! MC 1/52 
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?SCAL 000001$ XN 

?SEND 004442! MC 
?WRIT 002112! MC 

1/09 
1/60 
1/47 
1/21 

1/14 1/22 1/26 1/48 

1/25 

0001 CUST MP/MASM ASSEMBLER REV 03.00 11/12/81 13:20:16 
. title cust 

02 .nrel 

Sample IPC Programs 

1/53 1/56 

03 
04 
05 
06 

Sample customer program. This program makes use of a server, 'noblanks', 
which takes a character string and returns the same string with all 
blanks removed. 

07 00000'020430 cust: 
08 
09 00003'000421 
10 00004'040423 
11 
12 00005'070431 
13 
14 00010'000414 
15 
16 00011'131000 
17 00012'060001 
18 00013'024442 
19 
20 00016'000406 
21 00017'020410 
22 
23 00022'000402 
24 00023'102400 
25 00024'152400 err: 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

Ida 
?1kup 
jmp 
sta 

lef 
?sd.r 
jmp 

mov 
lef 
Ida 
?write 
jmp 
Ida 
?clear 
jmp 
sub 
sub 
?return 

31 00027'000000 port: 0 
3200030'000062".sv: sv*2 

0, .sv 

err 
O,port 

2,pack 

err 

1,2 
O,?ouch 
1, . recbf 

err 
O,port 

err 
0,0 
2,2 

33 00031'067157 sV: .txt 'noblanks<O>' 
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byte pOinter to server name 
get port to server 

remember port number 

send string to server and 
wait for reply 

returned message length to ac2 
write blankless string to output 
file 

all done with server, so break 
connection 

and return 

; ipc port 
; byte pOinter to server name 
; server name 



Sample IPe Programs 

34 061154 
35 060556 
36 065563 
37 000000 
38 00036'000006 pack: .blk ?isrln ; packet for ?sd.r 
39 000044' .push 
40 000036' .loc pack+?type 
41 00036'000413 ?s...rp ; packet type 
42 000037' .loc pack+?itlm 
43 00037'000005 5 ; time limit 
44 000040' .loc packt?isad 
45 00040'000110" senbf*2 ; byte painter to message 
46 000041' .loc pack+?isln 
47 00041'000020 20 ; message byte length 
48 000042' .loc packt?irad 
49 00042'000134" recbf*2 ; byte painter to buffer for returned message 
50 000043' .loc pack+?irln 
51 00043'000030 30 ; byte length of buffer 
52 000044' .loc .pop 
53 00044'044440 senbf: .txt "I am a message.<12>" ; message 
54 060555 
55 020141 
56 020155 
57 062563 
58 071541 
59 063545 
60 027012 

0002 CUST 
01 000000 
02 00055'000134".recbf: recbf*2 
03 00056'000014 recbf: .blk 14 

; receive buffer byte painter 
; receive buffer 

04 
05 
06 
07 00072'000200 stk: .blk 200 ; stack definition 
08 000040 
09 00040 000072' 
10 000042 
11 00042 000252' 
12 
13 
?I 000013 

?J 000000 
?LKUP 004403! MC 
?RETU 000307! MC 
?SCAL 000001$ XN 

.loc 40 
stk 
.loc 42 
stkt160 
.end cust 

1/09# 1/14# 1/20# 1/23# 1/27# 
1/09# 1/14# 1/20# 1/23# 1/27# 
1/08 
1/26 
1/09 1/14 1/20 1/23 1/27 

?SD.R 004540! MC 1/13 
?WRIT 0021121 MC 1/19 
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Sample IPC Programs 

**00000 TOTAL ERRORS, 00000 PASS 1 ERRORS 
0003 CUST 

CUST 000000' 1/07# 2/12 
ERR 000024' 1/09 1/14 1/20 1/23 1/25# 
PACK 000036' 1/12 1/38# 1/40 1/42 1/44 1/46 1/48 

1/50 
PORT 000027' 1/10 1/21 1/31# 
RECBF 000056' 1/49 2/02 2/03# 
SENBF 000044' 1/45 1/53# 
STK 000072' 2/07# 2/09 2/11 
SV 000031' 1/32 1/33# 
.RECB 000055' 1/18 2/02# 
.SV 000030' 1/07 1/32# 
?CLEA 004577! MC 1/22 
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A Absolute addressing 10 
Access control list (ACL) 329 
Accumulator usage 8 
Add name to searchlist 107 
Address maps 36 
see also Address translation 

Address space 
physical, supported 35 

Address translation 36 
see also Memory allocation and protection (MAP) 
address maps 36 

BMC 36 
data channel 37 

?ALIST 107 
Allocate data channel map 108 
ALM 
line interrupt routine 90 

?ALMP 108 
AOSMIC 326 
?ASEG 110 
ASLM 

line interrupt routine 90 
Assembler permanent symbol table 11 
Assembling overlay programs 308 
Asynchronous Line Multiplexors (ALM) 90 
Asynchronous/Synchronous Line Multiplexors 
(ASLM) 90 
Attach a memory segment 45, 110 
Attribute protect 162 
Attribute word 20, 161 
see also File attribute word 

?AWAIT 111 
Await completion of nonpended call III 
A wait signal call 48 
see also ?WSIG 

Index 

B Baud rate for ASLM 
range 83, 223 

Beginning of tape marker (BOT) 314 
see also Magnetic tape 

Binding overlay programs 309 
?BLOCK 113 
Block 76 

see also Disk block 
Block a process 113 
Block aligned I/O 213,245 

definition 76 
Blocking, unblocking 

processes 32 
BMC I/O 
for custom devices 92 

BMC map 
organization 93 
slot allocation request (?ALMP) 95 
slot logical addresses 94 
slot numbering 93 

?BOOT 114 
shut down system 25 

Booting errors 
error codes 312 

Bootstrap loader 
runs FIX UP program 79 

Bootstrapping MP / AOS 5 
BOT marker 314 
see also Magnetic tape 



Index 

Break file 179, 218 
creating 30 
in system directory 15 
information saved in 30 
name 30 

Breakpoint signals 49 
.BRK extension (denotes break file) 218 
Buffer cache 39,71,74 

see also I/O buffers 
Burst multiplexor I/O 92 

see also BMC I/O 
Byte pointer 
fields 9 

C Calendar system calls 103 
?CDAY 102, 115 
Chaining 25,28 
see also Program chaining 

Change impure memory allocation 187 
Change task or process priority 201 
Channels 203 
see also I/O channels 

Character devices 78 
console characteristics 80 
terminals 80 

Characteristics 
consoles 

display, modify current 81 
line printers 85, 221 
user-modifiable 81 

hardware 
user-modifiable 82, 222 

Characteristics word 151 
consoles 81 

Checkpoint records 71 
?CLEAR 116 
Clear connection 116 
CLI message 

arguments 262 
switches 262 

CLI.PR 
initial process program 25 

Clock, system 102 
see also System clock 

Clock selection for ALM 
list 83,223 

Clock system calls 103 
Clock/calendar calls 102 

?CLOSE 117 
Close an I/O channel 117 
Close multiple I/O channels 217 
Close tape drive 318 
Code level (programmable) 82, 223 
Colon (:) symbol 15 
Computer word 

high-order portion 9 
length 9 
low-order portion 9 

Concurrent processes 24, 25 
Connection table 60 
see also IPC connection table 

Console interrupt tasks 
pend on ?EVCH 68 

Consoles 80 
see also Character devices 

Control characters 72, 84 
predefined 84 
special functions 84 

Control sequences 72 
console interrupt task 68 
predefined 84 
special functions 84 

Convert date 147 
Convert system time/date 115, 123 
Convert time of day 150 
Convert time to milliseconds 189 
?CREATE 118 
Create a file 118 
Create a memory segment 45, 120 
Create a process 202 
Create a task 121 
?CSEG 120 
?CTASK 121 
?CTOD 102, 123 
CTRL-C CTRL-A 199 

console interrupt task 68 
Customer process 56 

see also IPC customer process 

D Data channel, BMC 
mapping calls 99 

Data channel, BMC map 
slot allocation request (?ALMP) 95 

Data channel I/O 
for custom devices 92 



Data channel map 
slot logical addresses 94 
slot mapping 95 
slot numbering 93 
starting logical address 98 
starting slot number returned (?ALMP) 95 
setting up sequence 93 

Data channel map organization 93 
Data channel map slots 127 
Data channel printers 
documentation 80 
supported by library 80 
supported by SPOOLER 80 

Data-sensitive I/O 77,213,245 
see also I/O, data-sensitive 

DCLP .LB (data channel library) 80, 335 
routines, list of 336 

?DCLR 124 
DCT (device control table) 88 
Deallocate data channel map slots 127 
Debugger 

calls 53 
invokes target program (?PROC DB) 48 
issues await signal call 48 
resident process 48 
restarts program execution (?WSIG) 48 
user-written 

support for 48 
Default delimiters 77, 225 
see also I/O, data-sensitive 

Default memory segments 120 
Default timeout interval 199 
Define an interrupt handling routine 168 
?DELAY 125 
Delay task execution 125 
?DELETE 126 
Delete a file 126 
Delimiter 77, 225 
see also I/O, data-sensitive 

Delimiter table 
for user-defined delimiters 77,213,225,245 

Delimiter tables, number 
specify at SYSGEN 77 

?DEMP 127 
Detach a memory segment 45, 134 
Device 

system, master 15 
Device control table (DCT) 88 
Device directory 14 

filename 14 

Device interrupt routine 
see also Line device routine 
calls permitted in 89 
calls, list of 99 
deactivating with ?IRMV 89 
defining with ?IDEF 88 
exiting from with ?IXIT 89 

Devices, I/O 
codes 263 

?DHIS 52, 128 
DINIT program 
formats disk 79 

?DIR 130 
Direct segment I/O 77 

see also I/O, extended 
Directory 

definition 14 
device 14 
nesting 14 
root (disk devices) 15 
subdirectory 14 
working 17 

Directory, system (:?SYSDIR) 15 
Disable histogrammer 128 
Disable I/O instructions 133 

Index 

Disable task or process rescheduling 132 
Disk block 

definition 76 
Disk devices 79 
Disk formatting 

software (DINIT) 79 
Disk ID 79 

see also Disk label 
Disk label 

checking with ?MOUNT 79 
Disk repair 

FIXUP program 79 
Disk status information (?DSTAT) 80 
?DISMOUNT 131, 188 
?DRSCH 132 
?DSBL 133 
?DSEG 134 
?DSTAT 135 
Dynamic I/O 76 
see also I/O, dynamic 

E EBID.SR parameter file 272 
Echoing characters 81 
?EHIS 52, 137 



Index 

?EINFO 139 
get process priority 26 
information on open channels 72 
process information 31 

Element size, disk files 118 
ELOG 311 
Emulator 325 
see also Program translation 

Enable I/O instructions 141 
Enable task or process rescheduling 144 
?ENBL 141 
End-of-file indicator 316 
see also Magnetic tape 

End-of-file marker 316 
see also Magnetic tape 

End-of-tape marker (EOT) 314 
see also Magnetic tape 

Environment, process 30 
EOT marker 314 
see also Magnetic tape 

?EQT 142 
ERMES file 143 

user-defined codes 7 
ERMES_OBS 7 
?ERMSG 143 
Error checking 
with parity bits, magnetic tape 

Error codes 7 
booting errors, list 312 
fatal and booting 7 
fatal errors 311 
message file (ERMES) 7 
naming (ER prefix) 11 
parameter file 271 
reading text of (?ERMSG) 7 
user-defined file 7 

Error logger (ELOG) 311 
Errors, booting 312 
see also Booting errors 

Errors, fatal 311 
see also Fatal errors 

?ERSCH 144 
Event number 
for task synchronization 68 

?EVMAX 199 
max. event number 68 
see also Multitasking 

?EVMIN 
min. event number 68 
see also Multitasking 

Exception returns 
Excess 64 representation 258 

316 

• 

?EXEC 145 
breakpoint signal 50 
closes all open channels, CL option 27, 73 
dynamic segments unswapped 44 
ends IPC connections 62 
for program swap 26 
passes active I/O channels 72 
with chain option 25, 28 
with swap 25 

Execute a program 145 
Exit from interrupt handling routine 178 
Exponent, floating point 257 
Extended I/O 77 
see also I/O, extended 

F Fatal errors 
analysis procedures 312 
messages 311 
kernel 311 
supervisor 311 

?FDAY 102, 147 
File 

definition 14 
magnetic tape 316 
random access 

controlled by file pointer 73 
File attribute word 

reading, changing 20 
returned by ?FSTAT 148 
returned by ?GT A TR 161 

File attributes 235, 330 
list 162, 233 
set with ?ST ATR 233 

File creating 
time/date information 21 

File element size 
defined 19 
returned by ?FST A T 148 
specified on ?CREATE 118 

File length, bytes 
returned by ?FST A T 148 
returned by ?GTATR 161 

File management 
system calls, table 21 

File name 
legal characters 14 
length 14 
symbols 14 
unique referencing 15 

File pointer 71,73, 160,213,234,245 
display, set current value 73 

File protection 20 
see also File attribute word 



G 

File referencing 
devices (@) 14 
disk root directory 15 
master device root directory 15 
via link file 18 
via pathname 15 
via searchlist 17 
via working directory 17 
within directory (:) 14 

File transfer utilities 
AOSMIC, MOVE, FOXFIRE 326 

File type 118 
break file 30 
directory 14 
link files 18 
list 118, 163 
returned by ?FSTAT 148 
returned by ?GTATR 161 
specifying 19 
summary 20 

Filestatus information 
returned by ?FSTAT 148 

FIXUP (disk repair program) 
FLIT debugger 48 
Floating point 170 
format 257 
magnitude 258 
operations 

word-aligned numbers 257 
value 

representation 257, 258 
Floating point exponent 258 
Floating point mantissa 259 
Floating point sign 258 
Flush option 

on ?WRITE, ?READ 71,74 
Format, internal 102 

79 

see also Time/date information 
FOXFIRE 326 
?FSTAT 148 
?FTOD 102, 150 
Fully-qualified pathname 15 
?GCHAR 151 
?GDAY 102, 153 

Get a disk's status information 135 
Get a file's status information 148 
Get an interprogram message 165 
Get current date 153 
Get current file/record number 319 
Get current system time and date 164 

Get current time of day 166 
Get device characteristics 151 
Get file attributes 161 
Get file position 160 
Get fully-qualified pathname 157 

Index 

Get information about the system 232 
Get next filename 159 
Get obituaries 193 
Get physical page 156 
Get process identity numbers 167 
Get process information 139 
Get program information 171 
Get searchlist 155 
Get system error message 143 
Get task identifiers 154 
Get task or process identity 192 
?GIDS 154 
?GLIST 155 
Global segment number 43, 120 
?GMRP 156 
?GNAME 157 
?GNFN 159 
?GPOS 160 
?GTATR 161 
?GTIME 102,164 
?GTMSG 103, 165 
?GTOD 102, 166 
?GTPID 167 

H Hardware characteristics 

I 

baud rate, ASLM 83, 223 
clock selection, ALM 83, 223 
code level 82, 223 
parity type 82, 223 
stop bits 82, 223 
terminals; specify at SYSGEN 82 

Histogram a process 137 
Histogrammer 

calls 53 
operations 

system-wide 52 
PROFILE program 52 
user-selectable parameters 52 
user-written, support for 52 

I/O, BMC channel 92 
see also BMC I/O 

I/O, data channel 92 
see also Data channel I/O 



Index 

I/O, data-sensitive 
default delimiters 77 
transfer up to delimiter 77 
user-defined delimiters, via ?SCHS 77 

I/O, dynamic 213, 245 
block aligned 76 
transfer by byte count 76 

I/O,extended 77,213,245 
disk devices only 78 

I/O,nonpended 74 
check completion any task (?AWAIT AY) 76 
check completion of task (?AWAIT) 75 

I/O buffers 
bypassed in block I/O 74 
flushed on ?CLOSE, ?EXEC CL 74 
software cache 74 

I/O calls 86 
I/O channel 71 
I/O channel number 
returned by ?OPEN 195 

I/O channels 
closing (?RESET, ?EXEC CL) 73 
defined 72 
information on (?EINFO, ?INFO) 72 
max. number per process 72 
opening (?OPEN) 72 
passing between programs, on ?EXEC 72 
releasing (?CLOSE) 72 
standard 

input (?INCH) 73 
output (?OUCH) 73 

status after ?RETURN 73 
I/O channels system-wide 

specified at SYSGEN 72 
I/O devices 
see also Magnetic tape 
codes 263 
data channel line printers 80 
line printers 85 
management 78 

I/O devices, disks 
accessing as single file 80 
label check at mount/ dismount 79 
mounting (?MOUNT) 79 
releasing (?DISMOUNT) 79 
status information (?DSTAT) 80 

I/O devices, terminals 
consoles, printers 80 
keyboards 80 

I/O overview 71 
I/O protection 37, 133, 141 

enabling/disabling 89, 92 

I/O techniques 76 
data-sensitive 77 

see also I/O, data-sensitive 
dynamic 76 

see also I/O, dynamic 
extended 77 

see also I/O, extended 
?IDEF 168 
?IFPU 170 
Impure memory 40 

defined 39 
?INCH 145, 202, 217 
standard input channel 73 

Indirect protection 37 
Indirection loop 37 
?INFO 171,187 
returns channel status 72 

Initial process 
shuts down system 25 

Initial task 67 
see also Task priority 

Initialize for floating point 170 
Intercept signals, resume execution 251 
Internal format 102, 164, 237 
Interprocess 

communication (IPC) 55 
see also IPC 

Interprogram message 
passed by ?EXEC, ?RETURN 103 
read with ?GTMSG 103 

Interrupt service routine 88 
see also Device interrupt routine 
see also System interrupt routine 

Intertask communication 68 
Interval size for histograms 52 
Introduce a disk to the system 188 
IPC calls 56, 64 

nonpended option 56 
packets 59, 61 

IPC connection 
setting up 56 
table 

clearing entry 60 
terminating (?CLEAR) 59,63 

IPC customer process 
calls 58 
look up server process (?LKUP) 56,59,60 
receive a message (?RCV, ?SD.R) 59, 61, 
receive port number 59 
receive server number 59 
send a message (?SEND, ?SD.R) 59, 60 
terminate exchange (?CLEAR) 59 



K 

L 

IPC customer/server 
connection between 56,60 
multilevel connections 57 
relationship, establishing 56 
relationship, terminating 62 

IPC facility 
specify at SYSGEN 56 

IPC maximum connections 
specify at SYSGEN 60 

IPC ports 59 
IPC sample programs 337 
IPC sequence, typical 59 
IPC server process 

acting as own customer 57 
allocated server number (?DCLR) 
break customer conns. (?PURGE) 
calls 58 
declaration (?DCLR) 56,59 
end all connections 63 

59, 60 
59,62 

end server association (?RMVE) 59 
end server function (?RMVE) 63 
end single connection 63 
receive a message (?RCVA, ?RCV) 59,61 
receives customer port no. (?RCVA) 59,61 
reply to messages (?SEND) 59,60 

IPC server table 60 
IPC timeout interval 56 
?IPEND 173 
?IRMV 174 
?IUNPEND 176 
?IXIT 178 

Kernel 
errors 311 

see also Fatal errors 
unmapped system memory 

Keyword switch 262 
?KILL 179 
Kill a task 181 
Kill post-processing routine 
?KTASK 181 

?LDEF 

38 

66 

define line interrupt handler 182 
LEF (Load Effective Address) mode 

enabling/disabling 89, 92, 133, 141, 168 
Libraries 

OSL.LB, MTA.LB, DCLP.LB 335 
Library routines 

coding 11 
functions 11 
summary list 11 

Line device routine 
defining with ?LDEF 90 

Line printer characteristics 72, 85 
Link file 

beginning with prefix 19 
creating 19 
definition 18 
deleting 18, 126 
information on (?FSTAT) 19 
length 18 
renaming 18 
resolution 18 
validation 19 

?LKUP 184 
Load an overlay 197 
Loadpoint marker 314 
see also Magnetic tape 

Logical address 
translation with ?GMRP 95 

Logical address space 36 
see also User process memory 

Look up server process 184 
?LRMV 

Index 

remove line interrupt handler 185 
?LXIT 
exit from line interrupt handler 186 

M Macroassembler 
permanent symbol tables (MASM.PS) 11, 271, 326 

Magnetic tape 
character format 315 
commands 316 
controllers 

device code MTA 314,315 
data organization, records, files 316 
data transfer rate 316 
drives 316 
end-of-file indicator 316 
end-of-file mark 316 
error checking 316 
files 316 
inter-record gaps (IRG) 316 
markers 314 
operations 314,316 
records 316 
routine library 313 
specify at SYSGEN 313 
supported by library 80 
supported by MOVE utility 80 
system 314 
transports 315 
write enable ring 315 



Index 

Mantissa 257 
Map a memory segment 45, 190 
MAP feature 35, 36 
MAP functions 

I/O protection 37 
indirect protection 37 
validity protection 37 
write protection 37 

Map 36,93 
see also BMC map 
see also Data channel map 
see also Address translation 

MASM.PS file 11 
see also Macroassembler 

Master device 15 
see also System master device 

?MEMI 187 
modifies impure memory 41 
specifies memory in words 41 

Memory, extended 
management 41 

Memory, impure 39 
see also User process memory 

Memory, overlay 39 
see also User process memory 

Memory, shared 39 
see also User process memory 

Memory, user-defined 41 
see also User process memory 

Memory allocation and protection (MAP) 
Memory management 

system calls 45 
Memory organization 

pages 36 
segments 

defined 
36, 203 
36 

dynamic segments unswapped 44 
mapping to user space (?MSEG) 43 
number in system 42 
un mapping from user space 44 

system 
mapped (supervisor) 39 
unmapped (kernel) 38 

35 

MICREM.OB translator object module 326 
MMASM8 326 
MMSL.LB 326 
MMTA.LB 317 
Mnemonics 
setting status flags 11 
defined 

MASM.PS,OPARU.SR 11 

N 

Modify task state 249 
?MOUNT 79, 188 
MOVE utility 326 

supports magnetic tape 80 
MP system call translator 

files 326 
operating procedures 326 

MP _AOS_ERCOD.SR 
error code parameter file, listing 297 

MP _OS_ERCOD.SR 
error code parameter file, listing 272 

?MSEC 189 
?MSEG 43, 190 
MT A device code 315 
MTA.LB (tape library) 80,335 
see also Magnetic tape 
routines, list of 336 

Multiprogramming 65 
Multitasking 

calls 69 
console interrupt task 68 
creating tasks (?CTASK) 66 
definition 65 
initial task, default priority 67 
kill post-processing routine 66 
killing tasks (?KT ASK) 66 
max. tasks; specify at SYSGEN 66 
nonpended calls 66 
parallel call errors 67 
retrieving task identifier (?MYID) 66 
scheduling (?DRSCH, ?ERSCH) 67 
specify tasks per program 66 
stack overflow routine 67 
task priority, specify 67 
task synchronization 

?PEND, ?UNPEND 68 
event number 68 

?MXSP (max. segment size) 38,41, 110, 120, 134, 
190 
see also Memory organization 

?MYID 192 
get own process priority 26 

Naming conventions 
error codes (ER prefix) 11 
system calls (? prefix) 11 

Nonpended calls 
checking completion (?AWAIT) 8 
NP option 8 



Nonpended I/O 71,74,213 
Nonpended option 

for IPC calls 56 
Non-Return to Zero for Ones 315 
see also NRZI tape format 

NP option (nonpended call) 74 
NRZI tape format 
non-return to zero for ones 315 

NSKID.SR parameter file 272 

o ?OBITS 193 
Offset addressing 10 
OPARll.SR parameter file 11,49,271 

system call mnemonics, listing 303 
?OPEN 195 
Open an I/O channel 195 
Open tape drive 320 
OSL.LB library 335 

routines, list of 336 
?OUCH (standard output channell 73, 145,202,217 
Overlay descriptor 198, 307 
Overlay node 39, 203, 308 

use count 307 
Overlay node area 40 
Overlays 12 

assembling 308 
binding 308 
program example 308 
programming 307 

Overlays, routines 310 
?OVLOD, ?OVREL 307 

?OVLOD 197 
?OVREL 198 

P Packets 9 
addressing 10 
flag words 10 
mnemonics, defined OP AR U .SR 9 
reserved words, setting 10 

Panic 311 
see also Fatal errors 

Parameter files 6 
defined 271 
listings 272 

Parent directory 18 
Parent program 27 
see also Program swapping 

Parity bits 
magnetic tape 315 

Index 

Parity type (programmable) 82, 223 
Pathnames 
fully-qualified 15 
in link files 19 
length 15 
prefixes (@ : = A) 18 
syntax 15 

PE (phase encoded) tape format 315 
?PEND 199 
Pend awaiting interrupt activity 173 
Phase encoded tape format 315 
Physical page number 
for data channel I/O returned (?GMRP) 95 

PID 26 
see also Process identifier 

Port number 60 
see also IPC ports 

Port translation 242 
Ports 59 
see also IPC ports 

Position tape 322 
?PRI 26,201 
Printers 85 

see also I/O devices 
Priority 203 

for processes 25 
for tasks 25 
modify (?PRI) 26 
retrieve (?EINFO, ?MYID) 26 

Priority, task 67 
see also Task priority 

?PROC 39, 202 
Process 

blocking, unblocking 32 
change programs within (?EXEC) 26 
creating (?PROC) 26 
definition packet 26 
disabling, all tasks pending 33 
initial 24 
state saved on swapping 26 
working directory modification (?DIR) 32 

Process debugger 48 
see also FLIT debugger 

Process declaration removal 220 
Process definition 24 
Process enable/disable (?ERSCH/?DRSCH) 33 
Process environment 

modifying 32 
Process histogrammer 52 
see also Histogrammer 



Index 

Process identifier (PID) 66, 203 
range 26 
retained on ?EXEC 26, 27 
retrieving others (?GTPID) 26 
retrieving own (?MYID) 26 

Process information 
?EINFO 31 

Process management calls 33 
Process pathname 
retrieving ?GNAME 32 

Process priority 32, 203 
range 25 
retrieve (?EINFO) 26 
versus task priority 67 

Process scheduling 
?BLOCK, ?UNBLOCK 32 
time-slicing option 25 

Process searchlist 
modify (?ALIST, ?SLIST) 32 
retrieve (?GLIST) 32 

Processes system-wide 
specify at SYSGEN 24 

Processes 
concurrent 25 
resident 25 

PROFILE program 52 
see also Histogrammer 

Program 
termination (BK option) 30 

Program abort signals 49 
Program chaining 25 
Program counter 

value returned by ?WSIG 49 
Program swap level 
after chaining 28 
after ?PROC 27 
after swapping 27 
maximum 27 

Program swapping (?EXEC) 25 
Program termination 
chained programs 28 
effects 29 
message returned 29 
swapped programs 27 
via ?KILL, ?RETURN 29 

Program translation 
break files 327 
compatibility of calls 327 
file management 328 
I/O device management 330 
operating procedures 326 

Program/process termination 
ends IPC connections 62 

Protection 37 
see also MAP functions 

Pure memory, defined 39 
?PURGE 205 
Push/pop mechanism 26 

R Range for histograms 52 
?RCV 206 
precedence over ?RCV A 61 

?RCVA 208 
?RDMEM 210 
?RDST 211 
?READ 213 
Read a record 321 
Read data from a device or file 213 
Read memory 210 
Read protect 162 
Read task state 211 
Receive any request 208 
Receive data request 206 
Release an overlay 198 
Remove a disk 131 
Remove an interrupt handling routine 174 
?RENAME 216 
Rename a file 216 
?RESET 217 
Resident processes 24, 25 
Resume task execution 244 
?RETURN 218 
dynamic segments unswapped 44 
restore channel states 73 

Return to previous program level 218 
Revision number, program 

read via ?INFO 12 
read via CLI 12 
set via assembler 12 
set via binder 12 
set via CLI 12 

?RMAS value 
attachable segments, maximum number 43 

?RMEM value (maximum user memory pages) 39, 
40 
?RMVE 220 
Root directory 

disk devices 15 



S ?SCHAR 221 
Scheduling, tasks 67 

see also Multitasking 
?SCHS 225 
SCL hardware instruction 50 
?SD.R 228 
?SDA Y 102, 227 
Search list 203 

clearing, extending (?ALIST) 17 
defined 17 
initial contents (:) 17 
managing via CLI 17 
modifying (?ALIST, ?SLIST) 32 
reading (?GLIST) 17 
retrieving (?GLIST) 32 
setting (?SLIST) 17 

Segments 36 
see also Memory organization 

Segments, attached 
number in program 43 
number in system 43 

Select a working directory 130 
?SEND 230 
Send data request 230 
Send/receive data request 228 
Server process 56 

see also IPC server process 
Server process declaration 124 
Server purge request 205 
Set channel specifications 225 
Set current file position 234 
Set current system time and date 237 
Set device characteristics 221 
Set file attributes 235 
Set searchlist 233 
Set system calendar 227 
Set system clock 239 
Set up data channel map 238 
Set up system call 142 
?SGAS signal class 50 
list of signals 252 

?SGBP signal class 50 
list of signals 252 

?SGCL signal class 50 
list of signals 252 

?SGUC signal class 49 
list of signals 251 

Shared area (memory) 39,40 
Shutting down the system 6, 25, 114 
Sign, floating point 257 

Index 

Signal classes 
breakpoint signals (?SGBP) 50 
mnemonics, values, OPARU.SR 251 
program abort signals (?SGAS) 50 
system calls (?SGCL) 50 
system calls (?WSIG RE to execute) 50 
user-catchable signals (?SGUC) 49 

Simple switch 262 
?SINFO 232 
?SLIST 233 
Soft console panel 

restart after fatal error 312 
?SPOS 234 
Stack fault handling routine 10 
?STATR 235 
Status flags, setting 11 
?STIME 102, 237 
?STMP 238 
?STOD 102, 239 
Stop bits (programmable) 82, 221 
Supervisor 39 
errors 311 

see also Fatal errors 
Suspend a task 199 
SVC hardware instruction 50 
Swap level 25 

see also Program swapping 
Swapping 26 

see also Program swapping 
Switches 

keyword 262 
simple 262 

SYC hardware instruction 50 
Synchronizing tasks 68 

see also Multitasking 
:?SYSDIR (system working directory) 15,30 
SYSGEN utility 6 
SYSID.SR parameter file 6, 272 
System call signals 49 
System call translator 325 

see also Program translation 
System calls 

coding (? prefix) 6 
concurrent; max. in system 6 
defined (SYSID.SR) 6 
functions 6 
mnemonics 6 
normal, error returns 7 
options 

coding 7 
nonpended calls, coding 8 
packets 9 
set up at runtime (?EQT) 6 
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Index 

System clock 
data in internal format 102 
expresses time / date 102 
user-selected frequency 102 

System directory (:?SYSDIR) 15 
System information (?SINFO) 32 
System interrupt routine 88 
System master device 15 

mounted at startup 79 
System time 166 

Task 65 
see also Multitasking 

Task control block 121 
Task identifier (TID) 

assigned on task creation 66 
retrieving (?MYID) 66 

Task priority 
initial task 67 
user-specified (?CTASK) 67 
versus process priority 67 

Task stacks 
initializing, .LOC 10 
minimum size (?STKMIN) 10 
stack fault handler 10 

Task status 
displayed via ?WRST 249 
modified via ?WRST 249 

Task status information 
modifiable values 51 
nonmodifiable values 51 
returned by debugger (?RDST) 51 

Tasks per program 
specify at ?PROC 66 

Tasks, system-created 
per nonpended call 66 
per process 66 

Tasks, system-wide 
specify at SYSGEN 66 

?TCLOS 318 
Terminals 80 

see also Character devices 
Terminate a program 179 
Terminate programs 

effects of ?RETURN, ?KILL 29 
in another process (?KILL) 29 

?TGPOS 319 
TID (task identifier number) 66 
Time/date information 102 

calls and routines, list of 103 

Time-slicing option 
for processes 25 

Timeout interval 199 
for IPC messages 56 

?TMSG 240 
?TOPEN 320 
?TPORT 242 
Translate a CLI-format message 240 
Translator object module 326 
Translator subroutine library file 326 
?TREAD 321 
True zero 
?TSPOS 
?TWRITE 

258 
322 

323 

U ?UNBLOCK 243 
Unblock a process 243 
Unique storage position (USP) 51 
?UNPEND 244 
Unpend task from interrupt handling routine 176 
Use count, overlay nodes 307 
User-catchable signals 49 
User devices, number 

specify at SYSGEN 88 
User process 
maximum logical address space 39 
memory allocation, pages 36 

User process memory 
attached segments, maximum number 43 
attaching to segments (?ASEG) 43 
defined segments, global numbering 43 
extended 41 
impure, finding space left 41 
impure, highest (?PIMX value) 41 
impure area, segment 0 40 
impure area, user-modifiable 40 
logical address space 36 
overlay node area, segment 2 40 
pure, lowest (?PPMN value) 41 
segments 

deallocating (?DSEG) 43 
defined 36 
defining (?CSEG) 43 
local numbering 40 
mapping (?MSEG) 43 
possible size 38 

shared area, segment 1 40 
user-defined segments, I/O 43 

?USP (unique storage position) 121 



V Validity protection 37 

W Word aligned number 
for floating point operations 257 

Working directory 203 
changing (?DIR) 17,32, 130 
displaying (?GNAME) 17 
managing via eLI 17 

?WRITE 245 
Write a record to tape 323 
Write data to a device or file 245 
Write enable ring 315 
see also Magnetic tape 

Write protect attribute 162 
Write protection 37 
Write to memory 248 
?WRMEM 248 
?WRST 249 
?WSIG 251 
resumes program execution 48 
returns currently active TID 49 
returns program counter 49 
returns signal number 48 
sets signal mask 48 

Index 
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NORTH AMERICAN OFFICES 
Alabama: Birmingham 
Arizona: Phoenix, Tucson 

Arkansas: Little Rock 
California: Anaheim, EI Segundo, Fresno, los Angeles, Oakland, Palo Alto, Riverside, 
Sacramento, San Diego. San Francisco, Santa Barbara, Sunnyvale, Van Nuys 

Colorado: Colorado Springs, Denver 
Connecticut: North Branford, Norwalk 
Florida: Ft. lauderdale, Orlando, Tampa 

Georgia: Norcross 
Idaho: Boise 
Iowa: Bettendorf, Des Moines 
Illinois: Arlington Heights, Champaign, Chicago, Peoria, Rockford 

Indiana: Indianapolis 
Kentucky: louisville 
Louisiana: Baton Rouge, Metairie 

Maine: Portland, Westbrook 
Maryland: Baltimore 
MassachuseHs: Cambridge, Framingham, Southboro, Waltham, Wellesley, Westboro, 
West Springfield, Worcester 
Michigan: Grand Rapids, Southfield 

Minnesota: Richfield 
Missouri: Creve Coeur, Kansas City 
Missi.sippi: Jackson 
Montana: Billings 

Nebraska: Omaha 
Nevada: Reno 

New Hampshire: Bedford, Portsmouth 
New Jersey: Cherry Hill, Somerset, Wayne 
New Mexico: Albuquerque 
New York: Buffalo, lake Success, latham, Liverpool, Melville, New York City, 

Rochester, White Plains 
North Carolina: Charlotte, Greensboro, Greenville, Raleigh, Research Triangle Park 
Ohio: Brooklyn Heights, Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton 

Oklahoma: Oklahoma City, Tulsa 
Oregon: lake Oswego 
Pennsylvania: Blue Bell, lancaster, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh 

Rhode Island: Providence 
South Carolina: Columbia 
Tennessee: Knoxville, Memphis, Nashville 
Texas: Austin, Dallas, EI Paso, Ft. Worth, Houston, San Antonio 

Utah: Salt lake City 
Virginia: Mclean, Norfolk, Richmond, Salem 
Washington: Bellevue, Richland, Spokane 

West Virginia: Charleston 
Wisconsin: Brookfield, Grand Chute, Madison 
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INTERNATIONAL OFFICES 
Argentina: Buenos Aires 
Australia: Adelaide, Brisbane, Hobart, Melbourne, Newcastle, Perth, Sydney 

Austria: Vienna 
Belgium: Brussels 
Bolivia: la Paz 

Brazil: Sao Paulo 
Canada: Calgary, Edmonton, Montreal, Ottawa, Quebec, Toronto, Vancouver, 
Winnipeg 

Chile: Santiago 
Columbia: Bogata 
Costa Rica: San Jose 
Denmark: Copenhagen 
Ecuador: Quito 

Egypt: Cairo 
Finland: Helsinki 
France: le Plessis-Robinson, lille, lyon, Nantes, Paris, Saint Denis, Strasbourg 
Guatemala: Guatemala City 
Hong Kong 
India: Bombay 
Indonesia: Jakarta, Pusat 

Ireland: Dublin 
Israel: Tel Aviv 
Italy: Bologna, Florence, Milan, Padua, Rome, Tourin 
Japan: Fukuoka, Hiroshima, Nagoya, Osaka, Tokyo, Tsukuba 

Jordan: Amman 
Korea: Seoul 

Kuwait: Kuwait 
Lebanon: Beirut 
Malaysia: Kuala lumpur 

Mexico: Mexico City, Monterrey 
Morocco: Casablanca 
The Netherlands: Amsterdam, Rijswijk 
New Zealand: Auckland, Wellington 

Nicaragua: Managua 
Nigeria: Ibadan, lagos 

Norway: Oslo 
Paraguay: Asuncion 
Peru: Lima 
Philippine Islands: Manila 
Portugal: Lisbon 
Puerto Rico: Hato Rey 
Saudi Arabia: Jeddah, Riyadh 
Singapore 
South Africa: Cape Town, Durban, Johannesburg, Pretoria 
Spain: Barcelona, Bibao, Madrid 
Sweden: Gothenburg, Malmo, Stockholm 
Switzerland: lausanne, Zurich 

Taiwan: Taipei 

Thailand: Bangkok 

Turkey: Ankara 
United Kingdom: Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Hounslow, london, Manchester 

Uruguay: Montevideo 

USSR: Espoo 
Venezuela: Maracaibo 
West Germany: Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Hannover, Munich, Nuremburg, 

Stuttgart 
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o o 

o 0 

o 0 
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Please help us improve our future 
publications by answering the questions below. 
Use the space provided for your comments. 

In wbat wa!}Sdoyou find this mariualusefut? 

Doestne lTlanual t~ll yoU all YoU need tolmQw? 

Whatadditionalinforrnati<>n wOl/lei youltke'? 

Ufr\ot ~a~!lpecifY·Wllh·pa~.flurnper and 
paragraph,) 

Technical Products 
Publications 

Comrnent Form 
Title: ______________ . __________________________ ___ 

Document No. __ 0_9_3_0_40_0_0_5_1_00_1 ____ _ 

o You (can, cannot) find things easily. 0 Other: 

o Language (is, is not) appropriate. 

o Technical terms (are, are not) defined 
as needed. 

o Learning to use the equipment 

o As a reference 

o As an introouction to the 
proouct 

o Visuals (are,are not) well designed. 

o Labels and captions (are,are not) clear. 

o Other: 

o To instruct a class. 

o Other: 

Name: _______________________ Title: ___________________ _ 

Company: _________________________ Division: _________________ _ 

Address: ______________________ Ci~:-------.-------------

State: _______ Zip: __________ Telephone: _________ _ Date: ______________ _ 

t. DataGeneral 
Data General Corporation, Westboro, Massachusetts 01580 
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_. Data General 
users 
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Name __________________ Position _________________ Date 

Company. Organization or School _____________________________________ _ 

Address _________________ City _____________ State ____ Zip ______ _ 

Telephone: Area Code ______ No. ___________ Ext. ____________________ _ 

o OEM 

o End User 

o System House 

o Government 

o Educational 

Qty. Installed I Qty. On Order 

o AOS o ROOS 

o OOS o Other 

o MPjOS 

Specify _____ _ 

o Algol o Assembler 

o DG/L 0 Fortran 

o Cobol 0 RPG II 

o PASCAL 0 PLll 

o Business BASIC 0 Other 

o BASIC 

Specify ______ _ 

o Batch (Central) 

o Batch (Via RJE) 

o On-line Interactive 

o HASP o CAM 

o RJE80 o XODIAC 

o RCX 70 o Other 

Specify 

0 ________ _ 

From whom was your machine(s) 
purchased? 

o Data General Corp. 

o Other 
Specify ______ _ 

Are you interested in joining a 
special interest or regional 
Data General Users Group? 

0 _________ _ 

_. DataGeneral 
Data General Corporation. Westboro. Massachusetts 01580. (617) 366-8911 
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